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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORDER OF THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION</th>
<th>SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ACADEMIC COSTUME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>President, Board of Trustees, and Administrative Officers</td>
<td>The significance of the academic costume is determined especially by the sleeves and hoods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Official Guests</td>
<td>Doctors wear the round bell sleeve; the gown is faced down the front and barred on the sleeves with black velvet or color indicating the degree; the doctor’s hood is large. The doctor may choose to wear the gold tassel on the cap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty</td>
<td>Masters wear the long, closed sleeve, with a slit near the upper part of the arm; the master’s hood is of more moderate size.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidates for Advanced Degrees</td>
<td>Bachelors wear the long or pointed sleeve. The color of the tassel indicates whether the degree is in the field of arts (white), fine arts (brown), music (pink), or science (golden yellow).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 2017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Program

Presiding  Elder Jeffrey R. Holland of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints

Conducting  Kevin J Worthen, President, Brigham Young University

Prelude  Don Cook, Carillon
Brian Mathias, Organ

Academic Procession  Color Guard, President, Board of Trustees, Administrative Officers, Official Guests, Faculty, and Graduates—from the Smoot Administration Building to the Marriott Center

Presentation of Colors  Air Force and Army ROTC

Welcome  President Kevin J Worthen

Invocation  Avery Harding,
BYUSA President

President’s Greeting  President Kevin J Worthen

Conferring of Degrees  President Kevin J Worthen and Brent W. Webb, Academic Vice President

Induction into the Alumni Association  Amy Fennegan, President,
BYU Alumni Association

Expression from Graduate  Thomas James Stone

Conferring of Honorary Degree  President Kevin J Worthen

Remarks  Baroness Nicholson of Winterbourne

The Cowboys Overture  BYU Chamber Orchestra
By John Williams
Kory Katseanes, Director

Commencement Address  Elder Bradley D. Foster,
General Authority Seventy

Benediction  Miriam Burton

Recessional  Brian Mathias, Organ

Postlude  Don Cook, Carillon
mission president of the California Arcadia Mission and has served as stake president and bishop and in numerous other Church callings.

Elder Foster was born and raised in the Rigby, Idaho, area. Following a full-time mission to Texas, he married Sharol Anderson in the Idaho Falls Temple. Elder and Sister Foster have four daughters and fifteen grandchildren. In 1971 Elder Foster attended Ricks College, focusing on preveterinary studies. He then started his own company, Foster Agri-Business, a vertically integrated agricultural company that is still in operation today. After Elder Foster was called as a General Authority, his family took over the company.

Elder Foster has also served as a member of the Idaho Potato Commission, on the board of directors for Farm Credit Bank, and on the President’s Advancement Council at BYU-Idaho.

Throughout his life Elder Foster has discovered that “we learn a lot of things between the pages of books in the library, but we also learn a lot of things between a rock and a hard spot.”
Baroness Nicholson of Winterbourne LRAM ARCM

Baroness Nicholson of Winterbourne is a Peer of the Realm and a member of the House of Lords.

She serves as the Prime Minister’s Trade Envoy to Azerbaijan, Iraq, and Turkmenistan. She co-chairs the All-Party Parliamentary Groups for Foreign Affairs and for the Prevention of Sexual Violence in Conflict. She is a member of the Conservative Party.

Baroness Nicholson served from 1983 to 1987 as Vice Chairman of the Conservative Party. She was elected to the House of Commons in 1987 for the constituency of Torridge and West Devon. She was appointed to the House of Lords in 1997.

In 1999 she was elected to the South East Region of the European Parliament and was reelected to serve a second term from 2004 to 2009. From 2011 to 2014 she was a member of the United Kingdom delegation to the Parliament of the Council of Europe.

In her private time she chairs the AMAR International Foundation, the Booker Prize for Russian Fiction, and the Romanian Children’s High Level Group. She is President of AMAR U.S., AMAR Lebanon, and IBBC (the Iraq Britain Business Council). She is a Vice Patron of the Man Booker Prize for English Fiction and Founder Patron of the Caine Prize for African Writing. She is Vice President of the Mary Hare School for Deaf Children.

Baroness Nicholson studied at the Royal Academy of Music. She then entered the IT industry, where she developed computer software and built computer systems in the United Kingdom and Africa. From 1974 to 1985 she was a Director of Save the Children.

The Baroness is a member of the Reform Club and of the Royal Overseas League. She has been awarded seven honorary doctorates and a number of awards; she has authored two books and has edited others.

For her outstanding life and contributions to society and to the world, Brigham Young University is pleased to confer upon Baroness Nicholson of Winterbourne the degree of doctor of international leadership and humanitarian service, honoris causa.
DOCTORAL DEGREES

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Michael Alton Atkisson
MS, Indiana University Bloomington, 2006
BA, University of Utah, 2003
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology
Dissertation: Utility of Feedback Given by Students During Courses

Ting Chen
Major: Physiology and Developmental Biology
Dissertation: LKB1 Regulation of High-Fat Diet–Induced Adaptation in Mouse Skeletal Muscle

Vasu Nephi Chetty
MS, Brigham Young University, 2012
BS, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2010
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: Theory and Applications of Network Structure of Complex Dynamical Systems

Junming Diao
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dissertation: High-Sensitivity Phased Arrays for Radio Astronomy and Satellite Communications

Joseph Garth Eixenberger
MS, Brigham Young University, 2014
BS, Boise State University, 2013
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: Seismic Analysis of and Provisions for Dry-Stack Concrete Masonry Wall Systems with Surface Bond in Low-Rise Buildings

Mark H. Fernelius
MS, Brigham Young University, 2013
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: Experimental and Computational Analysis of an Axial Turbine Driven by Pulsing Flow

Gina P. Hales
MSW, Brigham Young University, 1999
BS, Brigham Young University, 1997
Major: Educational Leadership
Dissertation: The Social Validity of Online Parent Involvement in a School-Based Social and Emotional Learning Program: WhyTry for Parents

Tyler A Kummer
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Biology
Dissertation: Assessing and Improving Student Understanding of Tree-Thinking

Joshua Brian Lewis
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013
Major: Physiology and Developmental Biology
Dissertation: Alterations in Tight Junctional Proteins and Their Effects on Pulmonary Inflammation

Esther E. Marshall
MA, Brigham Young University, 2011
Major: Educational Inquiry, Measurement, and Evaluation
Dissertation: Identity, Power, and Conflict in Preschool Teaching Teams

All candidates listed for graduation will be awarded degrees subject to completion of requirements.
Richard Alma Messerly  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Chemical Engineering  
Dissertation: How a Systematic Approach to Uncertainty Quantification Renders Molecular Simulation a Quantitative Tool in Predicting the Critical Constants for Large \(n\)-Alkanes

Amber Rachel Cazzell Nadal  
BA, Point Loma Nazarene University, 2013  
Major: Psychology  
Dissertation: Partner Responsiveness Mediates the Relationship Between Virtues and Partner Movement Toward Ideal Self

Darin Reed Oviatt  
MAcc, Brigham Young University, 1999  
BS, Brigham Young University, 1988  
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology  
Dissertation: Online Students’ Perceptions and Utilization of a Proximate Community of Engagement at an Online Independent Study Program

Nafiseh Poornejad  
Major: Chemical Engineering  
Dissertation: Decellularization and Recellularization Processes for Whole Porcine Kidneys

Keith R. Proctor  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
MBA, University of Phoenix, 2006  
BS, University of Phoenix, 2005  
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology  
Dissertation: A Social Influences Framework Related to College Student Learning Failures

Cesar Augusto Aguilar Puntiano  
Major: Biology  
Dissertation: Phylogenetic Relationships, Species Boundaries, and Studies of Viviparity and Convergent Evolution in Liolaemus Lizards

Sayed Mohammad Amin Salehi  
Major: Chemical Engineering  

Vajira Kaushalya Weerasekara  
Major: Biochemistry  
Dissertation: Functional and Mechanistic Insight into the Role of ATG9A in Autophagy

Amy Eleanor Wood  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Dissertation: Principles and Insights for Design for the Developing World

Scott C. Woodward  
MA, University of Utah, 2010  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2004  
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology  
Dissertation: The Dynamics of Social Media Interaction in a Free-Choice Religious Education Experience

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES

Jeffrey Douglas Allen  
MS, Stanford University, 1984  
BS, Brigham Young University, 1979  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Dissertation: Evolvability and Excess Capability as a Response to Uncertain and Future Requirements

Takuma Aoba  
BS, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2010  
Major: Biochemistry  
Dissertation: Structural Analysis of Cell Signaling Complexes

Maridee Beeston  
MOB, Brigham Young University, 1999  
BA, Brigham Young University, 1995  
Major: Educational Leadership  
Dissertation: Relational Embeddedness in Mentoring Relationships Between Prospective K–12 Education Leaders and Their Mentor Principals

Philip Ross Bennallack  
Major: Microbiology and Molecular Biology  
Dissertation: Genetic and Biochemical Analysis of the Micrococcin Biosynthetic Pathway

John Shadrack Chapman  
MBA, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 2007  
BA, Southern Virginia University, 2002  
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology  
Dissertation: Task-Level Feedback in Interactive Learning Environments Using a Rules-Based Grading Engine

Aaron Wesley Dennis  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007  
Major: Computer Science  
Dissertation: Algorithms for Learning the Structure of Monotone and Nonmonotone Sum-Product Networks
Bruce Harold Eschler
MEd, University of Utah, 2004
BA, University of Utah, 2002
Major: Educational Leadership
Dissertation: Finnish Teacher Collaboration: The Behaviors, Learning, and Formality of Teacher Collaboration

Jeffrey L. Ferrin
MS, Utah State University, 2007
BS, Utah State University, 2007
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: Autonomous Goal-Based Mapping and Navigation Using a Ground Robot

Lindsey Nicole Friend
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2012
Major: Neuroscience
Dissertation: Endocannabinoid-Mediated Synaptic Plasticity in the Ventral Tegmental Area and Hippocampus

Diego Gonzalo Flores Garnica
MS, Brigham Young University, 2011
MOB, Brigham Young University, 2003
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: Asymmetry of Gains and Losses: Behavioral and Electrophysiological Measures

Jordan Douglas Hyde
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2011
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: Examining Justifiable and Unjustifiable Cultural Biases in Psychological Science

Jintao Jiang
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: Studies Toward Yaku'amide A and Synthesis and Applications of Bulky Alpha, Beta-Dehydroamino Acids

Michael Thomas Matthews
MS, Brigham Young University, 2014
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology
Dissertation: Learner Agency and Responsibility in Educational Technology

Sara Elizabeth Moulton
MS, Brigham Young University, 2012
TESOL Certificate, Brigham Young University, 2008
BS, Brigham Young University, 2003
Major: Educational Inquiry, Measurement, and Evaluation
Dissertation: An Examination of the Psychometric Properties of the Student Risk Screening Scale for Internalizing and Externalizing Behaviors: An Item Response Theory Approach

Catalina Matias Orozco
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: Control of Matrix Metalloproteinases in a Periodontitis Model: Molecules That Trigger or Inhibit MMP Production

Scott Isaac Ruoti
MS, Brigham Young University, 2015
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: Usable, Secure Content-Based Encryption on the Web

Adam Clayton Swensen
BS, Washington State University, 2010
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: Investigation of Dynamic Biological Systems Using Direct Injection and Liquid Chromatography Mass Spectrometry

Tabitha N. Webster
MS, Brigham Young University, 2013
BS, Westminster College, 2008
Major: Marriage and Family Therapy
Dissertation: Childhood Abuse Types and Adult Relational Violence Mediated by Adult Attachment Behaviors and Romantic Relational Aggression in Couples

Matthew Porter Wilcox
MA, Brigham Young University, 2013
BA, Boise State University, 2005
Major: Educational Inquiry, Measurement, and Evaluation
Dissertation: Evidence for the Validity of the Student Risk Screening Scale in Middle School: A Multilevel Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Jacob Brian Williams
MS, University of Alabama in Huntsville, 2013
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: Nanoemulsions Within Liposomes for Cytosolic Drug Delivery to Multidrug-Resistant Cancer Cells

Daqing Yi
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: From Qualitative to Quantitative: Supporting Robot Understanding in Human-Interactive Path Planning
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

Catherine Johnston Lui
BS, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 1989
Major: Educational Leadership
Dissertation: The Perceptual Learning Style Preferences of Hispanic Students in Higher Education

Huili Tang
Major: Educational Leadership
Dissertation: Challenges and Achievements: Student Educational Experiences in the Internationalization Baccalaureate Pilot Programs at the CCU Business School, China

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES

A. Tyler Howe
MEd, Brigham Young University, 2010
MEd, Southern Utah University, 2008
BS, Brigham Young University, 2004
Major: Educational Leadership
Dissertation: Principal Trust: Factors That Influence Faculty Trust in the Principal

JURIS DOCTOR

Robert Maxwell Ahlander
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Jorge L. Alvarez
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2013

Kelly Jody Baldwin
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Kenneth A. Baldwin
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014

Tanner James Bean
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014

Nicholas B. Beatty
BS, University of Idaho, 2014

Luke Daniel Bell
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014

Kalani Mary Bertsch
BS, North Dakota State University, 2012

Shea Billadeau
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2014

Madelyn Leigh Blanchard
BS, Roosevelt University, 2006

Jonathan Ray Bludorn
BA, Texas Tech University, 2010

Ryan Daniel Borelo
MBA, Brigham Young University, 2014
BS, University of Houston, 2008

Hyrum Jacob Bosserman
BA, Utah Valley University, 2014

Angela Isabell Bowen
MFA, Brigham Young University, 2017
BA, Brigham Young University, 2013

Kevin Craig Boyce
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014

Sarah Allison Brinkerhoff
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Kathryn Kanani Brinton
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

John Jacob Brooks
MBA, Arizona State University, 2013
BS, Arizona State University, 2010

Amanda Dawn Brown
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Jacqueline Carlton
MPP, University of Utah, 2014
BA, Utah Valley University, 2009

Anna Florissa Caruso
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Noah Dale Chamberlain
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

Daniel Christopher Chavez
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014

Tye Lane Christensen
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2014

Tyler James Christensen
BS, University of Utah, 2013

Brian Roy Coffman
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Madilyn Michelle Cole
BA, Brigham Young University, 2013

Ian Stewart Collins
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014

McKenna Mills Collins
BA, Arizona State University, 2013

Kalab Robert Cox
BS, University of Utah, 2010

Catherine Olivia Crellin
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014

Krista-Lee Pamela Crook
BS, Utah Valley University, 2013

Joshua Bonham Cutler
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014

Steven G. Dearing
BS, Utah Valley University, 2013
Andee Gempeler DeVore  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Tyler Brent Dodge  
BA, Utah State University, 2013

Jeremy Scott Driggs  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014

Bronwen Louise Dromey  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Catherine Susanne Duchene  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Brooke Heard Ellis  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Raquel Sariah Flores  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014

Taylor Parsons Floyd  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Adam Forsyth  
BA, Southern Utah University, 2014

Rebekah-Anne Susan Gebler  
BM, University of Utah, 2013

Samuel David George  
BS, University of Utah, 2014

John Lyle Gibbons, Jr.  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014

David A. Glauser  
BS, University of Utah, 2012

Kelsie Lynn Godwin  
BA, University of California, Los Angeles, 2011

Mario Keahi Gonzales  
BS, University of Utah, 2006

Michael Kent Goodrich  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014

Sarah Anne Hafen  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2013

Peter Ammon Hecker  
PhD, University of Maryland, Baltimore, 2012  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Andrew James Henley  
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2012

Neal A. Hoopes  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2013

Tyler Marc Huff  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2013

Matthew Warren Jaynes  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Parker Raymond Jenkins  
BA, University of Utah, 2014

Ryan William Jolley  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2014

Marcie Botsford Jones  
MS, University of Arizona, 1995  
BS, Santa Clara University, 1992

Zachary Dan Jones  
BS, Weber State University, 2013

Zachary H. Jones  
BA, George Wythe University, 2013

Taylor Scott Kenck  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2012

Griffin D. Kennedy  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Alexis King  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

Natalie Anne Lambert  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Ailsa Christian Lillywhite  
BA, University of Utah, 2008

Kathryn D. Lindsey  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Chautel Marie Cromarty Lopez  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014

Shaylon Ren Lovell  
BS, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, 2008

John Walter Lowe  
BS, Excelsior College, 2014

Tyler Gregory MacKay  
BA, Southern Virginia University, 2013

Ashley Kimiko Maetani  
BA, Boston University, 2014

Leilani Clifford Maldonado  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

Kevin Dennis Malloy  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2013

Elizabeth Virginia Mann  
BS, University of Utah, 2014

Kate Robinette McKeen  
BA, Whitman College, 2011

Abby McKeon  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014

Christopher Thomas McNeill  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Kathleen Ann Meredith  
BA, University of Colorado Denver, 2003
Quinn Patrick Merrill  
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2007

Bryan J. Mulkern  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014

Colt R. Mund  
BA, Utah State University, 2011  
BS, Utah State University, 2011

Joshua Brent Nemeth  

David Bradford Nielson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Stephanie Nicole Nielson  
BA, Arizona State University, 2012

Rachel Joy Okura-Jaar  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Kohei Asahi Oman  
BA, University of Virginia, 2011

Kristen Sturgill Overton  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2004

Emily Page  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Jeffrey Michael Peterson  
BS, University of Utah, 2011

Rachel Elizabeth Phillips  
BA, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2008

Jean M. Pierce  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2013

Richard Benson Plehn  
BA, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2013

Garret Michael Poppitz  
MA, Middlebury Institute of International Studies at Monterey, 2013  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Elijah Wollage Pratt  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2013

Jonathan David Radford  
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2007

Steven D. Radford  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2012

Bradley Neil Rebeiro  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014

Hannah Marie Roberts  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014

Ryan David Sam  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Aminata Sarr  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Matthew David Schmoldt  
BS, Utah State University, 2013

Samantha Ann Scott  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

John Elliott Sellers  
BA, California State University, Long Beach, 2013

Cade Alan Shiozaki  
MPA, Brigham Young University, 2017  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

Laura Anne Shrum  
MA, University of Utah, 2013  
BA, University of Utah, 2010  
BA, University of Utah, 2009

Lauren Ashley Simpson  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

Tyler J. LaMoyne Smith  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2014

Michael Alex Snell  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2014

Paul D. Spiel  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2014

Ryan Craig Swapp  
BS, University of Utah, 2014

Chase Reed Terry  
BS, Utah State University, 2013

Jimmy Lee Trent III  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Hayden T. Weaver  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2013

Chad West  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Oliver Baahozho Whaley  
MPA, Southern Utah University, 2014  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Ashley Brooke Wilson  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2012

Blake Daniel Young  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Marion Aloysia Young  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES

Zachary Edward Atherton  
MPA, Brigham Young University, 2016  
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2012

Daniel Benzion  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

Lindsay Johnson  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

Scott Allen Ludlow  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014
DOCTORAL DEGREES

Jared Lee MacDonald
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2014

Jordan Elaine Radford McDowell
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014

Mikayda Ann Mills
MPA, Brigham Young University, 2016
BA, Louisiana State University, 2013

Darren Brandon Remington
MBA, Brigham Young University, 2016
BA, Brigham Young University, 2007

Lynna Shin
MA, Brigham Young University, 2006
BA, Brigham Young University, 1998

Sarah-Kathleen Shipley
BA, Brigham Young University, 2009
MASTER’S DEGREES

MASTER OF ARTS

Harper D. Anderson
BA, Brigham Young University, 2013
Major: Mass Communications
Thesis: Livestrong or Lie Hard: A Pentadic Analysis of Deception and Reputation Management in “The Armstrong Lie”

Michelle Liora Anderson
BA, Weber State University, 2004
Major: Spanish
Thesis: Target Practice: Exploring Student TL/L1 Use in Paired Interactions

Tammara Lee McOmber Ballard
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011
BFA, Utah Valley University, 2009
Major: Art Education
Thesis: A Case Study of the Springville Museum of Art Pre-Exhibition Workshop

Irina Mikhailovna Baskova
Major: Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Thesis: Preparing Non-Native English Speakers for the Mathematical Vocabulary in the GRE and GMAT

Daniel K. Bates
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2013
Major: Spanish
Thesis: What Do Students Think? University Spanish Students’ Experience Communicating Online with Native Spanish Speakers

Austin James Bowler
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2015
Major: Religious Studies—Military Chaplaincy

Brittany Bruner
BA, Brigham Young University, 2013
Major: English
Thesis: “This, too, was myself”: Empathic Unsettlement and the Victim/Perpetrator Binary in Robert Louis Stevenson’s Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde

Tahira Carroll
BS, Brigham Young University, 2004
Major: Linguistics
Thesis: Eye Behavior While Reading Words of Sanskrit and Urdu Origin in Hindi

Nicole Perry Clawson
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007
Major: English
Thesis: Obliterating Middle-Class Culpability: Sarah Grand’s New Woman Short Fiction in George Bentley’s Temple Bar

Emily R. Crandell
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014
Major: Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Thesis: Quizlet Flashcards for the First 500 Words of the Academic Vocabulary List

Dayna Lee Cuenca
BA, Brigham Young University, 2013
Major: Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

Rebecca Brinck Emery
BA, Brigham Young University, 2013
Major: Second Language Teaching
Thesis: Spaced Versus Massed Practice in L2 German Listening Comprehension

Connie Madson Ericksen
BS, Utah Valley University, 2011
MM, Brigham Young University, 1990
BA, Utah State University, 1985
Major: Anthropology

All candidates listed for graduation will be awarded degrees subject to completion of requirements.
Courtney Dotson Ewert
Museum Practices Certificate, Brigham Young University, 2017
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Anthropology
Thesis: Nabataean Subadult Mortuary Practices

Matthew R. Fereday
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Religious Education
Thesis: Smartphone Usage and Religiosity in LDS Young Adults

Rachel Valletta Griffiths
BA, Weber State University, 2007
Major: Teacher Education

Anne Hart
BA, Brigham Young University, 2015
Major: Comparative Studies
Thesis: Selling the American Dream: The Comic Underdog in American Film

Joshua Alan Hogue
BA, Arizona State University, 2013
Major: Second Language Teaching
Thesis: The Effects of One-on-One Teaching on Chinese Speaking Ability, Student Anxiety, and Student Preference

Rebekah Michele Hood
BA, Arizona State University, 2014
Major: English
Thesis: Invisible Voices: Revising Feminist Approaches to Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s “The Yellow Wallpaper” by Including the Narrative of Mental Illness

Shaëla Annice-Stautmeister Hougaard
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2014
Major: Mass Communications
Thesis: ‘Tweeting for a Cause: A Content Analysis of Successful Charitable Nonprofits’ Publishing Strategies on Twitter

James Frederick Hummel
BS, Excelsior College, 2014
Major: Religious Studies—Military Chaplaincy

Mariah Christina Hunt
BA, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2014
Major: Comparative Studies
Thesis: Yamada Eimi and the Value of Trash

Amy Mae Johnson
BA, University of Utah, 2013
Major: Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Thesis: Faculty and EAL Student Perceptions of Writing Purposes and Challenges in the Business Major

Jess Paul Jones
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010
Major: Religious Education

Mariah Kathryn Krauel
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Thesis: Differences in the Motivations of Chinese Learners of English in Different (Foreign or Second-Language) Contexts

Vadym Malyshevych
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Thesis: Managing Dynamic Written Corrective Feedback: Perceptions of Experienced Teachers

Rui Li
Major: Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Thesis: Differences in the Motivations of Chinese Learners of English in Different (Foreign or Second-Language) Contexts

Maria Teresa Company Lozano
BA, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2006
MA, Brigham Young University, 2012
TESOL Certificate, Brigham Young University, 2009
Major: Spanish
Thesis: Dynamic Written Corrective Feedback and Linguistic Writing Accuracy of University Learners of Spanish

Daisy Kristina Milman
BA, Brigham Young University, 2004
Major: Mass Communications
Thesis: Is Video Enjoyment Deeper for Those with ADHD?

Rachel Elizabeth Neeley
BS, Utah State University, 2010
BA, Brigham Young University, 2005
Major: Teacher Education
Thesis: Invisible Students: A Comparative Case Study of Friendless Students During the First Year of Junior High

Andrew Kelly Nelson
BA, Brigham Young University, 2015
Major: Portuguese
Thesis: José, Joe, Zé Carioca: Walt Disney’s Good Neighbor Colonial “Monument” in Brazil
John Bennight Nielsen  
BA, Eastern Washington University, 2014  
Major: Linguistics  
Thesis: Spanish Heritage Bilingual Perception of English-Specific Vowel Contrasts

Newell Scott Porter  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: English  
Thesis: “A poem containing history”: Pound as a Poet of Deep Time

Claudia Linares Quackenbush  
Major: Spanish  
Thesis: Emilio Carballido: Invocando dos obras para una regeneración humana

Lindsay Renea Ruiz  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2005  
Major: Art Education  
Thesis: Border Crossing: One Teacher’s Journey Toward Becoming a Culturally Competent Art Educator

Chrisanne Schraedel  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Comparative Studies  

Jeffrey Adam Skinner  
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2015  
Major: Religious Studies—Military Chaplaincy

Jeff Davis Smedley  
BS, Idaho State University, 1997  
Major: Religious Education  
Thesis: The 1848 Mormon Westward Migration

Gerald “Jerry” T. Snow  
BA, University of Utah, 2014  
LLM, New York Law School, 1976  
JD, Harvard University, 1972  
BA, Stanford University, 1969  
Major: Linguistics  
Thesis: Creole Genesis and Universality: Case, Word Order, and Agreement

Griffin Dean Sorenson  
BA, University of Utah, 2010  
Major: Religious Education  

Annilyn Marie Spjut  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Art History and Curatorial Studies  
Thesis: “How in This Cruel Age I Celebrated Freedom”: Aesopian Subversion in Nikolai Ulyanov’s Painting for the 1937 Pushkin Centenary

Maria Mihaela Summers  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

Lauren Elaine Truman  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Spanish  
Thesis: “Language Attitudes in Alcalá de Henares Towards Immigrants” and “Adverbial Adjectives: A Usage-Based Approach”

Laura White  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Comparative Studies  

Ksenia Zhao  
Major: Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages  
Thesis: Investigating the Effects of Rater’s Second-Language Learning Background and Familiarity with Test-Taker’s First Language on Speaking Test Scores

Rebecca Mae Aaron  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages  
Thesis: The Influence of Online English Language Instruction on ESL Learners’ Fluency Development

Danielle Patricia Lynn Turcotte Asay  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Second Language Teaching  
Thesis: What, Why, and How Much?: The Integration of Culture in Secondary Foreign Language Classrooms

Michael Gabriel Bean  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Linguistics  
Thesis: A Framework for Evaluating Recommender Systems

Kiera Beddes  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Teacher Education  
Thesis: What Is Being Said About Historical Literacy in Literacy and Social Studies Journals: A Content Analysis

Joseph Alma Bryce  
Museum Practices Certificate, Brigham Young University, 2016  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Anthropology  
Thesis: An Investigation of the Manufacture and Use of Bone Awls at Wolf Village (42UT273)
Karen Sue Connell  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Mass Communications  
Thesis: An E-Government Analysis of State Legislatures’ Social Media Usage

Alhyaba Encinas  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages  
Thesis: Expecting Excellence: Student and Teacher Attitudes Towards Choosing to Speak English

Shon Scot Feller  
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2007  
Major: Art Education  
Thesis: Creativity and Religion: A Self-Study of Mormon Mind-Set in the Art Classroom

Constantine Fesenko  
Major: Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages  
Thesis: A Longitudinal Analysis of Adult ESL Speakers’ Oral Fluency Gains

Lorien Young Francis  
BS, Brigham Young University, 1994  
Major: Teacher Education  
Thesis: A High School Biology Teacher’s Development Through a New Teaching Assignment Coupled with Teacher-Led Professional Development

Ian Trent Gillespie  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Mass Communications  
Thesis: Social Supers: A Content Analysis of Non-Physical Aggressions in Popular Superhero Movies

Rachel Ruth Gilman  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: English  
Thesis: The Ontology of Immanence: Arriving at Being in Nan Shepherd’s The Living Mountain

Sarah Ann Hutton  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Linguistics  
Thesis: The Onomatopoetic Ideophone-Gesture Relationship in Pastaza Quichua

Kyle Glenn Merkley  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Comparative Studies  
Thesis: Quis Tantus Furor? The Servian Question, Gallus and Orpheus in Georgics 4

Christopher Nuttall  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages  
Thesis: A Self-Regulated Learning Inventory Based on a Six-Dimensional Model of SRL

Helga Sheyla Gonçalves do Rego Barros Pereira  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2010  
Major: Mass Communications  
Thesis: Assessing Diversity Among Corporations in Brazil: An Exploratory Study

Benjamin Charles Peterson  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2006  
Major: Religious Education  
Thesis: Pathway: A Gateway to Global Church Education

Elizabeth Pusey  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Comparative Studies  
Thesis: James Tissot’s and Emile Zola’s Shopgirl: The Working Girl as La Parisienne

Candice Brandi Snow  
BA, Brenau University, 2009  
Major: Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

Melissa Elise Steckler  
BA, Tulane University, 2010  
Major: Mass Communications  
Thesis: How Public Relations Firms Do PR for Themselves Through Corporate Social Responsibility

Tawnicia Meservy Stocking  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2003  
Major: Teacher Education  
Thesis: An Analysis of Support for Elementary Engineering Education Offered in the Science Teacher Journal Science and Children

Christopher Nuttall  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages  
Thesis: A Self-Regulated Learning Inventory Based on a Six-Dimensional Model of SRL

Helga Sheyla Gonçalves do Rego Barros Pereira  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2010  
Major: Mass Communications  
Thesis: Assessing Diversity Among Corporations in Brazil: An Exploratory Study

Benjamin Charles Peterson  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2006  
Major: Religious Education  
Thesis: Pathway: A Gateway to Global Church Education

Elizabeth Pusey  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Comparative Studies  
Thesis: James Tissot’s and Emile Zola’s Shopgirl: The Working Girl as La Parisienne

Candice Brandi Snow  
BA, Brenau University, 2009  
Major: Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

Melissa Elise Steckler  
BA, Tulane University, 2010  
Major: Mass Communications  
Thesis: How Public Relations Firms Do PR for Themselves Through Corporate Social Responsibility

Tawnicia Meservy Stocking  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2003  
Major: Teacher Education  
Thesis: An Analysis of Support for Elementary Engineering Education Offered in the Science Teacher Journal Science and Children

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Brendan Michael Abbott  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Technology  

Kaylea Renea Drake Adams  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Statistics

Jason Tyler Allen  
MBA, Brigham Young University, 2017  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Selecting Surrogate Folds for Use in Origami-Based Mechanisms and Products
Zann Benjamin Anderson
BS, Utah State University, 2008
Major: Computer Science
Thesis: “I Can Physically Feel the Difference”: Exploring Physicalizations of Running Data

Jani Dawn Ashbaker
BS, Weber State University, 2010
Major: Special Education
Thesis: The Effects of Fluency Training on the Acquisition and Retention of Secondary Students’ Fraction Skills

David Arthur Ashworth
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Thesis: An Analytical Model to Predict the Length of Oxygen-Assisted Swirled Coal and Biomass Flames

Nathan William Bean
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Statistics

Daniel Mark Bodily
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Thesis: Design Optimization and Motion Planning for Pneumatically Actuated Manipulators

Jeffrey Ryan Buxton
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015
Major: Civil Engineering
Thesis: Strut-and-Tie Modeling of Multistory, Partially Grouted Concrete Masonry Shear Walls with Openings

Emma Maile Elizabeth Coombs
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015
Major: Communication Disorders
Thesis: Measuring Subtypes of Withdrawal in Children with Language Impairment

Shawn Owen Crawley
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015
Major: Civil Engineering

Edward Wayne Crossen
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014
Major: Food Science

Daniele D’Apuzzo
Major: Mathematics
Thesis: It Is Better to Be Upside Than Sharpe

Jessica Taylor Davies
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015
Major: Exercise Sciences
Thesis: The Effect of Time of Day of Chronic Exercise on Neural Response to Visual Food Cues

Matthew Owen Duffield
MBA, Brigham Young University, 2017
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Thesis: Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast for Detect and Avoid on Small Unmanned Aircraft

Devin Paul Eddington
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015
Major: Statistics

Sarah Annis Eliason
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015
Major: Marriage, Family, and Human Development
Thesis: The Mediating Role of Relational Aggression Between Neuroticism and Couple Attachment and Relationship Quality in Long-Term Committed Relationships

Jacob Baird Fullerton
BS, Brigham Young University, 2016
Major: Civil Engineering
Thesis: Cloud-Based Analytic Element Groundwater Modeling

Spencer Neal Galbraith
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2015
Major: Statistics

Kaitlin Elaine Gibson
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Statistics

Katy Glenn
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015
Major: Communication Disorders
Thesis: Effects of Conversational Modalities on Driving and Speaking Performance

Matthew Shane Goodwin
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015
Major: Statistics

Sarah Mickele Gordon
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013
Major: Communication Disorders
Thesis: Development of Word Recognition Materials for Native Cebuano Speakers

Ammon Bradley Gruwell
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering
Thesis: High-Speed Programmable FPGA Configuration Memory Access Using JTAG

Steven Jay Hammon
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering
Thesis: Preserving Optical Confinement in PECVD SiO2 Waveguides by Control of Thin-Film Stress
Jordan Curtis Hill  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: Extension of the QuikSCAT Sea Ice Extent Data Set with OSCAT and ASCAT Data

Melanie Mei Yukie Serrao Hill  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Marriage, Family, and Human Development  

Samuel Abraham Hillam  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2012  
Major: Geology  
Thesis: A Quaternary Climate Record from a Uinta Mountains, USA, Fen Core with Emphasis on Sediment Pyrolysis

Kevin Hugh Hilton  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Statistics

Shaun Todd Hilton  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Civil Engineering  

Hani Yousef Ahmad Abu Hmeidan  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Civil Engineering  

Shiloh Marie James Howland  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2003  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2000  
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology

Matthew David James  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: A Reconfigurable Trusted Platform Module

Savannah Lynne Keane  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Civil Engineering

Andrew Mark Keller  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  

Christian Parker Kesler  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Civil Engineering

Luke Ian Kevan  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Civil Engineering  
Thesis: Full-Scale Testing of Blast-Induced Liquefaction Downdrag on Driven Piles in Sand

Braden Spencer Kinard  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Statistics

Adam Craig Lloyd  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology

Shawnii Lyman  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2006  
Major: Communication Disorders  
Thesis: Comparison of Early Literacy iPad Applications: Children's Engagement

Benjamin Mackley  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology

Stephen George Merrill  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Statistics

Melece Vida Meservy  
BS, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2013  
Major: Marriage and Family Therapy  
Thesis: The Relationship Between Relational Aggression and Sexual Satisfaction: Investigating the Mediating Role of Attachment Behaviors

Sean Austin Miner  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Statistics

Jacob Daniel Nelson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Civil Engineering

Ellyn Margaret Newcomb  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Food Science  
Thesis: Effects of GM Disclosure Statements on Consumer Perceptions of Selected Food Products in Survey and Sensory Panel Settings

Iesha Nuttall  
BA, Florida Atlantic University, 2014  
Major: Marriage and Family Therapy  
Thesis: A Longitudinal Examination of Parental Psychological Control and Externalizing Behavior in Adolescents with Adolescent Internalized Shame as a Mediating Variable
Madison Brooke Phan  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Statistics

Hannah Jean Polanco  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Civil Engineering  
Thesis: Structural Lightweight Grout Mixture Design

Kristopher Michael Powell  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Geology  
Thesis: Facies Analysis, Sedimentary Petrology, and Reservoir Characterization of the Lower Triassic Sinbad Limestone Member of the Moenkopi Formation, Central Utah: A Synthesis of Surface and Subsurface Data

Bryan Daniel Pribe  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Civil Engineering

Bradley S. Randall  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007  
Major: Technology  
Thesis: The Effect of Transit-Oriented Development Sites on Residential Home Pricing

Tyler Kirk Remund  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Civil Engineering  
Thesis: Large-Scale Testing of Low-Strength Cellular Concrete for Skewed Bridge Abutments

Brooke Maxwell Rhees  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Computer Science  

Adam Kaleo Roberts  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: Improvements, Algorithms, and a Simulation Model for a Compact Phased-Array Radar for UAS Sense and Avoid

McKell W Sanderson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Civil Engineering

Mallory Paige Scofield  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Communication Disorders  
Thesis: Solitary-Pretend Play in Children with Language Impairment and Their Typically Developing Peers

Marlee Lyn Seat  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2016  
Major: Civil Engineering  
Thesis: Using LiDAR Data to Analyze Access Management Criteria in Utah

Devin James Shumway  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Hybrid State Transactional Database for Product Lifecycle Management Features in Multi-Engineer Synchronous Heterogeneous Computer-Aided Design

Melissa Denniey Snyder  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Wildlife and Wildlands Conservation  
Thesis: Ecological and Genetic Variation Among Populations of Boechera caeruleamontana sp. nov. (Brassicaceae) from Blue Mountain and Dinosaur National Monument in Eastern Utah and Western Colorado

Kimberly Francis Sowards  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Geology  
Thesis: Weathering Sequence of Young Basalts: A Case Study from Kohala, Hawaii

Maya Elena Stevens  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Communication Disorders  
Thesis: Examining the Reversal of Vocal Fold Dehydration Using Aerosolized Saline in an Excised Larynx Model

Bryan Jay Stringham  
BS, Utah State University, 2014  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Non-Dimensional Modeling of the Effects of Weld Parameters on Peak Temperature and Cooling Rate in Friction Stir Welding

Kendall Steven Thacker  
MBA, Brigham Young University, 2017  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  

Eric Blaine Tingey  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: The Development of a Vertical-Axis Wind Turbine Wake Model for Use in Wind Farm Layout Optimization with Noise Level Constraints
Jeffrey Ray Tolley  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Exercise Sciences  
Thesis: Are Cardiovascular Disease Inflammatory Markers Elevated in Those with Nonspecific Chronic Musculoskeletal Pain Compared to Non-Pain Case Controls?

Eric Christopher Townsend  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Estimating Short-Term Human Intent for Physical Human-Robot Co-Manipulation

Joshua Anthony Verde  
BS, Southern Utah University, 2013  
Major: Biology  
Thesis: Lake Powell Food Web Structure: Predicting Effects of Quagga Mussel

William Henry White  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Statistics

Samuel Peter Wold  
BS, Missouri Western State University, 2013  
Major: Statistics

Mallory Merrill Wolfgamm  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Marriage and Family Therapy  
Thesis: Implicit Family Process Rules Specific to Eating-Disordered Families

Wanyang Zhang  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering

Kimberly Kasey Baker  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Communication Disorders  
Thesis: Topic Manipulation in Five Children with Language Impairment in Response to Topic Probes

Kimberly Anne Barnett  
BS, Northern Kentucky University, 2009  
Major: Psychology  
Thesis: An Investigation of Associations Between Heart Rate Measures of Aerobic Fitness and Executive Functioning in Pre-Adolescent Children

Jared Jeffrey Baxter  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Wildlife and Wildlands Conservation  
Thesis: Reproductive Ecology of Sage-Grouse in Strawberry Valley, Utah

Kristen C. Bentley  
BS, University of Utah, 1983  
Major: Technology  

Charles Mansel Best  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Position and Stiffness Control of Inflatable Robotic Links Using Rotary Pneumatic Actuation

Lane David Broadbent  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Technology  
Thesis: Recognition of Infrastructure Events Using Principal Component Analysis

Michael Benjamin Brodie  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Computer Science  
Thesis: A Common Misconception in Multi-Label Learning

Bryce Matthew Brown  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Environmental Science  
Thesis: Ancient Maya Agriculture Resources in the Rio Amarillo Valley near Copan, Honduras

Damien C. Cavanaugh  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Youth and Family Recreation  
Thesis: Examining Intrinsic Motivation and Holistic Functioning: The Role of Therapeutic Recreation in Residential Substance Use Treatment

Nikra E. Centeno  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Civil Engineering

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES

Molly Roxanne Alldredge  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Communication Disorders  
Thesis: The Ability of Six Children with Language Impairment to Generate Stories from Pictured Stimuli: A Pilot Study

Jeffrey Thomas Andersen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Computer Science  
Thesis: The Quest to Secure Email: A Usability Analysis of Key Management Alternatives

Melissa Dawn Anderson  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2012  
Major: Communication Disorders  
Thesis: Development of Psychometrically Equivalent Speech Recognition Threshold Materials for Native Cebuano Speakers

Jeffrey Lewis Baker  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2016  
Major: Civil Engineering

Kimberly Kasey Baker  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Communication Disorders  
Thesis: Topic Manipulation in Five Children with Language Impairment in Response to Topic Probes

Kimberly Anne Barnett  
BS, Northern Kentucky University, 2009  
Major: Psychology  
Thesis: An Investigation of Associations Between Heart Rate Measures of Aerobic Fitness and Executive Functioning in Pre-Adolescent Children

Jared Jeffrey Baxter  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Wildlife and Wildlands Conservation  
Thesis: Reproductive Ecology of Sage-Grouse in Strawberry Valley, Utah

Kristen C. Bentley  
BS, University of Utah, 1983  
Major: Technology  

Charles Mansel Best  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Position and Stiffness Control of Inflatable Robotic Links Using Rotary Pneumatic Actuation

Lane David Broadbent  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Technology  
Thesis: Recognition of Infrastructure Events Using Principal Component Analysis

Michael Benjamin Brodie  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Computer Science  
Thesis: A Common Misconception in Multi-Label Learning

Bryce Matthew Brown  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Environmental Science  
Thesis: Ancient Maya Agriculture Resources in the Rio Amarillo Valley near Copan, Honduras

Damien C. Cavanaugh  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Youth and Family Recreation  
Thesis: Examining Intrinsic Motivation and Holistic Functioning: The Role of Therapeutic Recreation in Residential Substance Use Treatment

Nikra E. Centeno  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Civil Engineering
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Nidhi Rajan Choksi  
Major: Microbiology and Molecular Biology  
Thesis: Characterizing Interaction Between PASK and PBPI/ATXN2 to Regulate Cell Growth and Proliferation

James Max Christensen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007  
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology

Steven Scot Christensen  
MS, University of Phoenix, 2010  
BS, Southern Utah University, 2005  
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology

Stephen Gerard Cieslak, Jr.  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Physiology and Developmental Biology  
Thesis: The Effects of L-Cysteine on Alzheimer’s Disease Pathology in APOE2, APOE3, and APOE4 Homozygous Mice

Jessica Rose Cooper  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology

Emily Rachel Cronk  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Exercise Sciences  
Thesis: The Effects of Experimental Anterior Knee Pain on Bilateral Ground Reaction Forces During Running

Dylan Binder Dastrup  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2013  
Major: Geology  
Thesis: Variations in Geochemistry and Mineralogy of Aeolian Dust Deposition to Mountains in Utah and Nevada, USA

Andrew Doran Davidson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Fundamental Principles of Tremor Propagation in the Upper Limb

Justen Thalmus Despain  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Microbiology and Molecular Biology  
Thesis: The Activity of Alkaline Glutaraldehyde Against Bacterial Endospores and Select Non-Enveloped Viruses

Carrie Draney  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Nutritional Science  
Thesis: Overexpression of HDAC1 Induces Functional β-Cell Mass

Jordan Browne Frustaci  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Civil Engineering  
Thesis: Life-Cycle Benefit-Cost Analysis of Safety-Related Improvements on Roadways

Rebecca Amy Fullwood  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Microbiology and Molecular Biology  
Thesis: The Role of Interleukin-6 in Tumor Development of Kaposi’s Sarcoma-Associated Herpesvirus Lymphomas

Brandon Michael Garner  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Technology  
Thesis: A Comparison of Gestures for Virtual Object Rotation

Kelsey Renee Garner  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Exercise Sciences  
Thesis: The Differences in Time to Stability, Foot Muscle Size, and Toe Flexor Strength Between Cheerleaders and Gymnasts

Morgan Gillespie  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  

Michael Christopher Gines  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2014  
Major: Genetics and Biotechnology  
Thesis: An Investigation of βglux, a Glucosidase Co-Expressed with Cslf6 in Oat (Avena sativa) and Barley (Hordeum vulgare)

Rebecca Ellen Witmer Grawe  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Chemical Engineering  
Thesis: Effects of Tethering Placement and Linker Variations on Antibody Stability on Surfaces

Cameron Cornelius Gunter  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Technology  
Thesis: Feasibility of Friction Stir Processing (FSP) as a Method of Healing Cracks in Irradiated 304L Stainless Steels

Kevin Nyal Hanks  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Civil Engineering  
Thesis: Rotational Strength and Stiffness of Shallowly Embedded Base Connections in Steel Moment Frames
Christopher Glenn Hansen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: A Secure, Reliable and Performance-Enhancing Storage Architecture Integrating Local and Cloud-Based Storage

Mallory Lynn Hansen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Communication Disorders  
Thesis: Preventing Vocal Fold Dehydration Using Aerosolized Saline in an Excised Porcine Model

Christopher K. Haskell  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Civil Engineering  
Thesis: The Impact of Bicycle Corridors on Travel Demand in Utah

Travis Scott Hendershot  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Computer Science  
Thesis: Towards Using Certificate-Based Authentication as a Defense Against Evil Twins in 802.11 Networks

Whitney Katherine Hoopes  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Microbiology and Molecular Biology  
Thesis: A CryAB Interactome Reveals Clientele Specificity and Dysfunction of Mutants Associated with Human Disease

Michaela Elizabeth Huber  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2013  
Major: Sociology  
Thesis: Transition Services for Parolees with Co-Occurring Substance Use and Mental Health Disorders

Clay Jordan Kincaid  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: The Feasibility of Using a Markerless Motion Capture Sensor (Leap MotionTM Controller) for Quantitative Motor Assessment in a Clinical Setting

Rex LaVell King  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: Voltage Measurement Using Slab-Coupled Optical Sensors with Polarization-Maintaining and Absorption-Reduction Fiber

Bridger Ronald Larson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Technology  
Thesis: Selecting Cloud Platform Services Based on Application Requirements

Benjamin Paul Lewis  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  

Quinn S. Linford  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2013  
Major: Youth and Family Recreation  
Thesis: Decision Making in the Backcountry While Carrying a Cellular Phone

David Arthur Little  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2011  
Major: Geology  
Thesis: Geochemical Comparison of Ancient and Modern Eolian Dune Foresets Using Principal Components Analysis

Samuel Jacob McDonald  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Haptic Shape-Based Management of Robot Teams in Cordon and Patrol

Devin B. McGhie  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Mathematics  
Thesis: Some Spectral Properties of a Quantum Field Theoretic Hamiltonian

Radha Vijay Nakade  
Major: Computer Science  
Thesis: Verification of Task Parallel Programs Using Predictive Analysis

Cory Nelson Newton  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Design and Frequency Characterization of Dual-Piezoresponsive Foam Sensors

John Clyde Niedfeldt  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: RapidSCAT Slice Spatial Response Function Contour Parameterization

Mark Thomas O’Neill  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Computer Science  
Sanjiv Nath Pant  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  

Brian David Peterson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Civil Engineering  
Thesis: Development of a Performance-Based Procedure for Assessment of Liquefaction-Induced Free-Field Settlements

Joseph Scott Rand  
BA, University of Nevada, Reno, 2012  
Major: Marriage, Family, and Human Development  
Thesis: Parental Experience-Based Change: Positive and Negative Changes in Monitoring, Expectations, Nurturing and Discipline

Nathan Lovell Robbins  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Marriage, Family, and Human Development  
Thesis: The Father Motive: Predicting the Impact of Father Attitudes on Involvement

Matthew Charles Rytting  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Technology  
Thesis: Comparison of Simulation and Hands-On Labs in Helping High School Students Learn Physics Concepts

Santiago Tovar Sambra  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2015  
Major: Civil Engineering

Brian John Selck  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Geology  
Thesis: Natural and Anthropogenic Sources of Arsenic and Nitrate in a Semi-Arid Alluvial Basin; Goshen Valley, Utah

Jesse Dean Scott Shumway  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Geology  
Thesis: Facies Analysis and Depositional Environments of the Saints and Sinners Quarry in the Nugget Sandstone of Northeastern Utah

Nicholas Kainoa Simon  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Civil Engineering

Collin Brendan Skousen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Microbiology and Molecular Biology  
Thesis: Analysis of Nucleosome Isolation and Recovery: From In Silico Invitrosomes to In Vivo Nucleosomes

Andrew Mitchell Smith  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Food Science  
Thesis: Inhibition of Clostridium Perfringens Growth During Extended Cooling of Cooked Uncured Roast Turkey and Roast Beef Using a Concentrated Buffered Vinegar Product and a Buffered Vinegar Product

Jacob Ray Sparks  
BA, University of California, Irvine, 2005  
Major: Youth and Family Recreation  

Dario Carlos González Suárez  
Major: Technology  
Thesis: FitPlay Games: Increasing Exercise Motivation Through Asynchronous Social Gaming

Jeffery Michael Valenza  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Geology  
Thesis: Redbeds of the Upper Entrada Sandstone, Central Utah: Facies Analysis and Regional Implications of Interfingered Sabkha and Fluvial Terminal Splay Sediments

Eric Joseph Wardell  
MBA, Brigham Young University, 2016  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Concurrent Engineering Through Parallelization of the Design-Analysis Process

Melissa Christine Warr  
BM, Brigham Young University, 2005  
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology  
Thesis: Teachers’ Adoption of Learner-Centered Technology

Eric B. Whiting  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Physics  
Thesis: Energy Quantity Estimation in Radiating Acoustic Fields

Tayler Bodon Whitmer  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Communication Disorders  
Thesis: Incorporating a Robot in Intervention with Children with ASD: The Effect on Tantrum Behaviors

Joshua Parker Wilson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Extending Time Until Failure During Leaking in Inflatable, Pneumatically Actuated Soft Robots
Alicia Crowder Wood  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Major: Computer Science  
Thesis: Creating and Automatically Grading Annotated Questions

Justin Chun Wah Wu  
BS, California State University, Los Angeles, 2006  
Major: Computer Science  
Thesis: Peering Through the Cloud—Investigating the Perceptions and Behaviors of Cloud Storage Users

EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST

Margot Caroline Gardiner  
BA, Brigham Young University, 1994  
Major: School Psychology  
Thesis: Using Disability Awareness Instruction to Promote Peer Acceptance and Positive Attitudes Toward Students with Disabilities

MASTER OF ACCOUNTANCY

Jordan Dale Ackerman  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Tax

Charles Drew Allen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Austin Shane Argyle  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jason Alan Ashby  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Mark Curtis Austin  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Carter James Babcock  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Taylor Langton Bankhead  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Tax

Phillip Richard Barnes  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Hannah Mae Belliston  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Tax

Andrew Paul Bellomy  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Lauren Nicole Belt  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Samuel Brian Benson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Jayse Mark Berrett  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Mark Tanner Beseau  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Angel Kalra Bird  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Cameron Chase Birt  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Tax

Peter Joseph Blomfield  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Tax  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Joshua Steven Bodily  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Ashley Bowcutt  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Tax

Zachary William Brady  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Becca Lynn Broderick  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Orrin Henry Bunn  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Kylie Rachelle Butler  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Tax

Sarah Elizabeth Campbell  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Christopher Neal Carlson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy
Jeffrey Alan Chappell
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Brittney Lyn Charleworth
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

Trenton Scott Christensen
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Carly Anne Christiansen
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

Kevin Donald Christiansen
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Laura Fisher Clayton
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Thomas Anthony Clements
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy
Minor: Information Systems Management

Sara Marie Coleman
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

Jed Benton Cromwell
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

Hillary Jae Cunningham
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

Nathan Dean Cutler
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

Fangying Dai
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014
Major: Professional Accountancy

Colby Nathaniel Dalton
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy
Minor: Information Systems Management

James Thad Davis III
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Nathan H. Doty
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

Kyle Ryan Dowdle
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

Blake Norman Dye
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy
Minor: Information Systems Management

Kimball Gale White Elliott
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Sarah Campbell Fiala
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

Bronson Anthony Curtis Fikus
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

Marcus Taylor Fortney
BS, Dixie State University, 2016
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jared Brett Fowkes
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

Jacob Lynn Fredrickson
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

Benjamin Astorga Garcia
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Andrew Steven Glover
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Matthew Turgeon Godfrey
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Michele Elisabeth Gray
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

Nathan Andrew Harbison
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Creighton Steven Hardy
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Lauren Harris
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

Richard Jackson Hart
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Ryan Edward Hawkley
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Brittan Elizabeth Herndon
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax
William Spencer Hill
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Richard Arthur Hirschi
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Kevin Michael Holt
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy
Minor: Information Systems Management

Payton James Cannon Holt
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Seth Austin Huff
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

Wesley David Hyatt
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Tristan Roy Jensen
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Spencer Lee Job
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Danielle Kaye Johnson
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

Kash Johnson
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Kevin Curtis Johnson
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

Cameron Thomas Kimbal
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

McKell Rose Kimball
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

Matthew James Kirkpatrick
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jordan Scott Koford
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

George Carl Landrith
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Logan Jay Laxton
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy
Minor: Information Systems Management

Giang Van Le
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy
Minor: Information Systems Management

Brian Rajanayagam Lingam
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy
Minor: Information Systems Management

Calon Frank Lochridge
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy
Minor: Information Systems Management

Patrick Vernon Lockhart
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jennyffer Kriss Lopez
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

Cameron Neil Losser
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy
Minor: Information Systems Management

Samantha Call Lowe
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

Matthew Miller Lutnick
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

David Monson Matthews
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Steven Abraham McGrath
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax
Minor: Information Systems Management

Chelsea Jo Mickelsen
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

James Alexander Miller
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

Spencer Aurelius Miner
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

Cole Parker Moffat
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy

Sydney Anne Moore
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Tax

Taylor Charles Morris
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Major: Professional Accountancy
Alexander Calvin Murphy  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Kimberlee Ann Naylor  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Tax

Ashley Neal  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Tax

Victoria Ann Rockwood Nickle  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Justin Brent Pace  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Nathan Marsh Perkinson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Kim Chi Pham  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Evan Parker Pratt  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Collin McKay Rigby  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Steven Allen Rimmer  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Tax

Taylor Brock Roberts  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Chelsea Ann Hildt Robinson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Tax

Kyle Richard Robison  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jeffrey Ronald Rock  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jonathan Todd Rogers  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Nathaniel Eric Rohner  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Kyle Reid Saunders  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Tyler Shawn Searle  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Nicholas John Sharapata  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Lydia Sheffield  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Cha Yong Shim  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Robert George Shiozawa  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Tax

Ryan James Skousen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Tax  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Jacob Cassian Smith  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Mason Craig Snow  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jaelyn Soressi  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Tax

Nelson Asa Spencer  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Tax

Casey Chuck Spilker  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Alec Paul Starkie  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Breton James Tagg  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Tax

Lauren Elizabeth Thaler  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Tax

John Deleslie Tolson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy  
Minor: Information Systems Management
Scott Christopher Tolton  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Miranda Mekel Topham  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Tax

Huy Tran  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Tax

Timothy Tim-Pang Tse  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Alan C Turnblom  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Tax

Jason R Turnblom  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Tax

Ashley Marie Turney  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Daniel Harvey Van Wagoner  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Taylor Jenkins Wagner  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Tafton Tad Weight  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Tax

Ryan Christopher Welch  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Jesse Kenneth Wertz  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Alexander Jensen Whipple  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Hannah Marie Whipple  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Tax

Daniel Burton Winters  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Yang Zhao  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Christian B. Zimbelman  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
Major: Professional Accountancy

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES

Thomas William Biggs  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2016  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Russell Sherman Gardner  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2016  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Julie Robin McKee  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2016  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Bethany Dawn Mitchell  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2016  
Major: Tax

Kenneth Andrew Petersen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2016  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Andrew David Strobel  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2016  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Garhet Lorenzo Wright  
BS, Arizona State University, 2014  
Major: Professional Accountancy  
Minor: Information Systems Management

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Kyle Sidney Ahrendsen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Carson Allen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Jason Tyler Allen  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2017  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Justin John Allred  
BS, Utah State University, 2011

Manogna Anchala

Adam W. Anderson  
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2012

Dallin J. Anderson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Ross Call Andrus  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Woodrow John Arrington  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010
MASTER’S DEGREES

Alan Kent Ashman
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009
Minor: Information Systems Management

Leandro Baer Barbosa

Eric J Baron
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2010

Kevin Andrew Baugh
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Minor: Information Systems Management

Eduardo Beck

Benjamin Burkley Benson
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2011

Erik Steven Berglund
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Dain Michael Berrett
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010
Minor: Information Systems Management

Alisha Erma Bird
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Jacob Brian Brandenburg
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Jacob Brock
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Daniel J. Burnside
BS, Utah Valley University, 2011

Tyler N. Burrows
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Bradley Glen Call
BA, University of Utah, 2013
Minor: Information Systems Management

Guillermo E. Solares Castillo

David James Challis
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Shankar Chandran

Kayva Chandrashekhar

Alex Spencer Clark
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2011

Eric Marshall Cook
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Kevin Jamison Couch
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Jacob Randy Dallin
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Justin Doyle Davis
BS, University of Utah, 2012

David D. Dawson
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Skylar David de Jong
JD, Ohio State University, 2013
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Matthew Richards Drage
MAcc, University of Utah, 2011
BS, University of Utah, 2008

David Christopher Ducharme
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Matthew Owen Duffield
MS, Brigham Young University, 2017
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Daniel S. Ellsworth
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Alexander Kurtis Erickson
BS, Utah State University, 2008

Steven Clark Fleming
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010
Minor: Information Systems Management

Marcos Felipe de Castro Fonseca

Heather Fay Frost
BS, Arizona State University, 2010

Steven L. Gatewood
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2010

Kevin Taylor Geddes
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Stefan Moroni Glufke

David Scott Gordon
BA, Brigham Young University, 2013

Amy Hancock
MAcc, Southern Utah University, 2010
BS, Southern Utah University, 2009

Justin S. Haslem
BA, Brigham Young University, 2013

Robert Brent Haws
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2013

Alexander Scott Herd
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Jamie Hills
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Lauren Kaye Hong
BS, Utah State University, 2010

Jacob Paul Honsvick
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2011

Jonathan Scott Hoopes
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Andrea B. Houchens
MA, Boston University, 2011
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008
Michael David Houston
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Emily Katharine Howe
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Angela Christabel Hui

Randall Scott Hulme
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Daniel I. Hunt
BS, Utah Valley University, 2011

Spencer Thomas Hutchings
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Matthew H. Jackson
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2013

Avish Jain

Amy Christine Jennings
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Jordan Lloyd Jensen
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Stephen Eric Jensen
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Ryan Gregory Johnson
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009
Minor: Information Systems Management

Chace Parker Jones
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Dhruv Kaul
Minor: Information Systems Management

David Steven Kerman
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Haidyn Wayne Knuteson
BA, Utah State University, 2012

Prabha Venkata Tarunya Lahari

Adam Paul Larsen
BA, Brigham Young University, 2009
Minor: Information Systems Management

Steven Neil Larsen
BS, Arizona State University, 2013

Eric L. Levesque
BS, Utah State University, 2012

Keke Li
Minor: Information Systems Management

Wei-Chuan (Wesley) Li

Han Liao
Minor: Information Systems Management

Monica Chaves Lunardelli
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

Ryan S. Lundgren
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2012

Mark Douglas Lyman
BS, Utah Valley University, 2012

Arun Singh Malhan

Matthew James Malstrom
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Justin Thomas Mann
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Gustavo Javier Mazal

Cory Stephen McBride
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Andrew W. McConkie
BA, Weber State University, 2010

Nicholas C. McGhie
BA, University of California, Los Angeles, 2009
BS, University of California, Los Angeles, 2009

Kenneth Allan McNett
BA, Brigham Young University, 2006

Benjamin Gunnar Murphy
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

Ted A. Nelson
BS, Utah State University, 2012

Douglas Landon Neumann
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Alex David Nevarez
BA, Utah Valley University, 2012

Eric Clifford Newton
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

Hiep Nguyen

Kael B. Nielsen
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Dane Robert Nielson
JD, Arizona State University, 2013
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Jeffrey H. Nuckols
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

Thomas S. Olsen
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Rodrigo Alberto Ortigoza

Leslie Ostler
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Juan Francisco Beis Pachiarotti

Kristina Adele Crook Palmer
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2009
Mitchell Thomas Park
BA, Brigham Young University, 2013

Daniel James Pawlowski
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

Cory Austin Paxton
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Minor: Information Systems Management

Leonardo Gaspar Peixoto

Brian T. Phillippi
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Omar Arnoldo Díaz Piñera

Alexander Pinvises
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Joshua Adam Porter
BS, Brigham Young University, 2005

Holly Preslar
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2010

John P. Rhoden
BGS, Brigham Young University, 2014
Minor: Information Systems Management

Michael Scott Robinson
BA, University of North Carolina at Charlotte, 2012

Tyson McKay Rogers
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Jordan Curtis Roper
BM, Brigham Young University, 2013

Collin Nathaniel Roueche
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

Rohan Sachidanand

Melanie Rose Sander
BS, Brigham Young University, 1999
Minor: Information Systems Management

Carrolyn Ann Sands
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Nathan Blake Sell
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Michael James Shaughnessy
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Qin Shen

Alyssa Lee Smith
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Kirk Martin Snider
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

HoonKu Song
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006

Timothy Robert Stelzer
BS, Auburn University, 2005
Minor: Information Systems Management

Landon James Stoker
BS, Weber State University, 2013

Derrick Benjamin Syme
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014
Minor: Information Systems Management

Kyle Joseph Taylor
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012
Minor: Information Systems Management

Robert James Taylor
MAcc, Brigham Young University, 2012
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

William Russell Taylor
BA, Indiana University, 2009

Shardae Christine Tengberg
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Kendall Steven Thacker
MS, Brigham Young University, 2017
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Brian J. Tippets
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2009
Minor: Information Systems Management

Matthew Rex Tobler
MAcc, Brigham Young University, 2011
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011
Minor: Information Systems Management

Shirene Aubrey Urry
MS, Brigham Young University, 2011
BA, Brigham Young University, 2005

Jorge Ignacio Zeballos Valenzuela

Smita Verma

Parley Mormon Vernon
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Oscar Esteban Chavez Vidal

Amber Lillian Wadsworth
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Autumn Marie Wagner
BFA, Brigham Young University, 2007

Grant K. Weaver
BS, Utah Valley University, 2011

Caleb Kimball Weiler
MAcc, Brigham Young University, 2008
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Andrew Scott Wiggins
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

Daniel Harp Wilde
MAcc, College of William & Mary, 2011
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010
Kristoffer Gary Willenbrecht  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Peter Karl Wiscombe  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Liu Xiao  

Thiago Rafael Yahn  

Akihiro Yoshihara  

Nevin Aaron Sierra Zeitun  
Minor: Information Systems Management

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES

Daniel Dennis Conger  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Darren Brandon Remington  
JD, Brigham Young University, 2016  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2007

Eric Joseph Wardell  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2016  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Sarah Elizabeth Wright Leavitt  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Educational Leadership

Melinda Youd McDanel  
BS, Brigham Young University, 1991  
Major: Educational Leadership

Sheila Hansen Reynolds  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
BM, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, 2001  
Major: Educational Leadership

Hannah Whitaker Tindall  
MS, University of Utah, 2012  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006  
Major: Educational Leadership

Julie Ann Ward  
BS, Utah State University, 1999  
Major: Educational Leadership

MASTER OF EDUCATION

Brock L Alexander  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Educational Leadership

Melody Anne Apezteguia  
MEd, Prairie View A&M University, 2005  
BA, Brigham Young University, 1993  
Major: Educational Leadership

Natalee Ann Biggs  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Educational Leadership

Melissa Leigh Bostwick  
MS, Bucknell University, 2010  
BA, University of Connecticut, 2006  
Major: Educational Leadership

John Milton Carlisle  
BA, Utah State University, 2008  
Major: Educational Leadership

Steven P. Carroll  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Educational Leadership

Elizabeth Ann Chase  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Educational Leadership

Phillip Roy Ekker  
BS, Southern Utah University, 2000  
BS, Utah State University, 1998  
Major: Educational Leadership

Shelly Ann Karren  
MA, University of Massachusetts Boston, 2009  
BA, University of Utah, 1999  
Major: Educational Leadership

Sarah Elizabeth Wright Leavitt  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Educational Leadership

Melinda Youd McDanel  
BS, Brigham Young University, 1991  
Major: Educational Leadership

Sheila Hansen Reynolds  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
BM, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, 2001  
Major: Educational Leadership

Hannah Whitaker Tindall  
MS, University of Utah, 2012  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006  
Major: Educational Leadership

Julie Ann Ward  
BS, Utah State University, 1999  
Major: Educational Leadership

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

Eric John Edvalson  
BA, Eastern Washington University, 2013  
Major: Studio Art  
Thesis: Cozy Mart: Convenient Aesthetics

Benjamin Scott Farthing  
BA, College of William & Mary, 2012  
Major: Creative Writing  
Thesis: Boom

Sarah Jane Myers  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Creative Writing  
Thesis: On Believing in Dolphins and Other Essays

Michael Glen Sharp  
BA, Utah State University, 2006  
Major: Studio Art  
Thesis: Ghost Water Exhibition

S. Adrian Thayn  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Creative Writing  
Thesis: Ways to Die

Tessia Tsai  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Major: Creative Writing  
Thesis: The Mad and the Lost—A Creative Thesis

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES

Sarah Elisabeth Allen  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Creative Writing  
Thesis: Breathing Underwater—A Creative Thesis

Chloe Elyse Gawrych  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Creative Writing  
Thesis: Tavula Rasa—A Creative Thesis
Melanie Luthy Henderson
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Creative Writing

Kheng Saik Lim
BFA, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2011
Major: Studio Art
Thesis: Searching for the Sublime

Amanda Kathryn Shrum
BFA, University of Utah, 2014
Major: Creative Writing
Thesis: Alphonsine: The Diary of the Lady of the Camellias

ShelliRae Blomquist Spotts
BA, Brigham Young University, 2013
Major: Creative Writing
Thesis: Reclaimed

MASTER OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

Ty Steven Anderson
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Sean David Ashcraft
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Dustin William Belliston
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

John Yancey Blackburn
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Cody McCoy Booher
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Derek Steven Brimley
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Andrew Jon Bronson
BS, Brigham Young University, 2016

Rodney Clark Cox
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Taylor Jason Curtis
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

James Ellis Dayhuff
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Jacob Chandler Edelman
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Sarah Kathleen Fox
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Kevin Nathaniel Gardner
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Andrew C. Glaus
BS, Utah Valley University, 2008

Bruce Romney Hansen
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Parish James Hansen
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Derik William Hasvold
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Joshua Ryan Haws
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Carter Andrew Hesterman
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Austin Charles Hewlett
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017
Minor: Computer Science

David King Hinckley
BS, Brigham Young University, 2016

Robert Paul Hoeft
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Garrett Walter Hoffman
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Scott Parker Hoopes
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Rodney Paul Hovley
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Justin Michael Jamison
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Nathan Michael Johnson
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Morgan Alissa Kap
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Catherine Elizabeth Kennelly
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Cody Chase Kimball
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Kyle Robert Longhurst
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Spencer Kim Lowe
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Jimmy Scott Tyson Marchant
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Brent Thatcher Mayberry
BGS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Gregory Harrison Miller
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

Jong Seng Park
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017

David Jesse Payne
BS, University of Arizona, 2012
Erick Steven Pence  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  

Michael Scott Perry  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  

Cody Benjamin Pettit  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  

Bryan Pradera Pinho  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  

Jordan Davis Rader  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  

Kelly Shane Reeves  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  

Jameson Mark Ricks  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  

Matthew Creighton Rider  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  

Brook Arthur Sabin  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  

Tanner Joseph Sawyer  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  

Tanner Karl Skousen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  

Brent Randal Smith  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  

Jacob Heaton Steffen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  

John Duane Turner, Jr.  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  

Alexander Cottam Vance  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  

David Eric Vogt  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  

Tyler Richard White  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  

Benjamin Alfred Willard  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2017  

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES  

Bradyn Dalice Casperson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2016  

Carson Phil Garrett  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2016  

Landon Veloid Hulet  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2016  

Bruno Moreira Monteiro  

Kyle Mark Tucker  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2016  

MASTER OF LAW  

Dareen Ebraheem Mohamad Abughabush  

Rana Enad AlThunibat  

Iman Nabil Deeb Haddad  

Mauricio Torres Sanchez  

Denis Gennadyevich Smoglyuk  

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATE  

Leonidas Loo Zevallos  
MS, University of Nebraska, 2015  

MASTER OF MUSIC  

Alexis Jared Thierry Carre  

Christina Katherine Hurlbut  
BM, Brigham Young University, 2015  

Janae Codner Williams  
BM, Brigham Young University, 2015  

Candace Laurel Winterton  
BM, University of Utah, 2015  

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES  

Dru Morgan Daniels  
BM, Brigham Young University, 2014  

Christopher R. Downard  
BM, Brigham Young University, 2012  

Enid Shin Ying Law  

Kimberly Lynne Shara Romney  
BM, Brigham Young University, 2015  

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION  

Jessica Alvarez  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2002  

Lauren Ann Arnold  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  

Dia Bree Beck  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2006  

Haley Spencer Beckstrand  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2015  

Calvin M. Bergmann  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2015  

Angela Isabell Bowen  
JD, Brigham Young University, 2017  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2013
Kyle Richard Bradarich  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2015

Kenna Rashelle Bryan  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Meiyi Chen  
Moussa Moise Cissoko

Ashley Flake Dilsaver  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Kerstin K. Edwards  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2004

Esteban José Ventura Fernández  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Peter Andrew Gregory  
BA, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2014

Theodore A. Jackson  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2015

Erika Lee  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2011

Travis Mychal Lish  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2015

Alexandra Atkinson Losser  
BM, Brigham Young University, 2015

Nicole Marie Luscher  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Minor: Information Systems Management

J. Andrew Lyman  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2015

Abigail M. Morrison  
BA, Utah State University, 2015

Hilary Beth Munger  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

Brooke Marie Murphy  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014

William Scott Neuenswander  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2014

Joao Batista Fernandes de Oliveira  

Kevin Michael Orton  
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2012

Jenny Kay Ostraff  
BFA, Brigham Young University, 2007

Kelly Margaret Peterson  
BS, Lehigh University, 2013  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Timothy Jesse Prestwich  
BS, University of Utah, 2003

Elsie Diana Pulupuna  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Romuald Rambikarison  
Jessica Elise Reese  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Teresa Reese  
BS, Brigham Young University, 1992

Cade Alan Shiozaki  
JD, Brigham Young University, 2017  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

Melinda Semadeni  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2000

Stephanie Joy Smith  
BA, University of Utah, 2002

Grant L. Stark  
MS, George Washington University, 2015  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2006

Erika May Takahashi  
BA, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2011

Courtney Marie Tucker  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2013

Lauren Waters  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Mackenzie Wood  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Kaitlin May Zeller  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2015

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES

Toby Paul Adamson  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2002

Zachary Edward Atherton  
JD, Brigham Young University, 2016  
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2012

Seth Ogoe Ayim  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Carl Lorenz Merdegia Canlas  
MS, Minot State University, 2011  
BS, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2009

Brent Norton Daire  

Mikayda Ann Mills  
JD, Brigham Young University, 2016  
BA, Louisiana State University, 2013

Jeremy Andrew Moore  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Kaden John Peek  
BA, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2014

Anson Charles Winder  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014
MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Simone Lycurgue Bateman  
BS, University of Utah, 2013

Cerissa Alene Hayhurst  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015

Helen Margaret Hilton (Totterdell)  
BS, California Polytech State University, 2015

Cassidy Hills Hiné  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015

Nana Akofua Mensah  
BS, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2012

Katelyn Elizabeth Strickling  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015

Jessica Lauren Wilkinson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES

Rachel Ashby  
BA, University of California, Santa Barbara, 2010

Lauren Alexis Cunico  
BA, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2014

Erik William Linton  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Nicole Celeste Galbraith Ray  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015

Kylee Ann Snuffer  
BA, University of Wyoming, 2014

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

Katie Albrecht  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015

Courtney Anne Archer  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Thomas George Ash  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2013

Jesha Vicktoria Bailey  
BA, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 2013

Diana Naumann Barfoot  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2015

Rachelle Kathleen Bird  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2013

Christine Warner Black  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015

Kobie Danielle Chapman  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Kelsie Lynne Christiansen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Brittany Jo Dupaix  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2015

Spencer Louis Evans  
BS, University of Utah, 2015

Alissa Jordan Ferrell  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015

Echo Eliza Ferrin  
BA, Weber State University, 2014

Brandon Kendall Ross Fielding  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Carmen Jolene Gordichuk  

Sarah Marie Higbee  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015

Christopher Kamaki Hohaia  
BSW, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2012

Shalisha Anne Jensen  
BS, Southern Utah University, 2013

Haydn Todd Jessup  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2015

Amy Christine Kenney  
BS, University of Utah, 2014

Kayla Ray Krstyen  
BSW, University of Utah, 2012

Alexandra Nebeker Lamoreaux  
BS, University of Utah, 2014

Caitlyn Rose Liechty  
BA, Utah State University, 2015

Leynilbel López  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015

Keegan Todd Maurer  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015

Elias John Menet  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2014

Spiah Charlas Perza  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2015

Tyson D. Pitts  
BS, Weber State University, 2015

Jalynn Porter  
BA, Utah State University, 2015

Lindsay Selk  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015

Emily Steele  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015

Rachel Steinberg  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2015
Alyssa Marie Tafuri  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2014

Rachel Elise Thornton  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2012

Brent Andrew Tycksen II  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

April Nayomi Garcia Valdez  
BS, University of Utah, 2013

Lauren Elizabeth Welch  
BA, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 2014

Melissa Griffin Wilkins  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2015

Brooke Janeen Willis  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2015

Linda Marie Criddle Wilson  
MS, Brigham Young University, 1980  
BS, Brigham Young University, 1976

Nicole LaVee Woolley  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

MUSEUM PRACTICES CERTIFICATE

Courtney Dotson Ewert  
MA, Brigham Young University, 2017  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATE  
Joseph Alma Bryce  
MA, Brigham Young University, 2016  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2012
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

DAVID O. MCKAY
SCHOOL OF
EDUCATION

Communication
Disorders

COMMUNICATION
DISORDERS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Clara Janet Allred
Sara Elise Avila
Shelby Rae Barney
Emilie Katharine Barth
Grace Annette Bertch
Amber Leigh Blackburn
Heidi Blackham
Emily Bruening
Megan Amelia Butler
Allison Marie Cadwell
Kallie Lynne Chaves
Samantha Colleen Clyde
Alisha Scott Coleman
Alisa Nicole Cryer
Makenzie Kristine Curtis
Elizabeth Lennon
Karen Emily Hess Fletcher
Arden Gibb
Karisa Nicole Hamilton
Abigail Haynie
Mikaylie Dawn Chevalier
Hebbert
Kaitlyn Marie Hamnett
Crystal Lynn Hill
Grace Elizabeth Johnson
Corrie Marie Larsen
Morgan Lee Louie
Lauren Yoshimoto Mackay
Dominica Marie Marriott
Stephanie Marsh
Arantza N Martinez
Mollie Paige McIver
Katie Nicole Menasco
Madison Claire Moffet
Georgina Mortensen
Jessica Maryn Murbhey
Todd Clayton Olsen
Chelsea Orton
Jane Parsons
Kaylie Marie Peterson
Dana Lynn Pierce
Maria Silvina Pinzon Pires
Kiersten Anne Pope
Alexandra Christine
Rainsdon
Lauren Isabell Richardson
Michelle Olson Richins
Allison Southworth Ringer
Hannah Ann Robison
Mariah Forbush Romero
Jennifer Dukes Sanders
Kayla Leilani Shepherd
Kyle Keven Shreve
Sapphire Siree Sullivan
Anne VanWie Simonsen
Mackenzie Lyn Skousen
Jordan Jennifer Smith
Kelly Renee Smith
Robin Michelle Smith
Camille Christine Stanley
Jared David Stroud
Brooklyn Paige Taylor
Elizabeth Tensmeyer
Joshua Evan Whicker
Natalie Nielsen Whicker
Whitney Anne Wright

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Janae Valyn Calaway
Kacy Hackett Chapman
Elizabeth Cole
Alyssa Dawson
Aimee Diehl
Kara Dyer
Faith Ann Kidder
Tamra Jo Larrabee
Kylin Long
Tanner Keith Low
Miranda Elizabeth Miller
Danielle Amanda Orrock
Mary Katherine Rasmussen
Clarrissa Coyzet Schneider
Sahara M Skagen
Natalie Elizabeth Stephen
Brody David Stotts
Hailey Elisabeth Villegas

Counseling Psychology
and Special Education

SPECIAL EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Elizabeth Marie Beavers
Emily Marie Birch
Katelyn Ann Carnline
Brynn Clarke Frazier
Chelsey Lyn Hamilton
Aubrey Kayla Knighton
Nancy Dawn Leishman
Julissa Ann Wilcox Lundquist
McKenzi Lynne Lunt
Kellie Christine McDougle
Madison Jane McMullin
Amanda Kim Rees
Kalee J Simons

All candidates listed for graduation will be awarded degrees subject to completion of requirements.
Adrienne Rain Smith
Amanda Michelle Webb
Kristi Renee Weber
Savannah Whitney

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
J Brent Adair
Annelise Carolyn Baggett
Andi Kaitleen Clive
Brooke Natalie Day
Tristyn Nicole Farrington
Hannah E Kruman
Ashley Megan Moss
Emma Lucy Bay Orton
Valerie Kay Petersen
Justine Elizabeth Read
Katherine Grace Russell
Snell
Karolina Ruth Stewart
Sierra Swenson

SPECIAL EDUCATION WITHOUT TEACHING LICENSURE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATE
Camille Elizabeth Parkinson

Teacher Education
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Lindsey Alyson Bills Clark
Ashley-Rose Cottam
Shannon Elizabeth Grigg
Camille Brena Jones
Jodi Lee King
Sarah Sophie Oakey
Miriam Esther Rex Porras
Tiffany Lauren Rasband
Jessica Ann Richardson
Bethany Ariane Tarbat
Tanah Sheree Young

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Chelsea Leigh Bailey
Karaen Forkner
Stephanie Marisa Gardner
Chelsea Elizabeth Larsen
Katie Rochelle Leishman
Kimberly Racquel Merrill
Amy Olivia De La Mare
Leigha Marie Nunally
Elise Allen Smith
Kaitlin Marie Young

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION WITHOUT TEACHING LICENSURE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Angela Busath Olsen

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATE
Rachel Noel Denton

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Sheree Olsen Anderson
Micaela Jean Andrew
Christine Barlow
Hannah Christine Beus
Rebecca Bradshaw
Shelby Alyse Brimley
Mallory Mariah Burton
Hailey Anne Bush
Stephanie Rae Carr
Maddison Joy Clare
Margarita Diaz
Autumn Warner Dickson
Jordyn Patrice Dixon
Nicole Dawn Dowd
Julia Nicole Dye
Teri Beth Erickson
Malea Ana Ericson
Erica Ann Ernenwein
Alexandria Natasha Fellows
Abigail Lynne Aguiar Fuller
Kate Hoen
Haley Alexandra Hutchins
Baylee Rose Jensen
Tsz Hei Lau
Amy Lynne Lewis
Marc J Luthy
Emily Rose Maddox
Christy Ann McGinnis
Rachel Miller
Lauren Miner
Michelle Champagne Myer
Amber Jessica Nelson
Brittany Nicole Neubert
Jazlyn Nielsen
Shannon Titensor Norton
Elizabeth McKay Olsen
Kalie Peck
Gabrielle Selina Quinton
Audrey Anne Robinson
Laurann Beard Rowley
Natalie Merrill Scherck
Bailey Elizabeth Secrist
Allyson Mae Smith
Maren Jeanette Hauglid
Stanley
Kayla Rose Tusso
Lose Ta'atangiketatau
‘Ulu‘ave
Rachel Anne Uppencamp
Kennedy Kaye Wadsworth
Tina Marie Welker
Tamara LeeAnn Weston
Megan Willis
Hannah Wooden
Stacie Lynn Woodruff
Kayla Quinn Wright
Malorie Vilate Wright

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Hollie King Bangerter
Andrea Marie Barrow
Emily Fuller Boyd
Alyssa Renée Challis

ROXANNE ELISE CLARK
KAYLA MARIE CLEMENTS
SABRINA VICTORIA FULLMER
JESSICA LEIGH GILL
GINA GOVERNALE
KRISTIN KAY HARDESTER
ALYSSA HEYBORNE
FAITH ANN Houghton
MIKAYLA RENEE JOHNSON
FRANCES HALIKA ESITA KAMA
DEBORAH BROOKE LE STARGE
ALYSSA JoDEL McEwen
KAMREE ELIZABETH MERRILL
TONA ERMA NIELSEN
SHANNA ELISE Parry
BYALEE SHON SMITH
JENNIFER CHRISTINE HANSEN
STOTT
OLIVIA ANNE Teichert
JASMINE Jo Weier
EMILY CROCKETT Wengert

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION WITHOUT TEACHING LICENSURE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Carli Tetsuko Aramaki
Kelli Suzanne Barton
Brianna Marie Clarke
Andrea Anita Earl
Mallory Kaye Tingley
Samantha Wilcox

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATE
Kaylee Anne Gillespie

PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHING/COACHING (K–12)
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Mitchell Alan Briggs
M. Parker Dawe
Jessyca Fulmer
Clayton John Hall
Emily Rich Jenkins
Alexander Harrison Nicholes
Bailey Michele Packer
Ariel Renee Treiber
Kelly Elizabeth Williams
Madison Wirthlin

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Nicole Nannette Curtis
Jangkyu “John” Ko

SECONDARY EDUCATION WITHOUT TEACHING LICENSURE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Elle Kathryn Snedigar
IRA A. FULTON
COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING AND
TECHNOLOGY

Chemical Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Daniel Aaron Abramson
Matthew Kurt Anderson
Connor Brett Bartholomew
Stetson Carter Beals
Joseph Christian Bloxham
William Terrill Bradley
Scott David Carter
Joshua Troy Caskey
Howon Choi
Michael Lance Christian
Spencer James Christiansen
Austin David Clark
Caleb James Clark
Corbin Noel Critchfield
Lance David Dean
Brent Richard Dearden
Taylor Jeffrey Ellsworth
Andrew David Fankhauser
Richard Lee Fitzhugh
Matthew Bonham Griggs
Elizabeth Sakura Gunn
Zachary Christian Hales
Brigham Wheeler Hansen
Kyla Megan Hansen
Justin Aaron Harwell
Eric James Hall
Tanner James Hill
Brian M. Howell
Graham Robert Johnson
Joel Riding Johnson
Steven Kaaipuupuu Keaniani
Lai Yu Long Trent
Michael Timothy Laird
Kyle Wayne Larsen
Jacob N. Larson
Zachariah Ray Larson
Trevor Franklin Lillywhite
Caleb McKay Lind
Brandon Ray Loveless
Brian Matthew McMullan
Francisco Antonio Moreno-Martinez
Austen Dean Morris
Max Keith Mortensen Jr.
Ryan Welchman Moser
William Brandon Nash
Benjamin Elliott Neff
Spencer Ray Ottley
Jacob Lynn Parker
Nicole Lee Quist
Luis Alfonso Ramos Melchor
Lara Brooke Schaumann

Daniel Hyrum Woodruff

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Devon Christensen Kimball
Jana Leigh Reedy
James Derrill Richards
Jackson Carlyle Udy

Civil and Environmental Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Matthew Michael Bayles
Dillon Jacob Biler
Jenny Lee Blonquist
Kyle J Cornwell
Colin L. Esplin
Vance Koon Chai Alikaihka Fa’alafau
Brad Thomas Fellows
Aarron Dittman Fletcher
Joshua Daniel Gibbons
Carly Gorman
Jack Markwood Grayson
Ian David Griffey
Clay William Hansen
Ryan Scott Harwell
Jingwen He
Shawn Todd Hilton
Troy Daniel Hunsaker
Elise Katherine Jackson
Matthew Reed Johnson
Jence Douglas Kofoed
Corey Nicholas Krewson
Lois Joelyn Lomas
Bradford John Mason
Caliana Jane McMurtrey
Travis Clinton McStraw
David Parker Michelsen
Theodore James Moffett
Danielle Lynn Nixon
Jacob Milton Olsen
Reed Charles Phillips
Daniel Joseph Pope
Elizabeth Ashleigh Roper
Jeffrey Stephen Schwicht
William Robert Shelton
Spencer Frank Stanley
Cody James Tom
Marlow Maurice Vazquez
Jacob Verl Wadman
Bruce Allen Wainwright
Laura Lee Wheeler
Joel Allan Whittmer
Jordan J Williams
Fabian Aaron Zamorano

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Devin Christensen Kimball
Jana Leigh Reedy
James Derrill Richards
Jackson Carlyle Udy

Electrical and Computer Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Jordan Daniel Anderson
Benjamin Omar Bergeson
Kirstin Mickelson Brown
Jeffrey Price Burgin
Jared Layne Collier
Daniel M Cook
Taylor Gregg Cowley
Alec Glen Crestani
Nicholas Aaron Duehring
Dallen Thompson Ford
Marshall Owen Garey
Anthony Carr Gillespie
Dallon Godfrey Glick
Yazan Halawa
Zachary Aaron Halvorsen
Benjamin Todd Jacobson
Jordan Kyle “Jk” Jensen
Jason Emery Johnson
Tyler Steven Johnson
Michael Forrester Kredt
Andrew Chase Lundell
Brett James Manning
Maclain Andrew Marsh
Scott Watson Maughan
Andrew Michael Monk
Connor Alexander Monson
Andrew Norman Nuttall
Kar Yun Jared Pon
Clayton Douglas Ramstedt
Hayden Cole Rovberrby
Martin Sanchez Jr.
Mckay Joseph Seipel
Benjamin Scott Simpson
Jared Jon Phillip Strebe
Taylor Max Welker  
Andrew Elbert Wilson  
Brittany Michelle Wilson  
Nathan Erik Wohlgemuth  

**DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES**  
Matthew Frank Carlson  
Christopher William Frame  
Renato Schueer  

**ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING**

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE  
Benjamin Leon Black  
Rex D. Bunderson  
Spencer Ronald Carter  
Michelle Janice Crowder  
Klayment Pyrah Erekson  
Eric Wilford Farnsworth  
Keith Reed Garfield  
Seth Kaman Guthrie  
Alex Michael Hammond  
Jacob Patrick Kimball  
Michael Bryan Larsen  
Sheldon Ling Fung Lee  
David Moyle Marsh  
Logan Andrew Meyer  
Mark William Nielson  
McKay Arran Noll  
Johannah Gary Nuss  
Jeffrey M Nybo  
Dane Steven Olenslager  
Mark Edwin Edmond  
Petersen  
Alexander Craig Petrie  
Brandon Matthew Quigley  
Corbin Arlo Redford  
Chloe Elizabeth Roedel  
Steven Walter Rogers  
Kenneth Bingham Sawyer  
Jacob Shawn Sederholm  
Kevin Charles Shelby  
Muhammad Fachihi Shihab  
Alexander Jay Smart  
Dane Michael Smith  
David Scott Strobehn  
Porter James Urmston  
Joseph Wallace Valentine  
Matthew Salvatore Viglione  
Carlos R Vilorio  
Jonathan Mark Wagstaff  
Douglas Walton  
Daryl Ray Warner  
Alexander Scott West  
Steven Todd Whitaker  

**DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES**  
David Fortier Buck  
Stephen Joseph Carlson  
Jacob Edward Johnson  
Chad Carl Josephson  
Jeffrey Scott Lewis  
Shreeya Himanshu Mody  
Kenneth Michael O’Kelley  
James W. Parker  

Tanis James Reed  
Samuel Chad Ross  
Brian Dale Russell  
Scott Samuel Russon  
Jonathan Scott Sedgwick  
Andrew Scott Thomas  
Jacob Douglas Van Wagner  

**MECHANICAL ENGINEERING**

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE  
Clinton Spencer Abbott  
Christopher William Adair  
Joseph Ronald Ashcroft  
Samuel Avila  
Matthew Hayden Bangerter  
Jonathan Phillip Boyack  
Michael Thom Boyd  
Madison Ayn Boyer  
Christopher Richard Brooks  
Michael Benjamin Brough  
Taylor Andrew Brown  
Angus Stuart Cameron  
Blake Cannon  
William “Cody” Carpenter  
Kevin Clair Cheatham  
Jeffrey Robert Compton  
Riley Thomas Crist  
Miles Kunz Davis  
John Rolfe Daybell  
Jantzen Keith Deppe  
George Taylor Dickinson  
Matthew Scott Dierdickson  
Preston Carl Elmer  
Preston Todd Emerson  
Breanne Rae Engebret  
Hunter Conant Erickson  
James Scott Evans  
Taylor Richard Farish  
Michael David Farrell  
Austin Richard Foster  
Kaleb Steven Garlick  
Clinton D Gibson  
Colton Porter Graham  
Taylor Eugene Greenwood  
Justin Bradley Halversen  
Nicholas Andrew Hansen  
Jarom Michael Hatch  
Stephen Michael Hills  
Benjamin Allen Hilton  
Garrett Collier Jones  
Joshua Boyd Jones  
Takami Ryan Kowalski  
Jonathan Dennis  
Kuhlenhoecker  
Jaclyn Marie Larsen  
Robert Paul Lemme  
Matthew James Liddle  
Richard Verile Livingston  
Jarrod M Lund  
Jared Benjamin Lutz  
John McIntosh Lutek  
Steven Eli Markham  
Jeffrey Darl Merrill  
Justin Michael Millerberg  
Tanner Ward Monson  
Tegan Kanakaniu junichi Nakamoto  
Donna Michelle Nelson  
Brent Vernald O’Dell  
Jordan William Oldroyd  
Neil Jensen  
Jacob Moroni Olson  
Joseph Samuel Pace  
Jason Scott Porter  
Trenton Chase Porter  
Zachary Jerome Pribyl  
Christian Shoji Price  
Daniel Josué Ramos  
Robert Shaun Rhodes  
Brian Tolman Ricks  
Kevin Kamalu Roberts  
Luke Anthony Robertson  
Tanner James Rozier  
Tysum Robert Ruchti  
Kendall Hal Seymour  
Carlie Shields  
Brayden R Skousen  
Tanner Michael Smith  
Daniel Owens Snow  
Daniel Robert Soderquist  
Landon Keith Sorensen  
Joseph William Stack  
Tyler David Stapleton  
Daniel A Sturkland  
Clancy Royal Strand  
Michaela Laine Sutton  
Loren G. Swensen  
Sterling Hyde Swift  
Shane Dirk Sypherd  
Max Andrew Tarver  
Christopher Murray Thelin  
Patrick Michael Thornton  
Jacob Tyrel Titensor  
Marsie Trego  
William Connelly Tryon  
Jesse William Van Horn  
Wyatt Young Warner  
Andrew Benjamin Warren  
Devin Lee Wheelwright  
Sarah Marie Fletcher White  
Kent Alan Williams  
Woo Ting Zhen Cheryl Landon Blaine Wright  
Joseph Robert Ziemann  

**DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES**  
Matthew Claude Bare  
Chad Owen Gudmundson  
Cole Dickson Gunderson  
Samuel Hunter Hayden  
Taylor Robert Hendrickson  
Adam Christian Henri  
Adam David Herron  
David Hyrum Lambert  
Brian Todd Merrell  
Kristy Marie Palombo  
Jonathan Lake Friedeman  
Jared Daniel Wagner
School of Technology

CONSTRUCTION AND FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Andrew Nathan Adams
Hayden Kelly Carter
Bennet Jaye Daniel
Kenneth William Duff
Chase Patton Edmon
Jason Michael Facer
M. Jacob Flinders
Cameron J Green
Zachary George Harris
Matthew Frank Jensen Jr.
Myles Lincoln Johnson
Mackenzie Christian Jones
Kristoffer Ray Klauck
Scott Daniel Mazurello
Lauren Michelle McCallon
Paul S. Melhi
Brian T Palmer
Matthew John Rickert
Dylan Greco Signorelli
Daniel Gino Souza
Gregory Thomas Ward
Margaret Lynn Weddle

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Taylor Lee Bryant
Daniel Edward Curtis
Devere Scott Gardner
Matthew Adam Keal‘ilini‘i Gomez
James Ian Haddock
Trenton Allen Johnson
Jonathan Evan Kimble
Kyle R Nield
Jevin Delton Yoshito Pharis
Andrew Michael Schomburg

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Jacob Garner Dimitrius
Loveland III

FACILITY AND PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Jason Dee Andersen
J. Matthew Bussio
Brett Gordon Hoffman
Steven Daniel Marsh
Todd Richard Tanner
Jacob Steven Tarabilda
Tristan Scott Wood

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATE
Andrew David Steele

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Ian James Anderson
McKay C Anderson
Alison Brand
Jacob David Brownell
Tyler James Christiansen
Taylor Charles Hill
Ryan Hunter Hofstrand
Angela D. Abbott LaFontaine
Ethan Christian Lawrence
Millie Parkinson
Janae Lois Pettit
Javier Rosas
Jarom Tae Shurtleff
Camilla Gwendolyn Stark
Samantha Van Slooten

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Bronson Zachary Allen
Phillip Enoki Anderson
Breighton Daniel Barber
Trent Harold Bennett
Devan Slade Bennion
Logan Joseph Bentley
Steven James Bentley
Hunter E Boody
Christopher Boshard
Joshua Amoa Buahin
Ryan Gregory Chandler
Daniel Efrain Chora Chavez
McKade Adam Clements
Amanda Cox
Nathan James Crowther
Haley Lyn Dennis
Jorge A. Diaz
Devin Garren Durschi
Andrew Robert Fulkon
Andrew M. K. Garcia
Rebecca Ransom Goodman
Skyler Todd Greenman
Jared Matthew Griffes
Bridge Scott Hodges
Marisa Brooke Ireland
Peter Christian Jensen
Kathryn Moosman
Jumonville
Scott Jacob King
Mathew Lee Kuhn
Baafuor Derkyi Kwarteng
Hector David Lugo
Jeremy Kyle Marsh
Jesse Dean Millar
Gariet Montgomery Odell
Edgar Alberto Pacheco
Pacheco
Brian Robert Patrick
Harrison Scott Pusey
Anthony Steven Shepherd
Niles Tanner
Stephen Gary Wall
Glenn Timo Werner

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
David Wade Christofferson
Taylor Daniel Klemm
Laura C Wilkinsson

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Joshua Hafid Aguila
Rodriguez
William Dennis Atkin
Eric Barnes
Zachary Greg Blackburn
Nathan Craig Bridgewater
Bradley David Burgess
Janae Henderson
Cherrington
Adam Baxter Christensen
Joseph Andrew Duncan
Parker Kenneth Gibbs
Gavin Taylor Grant
Barrett Andrea Johnson
Eric Scott Kuykendall
Zachary Alan Lichtenberg
Haley Lynn Lott
Jameson Emery Marriott
Tyson Dean Merrell
Jordan Thomas Payne
Tyson James Quilter
Cameron John Roberts
Kyle Ryan Seeley
Zane McKay VanWagoner
Timothy Andrew Welker
Rene Noela Werner
Christopher James Wride

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Clinton Stewart Bell
Elizabeth Hitchcock
Derrick A H Jenkins
Trevor Glen Kitchen
Taylor Clair Lewis
David Wayne Lindsey
Janel Lyn Mayfield

TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Alyx Brianne Mangum
Cameron Thomas Moon
Jason Dallas Tidwell

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Michael William Lanham
Trenton Ross McGregor
Amber Renee Safen
Emily Kaye Yoshikawa

TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING EDUCATION NON-LICENSED

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Christian Scott Halversen
Jackson Cowley Priddis
COLLEGE OF FAMILY, HOME, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Anthropology

ANTHROPOLOGY

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Tess Rachel Bates
Amanda Beth Crandall
Makenzie Alyse Gorringe
Tammy Marie Johns
Sadie Christina Hutchinson
Julian
Cassidy Renae Larsen
Victoria Darlyn Loose
Ashley Nicole Mackley
Brittany Ann Paxton
Andrea Kathleen Rane
Brandon Seth Walter

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Taralea Joy Forster
Kari Camille Turner
Myka Watson

Economics

ECONOMICS

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Thomas Apostol Anderson
Chase Wesley Bailey
Kenneth David Bedwell
Robert W Bell
Alexander Michael Doss
Alexis Louise Hales
Alexander Mckenzie Hoagland
Vincent Luis Hutchinson
Zachary William Kroft
David Reieron Livingston
Ryan Christian Looney
Jonathan I.G. McEwan
Charles Young Palfreyman
Drake Douglas Wilcox

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Alex Trevor Howland
Benjamin Hall Leffler

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Ryan Thomas Allen
Jake Todd Arbon
Taylor Michael Baker
Brogan Bateman
Andrew Grant Beaty
Jonathan Thomas Bennett
Aaron Jacob Biehl
Conner Mark Bingham
Andrew Scott Bloomfield
Alexander Robinson Burton
Marina Fernanda Cabral e Silva
John Billings Cannon
Bradford Doyle Chambers
Connor Ryan Christensen
Adam Andrew Coon
Austin Bradley Cooper
Robert Jan Day
Stephen Alexander Doxey
Adam Brian Fabiano
Nicholas David Fowers
James Allan Frehner
Miguel Angel Frias Garcia
Nathan Gregory Giuliano
Jacob D Gong
Bryant Ashton Graves
James Thomas Hayward
Tyler Howard Headlee
Zachary Alan Henderson
David Eluwela Hernandez
Alaina Nichole Hirschi
Brie Ann Johnson
Jordan McKay Johnson
Gene Robert Jones
Dayton Killian
Tyler D. Kivley
Marcus Chi-Yong Ko
Alexander Jens Koford
Bryce Robert Kuck
Michelle Lake
Jae Thomas Langleo
Daryl Brandli Larsen
Brian Thomas Lewis
Mathew Dell Madsen III
Trace Armstrong Marriott
Ryan Holland McCord
Joshua Cody Millheim
Hernan Arturo Muñoz Garcia
Ashley Tyler Neuenswander
Thomas James Newell
Brooke Wesley Nichols
Matthew Grant Noonan
Tanner Lloyd Olson
Dallin Lynn Pace
Joshua Adam Peavler
Fernando Antonio Perez
Joshua Allen Peterson
Katelyn Sullivan Pierce
Dallin Kimball Pope
Zachary Jackson Poulsen
Andrew Patrick Price
Zachary Andrew Pritchard
Dillon Travis Redd
Morgan Anne Rhodes
Alissa Leona Rivest
John Camden Robinson
Sean Forbes Rockwood
Hallie Saunders
Skyler R Smith
Stephen Michael Smith
Mckay James Stephenson
Thomas James Stone
Eric Setsuo Takenaka
Ryan Christian Taylor
Cache Porter Thompson
Dallan Ashford Turnbull
Evan Christopher Unick
Cody Satoki Weller
Jay Kalvin Wolfgamm
Natalie Kathleen Wolford
Taylor Armstrong Wood
Andrew Glen Woodruff
Shawn Raleigh Wortham
LokTing Yim

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Joseph Brian Andersen
Braden Alan Blackford
Daniel William Brown
Dana M Bucco
Mitchell Glenn Dean
Tanner Grant Denning
Jeffrey Alexander Fowler
Isaac Fox
Trevor Dee Hanks
Michael John Hansen
Alex Garner Iverson
Zachary William Jarvis
Taylor John Jolly
Ryan Kenney Lanning
J. Scott Larsen
Rachel Edwards Li
Sandra Joy Meng
Matthew T Moen
David Christian Morley
Parker Graham Nichol
Nathalie Ordonio de Magalhães
Marcus Payne
Matthew John Sabey
Lin Sun
Megan Elizabeth Toronto
Cole James Trumbo

School of Family Life

FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Mackenzie Elizabeth Key
Natasha Lydia Preisler
Stephen Andrew Reed
Andrea Lyn Smith

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Leanne Denise Arnold
Joelle Miranda Brown
Victoria Lee Earl
Elizabeth Griffin
Melanie Leavitt
Courtney King Maddox
Natalie Haymore Neilson
Chelsie Krista Richey

FAMILY LIFE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Taeja Iniki Afalava Mauigoa
Amanda Marlowe Allen
Amy Ruth Anderson
Dalton Rollin Anderson
Madison Joan Anderson
Nicholas Bryce Anderson
Lauren Reed Miller Andrus
Melanie Sue Anthony
McKenzie Lyn Laub
Archibald
Camille Dhara Arthur
Sara Katherine Patterson
Babcock
Martina E Bailey
McKenzie Nanekealani Bailey
Amy Muhlestein Baker
Tatianna Marie Barlock
Heidi Marie Barnes
Morgan McBride Bascom
Marlee Taylor Bedke
Sallie Ann Bergeson
Emilie Denise Betancourt
Brooke Udall Bischoff
Natalie Helen Blackburn
Megan Elizabeth Blount
Ann Marie Bolliger
Brooke Leigh Zavodney
Bonner
Heidi Afton Brooks
Haley Nicole Buck
Jamie Marie Burgon
McKinzie Ila Byington
Kirsten L Crane Cadden
Megan Lee Call
Rebecca Janette Carlson
Anastasia Lynn Carr
McKayla Megan Chambers
Taylor Marie Christensen
Mikayla Lynne Clark
Tiffany Lara Clyde
Taylor Cochran
Sarah Patrick Collins
Brady Steven Corless
Celina Corzette Treviso
Mitchell David Coutu
Emily Vera Cowley
Victoria Skye Chamberlain
Crookshank
Katherine Guest Dean
Hannah LaRee Denney
Hannah Dicus
Allyn Ann Dixon
Courtney Justine Dorman
Laura Ashley Morgan Doty
Maren Loflin Dunn
Daniel Joseph Durrant
Linda Michelle Edlund
Jason C. Eldredge
Sarah Ann Fahey
Lauren Elizabeth Favro
MarciAnne Hawkins Fowers
Cyd Charisse Rivas Galang
Pacheco
Crystal Gardner
Lindsey Elizabeth George
Shaunna Lynn Hindmarsh
George
Haley Nicole Giblette
Madeline Kristine Godfrey
Jordan Alie Goldsmith
Tina Anita Goodman
Rian Nicole Gordon
Whitney Jade Green
Ty Julian Gregson
Hazel Emelia Guerrero
Catherine Halls
Lisa Darlene Hamilton
Denise Lorraine Hansen
Madeline Claire Hansen
Merrie Anne Hess
MacRorie Krizman Hewitt
Allison Breanne Hibbert
Heather Arely Hill
Annika Shae Himebaugh
Anne Hopkin
Brealynn Jacobson
Allyson Nicole Jensen
Emily Hamilton Johnson
Polly Annette Johnson
Chelsey Jones
Ashley Marie Jordan
Jessica Isabel Judd
Amanda Eliza Kamalu
Megan Karzen
Marisa Alexis Koch
Melissa Carol Layland
Lindsey Ann LeBaron
Kirsten Amy Keith Litster
Emily Caroline Little
Megan Suzanne Longhurst
Emma Gisel Losee
Melanie Lynn Lott
Rachel Kathryn Love
Ashley Sessions Lovell
Kylee Marshall
Janelle Thomas Martin
Kristal Elizabeth Miller
Mallory Abigail Millett
Katelyn Elizabeth Morris
Madeline Morrison
Lenore Elizabeth Mulford
Kristin Stahle Munns
Hayley Nicole Nelson
Jessica Nordfelt
Sharyn Gayle Collier Ogden
Megan Noelle Oldroyd
Emily K Olds
Audrey Dawn Palmer
Hannah Casper Park
Jenna Millington Perkins
Sidney Marie Pettit
Landon David Piller
Grace Lyles Poole
Tymber Rae Porter
Baike Ann Powell
Lauren M. Prete
Sara Jean Quackenbush
Katherine Elayne Rane
Ryan Bradley Reynolds
Rea Aira Peralta Roy
Emma Taylor Sabey
Sabina Michelle Safsten
Kimberly Noelle Pellegrini
Sagers
April Denise Scaife
Jenna Michelle Ringer
Schwartz
Rachel Tucker Scurr
Lauren Kalani Seguine
Jessica Karen Singerman
Lisette Lorraine Snyder
Brittany Anne Southern
Kjersti Maye Summers
Ann Brooke Talbot
Jenna Rebecca Taylor
Kyrsit Ann Teetlink
Shannon Marie Thevenin
Jaimie Nicole Trottier
Lauren Scott Underwood
Alexis Amy Walbeck
Haley Marie Walter
Kaeley Warnock
Madison Rose Webber
Mikaela Yerkes Wheeler
Pamela S Wilson
Kaela Carter Woodruff
Kimberly Elise Woodward
Madison Hill Zeagler

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Amy Danielle Carlson Ashby
Krista Malia Beatle
Katherine Aprill Bickel
Kaley Marie Blodgett
Riana Blaine Bruce Goodsky
Danielle Nicole Calder-Kamalu
Hannah Grace Chisholm
Kevin Bruce Clites
Madelyn Neal Coleman
Alexandra Leigh Corbitt
Mackenzie Lee Dallon
Ashley Palmer Day
Jesalyn Homer Denos
McKayla Dawn Doney
Heather Nicole Eaton
Keely Anne Edmunds
Karli K. Engebreten
Nora Jenean Evans
Alyssa Marianne Fletcher
Breanna Florence
Lyndsey Rashell Gunnsen
Sarah Sorensen Hallam
Angela Harris
Elizabeth Rae Hendrickson
Samantha Nycole Hickman
Anne Victoria Higgins
Lilly Beth Hinckley
Laura Elizabeth Jett
Ethan Ryan Jones
Jeongsoon Kim
Jenna Rae Klumker
Taylor Jane Knapp
Candice LeSueur
Hayley Elaine Lowder
Erin Kahl Mack
Paige Peterson Merrill
Brooklyn McCall Miller
Tiana Morriss
Parker Bernel Mortensen
Amber Ah Sue Netane
Spencer Curtis O'Reilly
McKay Eliza Paxman
Rachel Pooley
Ziandra Callaway Price
Brynnlee Jean Raikes
Sarah Jayne Rawlings
Abigail Elizabeth Jones Richins
Brooklyn Kay Ritz
Alisha Robbins
Heather Ann Robinson
Anne Trent Smith
Kayla Ann Smith
Taylor Christine Smith
Whitley Marie Smith
Nicole Ofelia Snyder
Travis James Spencer
Katie Lyn Stevens
Charity Perry Telford
Danissa Dunn Tyree
Ashley Ann VanYperen
Britni Regan Ward
Christine Louise Cole Warner
Elizabeth Claire Wood
Kaela Carter Woodruff
Eden Amanda Zenger

HOME AND FAMILY LIVING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Rose Lorraine Fife Carlile

Geography

GEOGRAPHY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Shanelle Applegarth
Alexis Backman
Jacob McKay Baldree
Alan Clifford Barth
Marlee Jennean Beers
Carly Ann Christiansen
Chase Alan Dowse
Alyssa Rae Gardner
Nathanam Rue Gardner
Cherish Michele Germaine
Michaela Elizabeth Daugherty Green
Lindsay Hall
Brittney Harris
Laura Elizabeth Hinckley
Roman Elias Huerta
Benjamin Scott Johnson
Jacqueline Hiroko Kartchner
Rufaro Joy Sekesai Kaseke
Aubrianna Nicole Kinghorn
Luke Charles Kleinhenz
Austen D McCleary
Kristina Thurston McRae
Kiril Vasilev Meretev
Matthew John Montgomery
Zachary Dennis Nordfelt
Claire Alice Nelson
Spencer Raymond Quain
Dallas James Reynolds
Ashlynn Mikael Rhodes

Caitlin Ranae Rodgers
Lindsay Catherine Sheridan
Geraldine Lee Yuan Shi
Torli Lashae Shipp
Michael Alan Smith
Aaron Jacob Snow
Jeffrey Bohannon Stark
Daniel Hinckley Stevenson
Todd Anthony Turner
Gerald Earl Van Tassel
Allison Jane Webb
Hayley Kamiree Wigginton
Travis Michael Woodburn

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Travis S Baker
Skyler Liram Call
Michael Thomas Caplin
Caleb Josiah Carpenter
Benjamin Richard Holmes
Nathan Logan James
Michelle Garrick Kaufusi
Zachary Hill Neuffer
Benjamin Craig Seipert
Colton Darwin Taylor
G. Alexander Wright

Government

JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
David Aaron Gumucio

History

FAMILY HISTORY—GENEALOGY

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Alexa Prolo Cardon
Amy Elisabeth Carpenter
Braithon Dale Davies
Cathryn J Hulse
Amber Anne Larsen
Hannah Elizabeth Lee
Richard Joel McConnel
Alexandria Lynn Samann
Shelby May Shoaf
Amy Amelia Anne Wallace

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Afton Fairbanks
Reagan Marie Gabbitas
Mindy Merrit Jacox
Jessica Todd Keeler
Katie Beth Liston

HISTORY

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Caitlin Alyssa Anderson
Ryan Masato Baldwin
Tyler John Broadhead
Richard A. Bruner
Tressa Grace Bussio
Megan Christensen
Dannee Elizabeth Clay

Courtney Michelle Cook
Bethany Anne Dean
Christina Abramson Endy
David James Glenn
Allyson Nicole Hubbard
Howell
Brendt Brent Johnson
Lane Chandler Lisonbee
Sarah D. Markle
Jaxon C. Munns
Chase Everett Olsen
Erik Richard Peterson
Marcus Evan Russell
Bryan Don Sabin
Suzanne Sanders
Hannah Louise Spencer
Tristan Olav Torgersen
Rachel Hope Uryan
Spencer Kezerian Vargo
Ashley Lauren Anderson
Webb
Stephanie Mariam Weiner
Joseph Ellien Berry Wyne

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Crystal Alavez Guevara
Fa’amika Amae Vahe Babayan
Mical Walker Bollwinkel
Lauren Brennan Cottam
Kira Elizabeth Haddock
Amanda Elaine King
William Joseph King
Rebecca Ann Miller
Hannah Lee Nichols
Madelaine Diane Noxon
Katelyn Cortez Patrick
Caitlin Alta Richards
Derrick James Whitney
Claire Michelle Woodward

HISTORY TEACHING

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Shelby Dian Campbell
Miriam Leah Jacobson
Jake Bradley Jacobs
Jessica McArthur
Paul Matthew Westover

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Jonathan Andrew Baker

TEACHING SOCIAL SCIENCE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Madison Kaylee Anderson
Devan Audrey Clayton
Spencer Carl Davis
Taylor Dean Dexter
Sennett Hunter Fraughton
Carson Jay Freestone
Melissa Marie Hising
Eliza Dru Jacobsen
Allison Katie Machado
Emma Marie Moss
Sarah Vance Multon
Cassandra Pearson
Elizabeth Dalley Rowberry
Kathryn Grace Sundberg
Megan Vore
Carina L Whiteside
Heather Dawn Wood

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Kenna Rose Barron
Benjamin Dean Brockbank
Elise Marie Carter

Neuroscience Center

Neuroscience
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Nolan Stephen Andreasen
Lyndsay Marie Aponik
Adam Patrick Babcock
William George Banks
Sarah Tannyhill Bentz
Evon D. Bogdan
Taylor Michael Brown
Kevein Mark Burningham
Christian Layne Carr
Benjamin David Chandler
Travis Jonathan Clarke
Zackary Keith Cowan
Mikayla Lindsey Davis
Maria Ysabella Vergara Del Rosario
Corinne E DeVault
Nathan Stephen Doyel Jr.
Spencer Craig Dykman
Spencer Michael Fogleman
Nolan Thomas Foley
Brent M Foster
Spencer Joseph Foutz
Natalia Nichole Garcia
Mark Carver Gillespie
Zoe Badura Greenburg
Garrett David Griffith
Cody Bryce Hansen
Whitney Harris
Rachel Alyne Heinz
Landon Kaleb Hobbs
Rebecca Syau-Ping Huang
Blaine Berkeley Jensen
Trent Andrew Johnson
Austin Jeffrey Kennedy
Christopher James Kinghorn
James Andrew Kranewitter-Call
Kyle Miles Krause
AnnaLeah Larson
Ryan David Lundell
Kaylie Madsen
Michael Steven McKinley
Colby West McWhorter
Theodore William Medling
Dallin Clark Milner
Matthew Robert Mitchell
Alexander Lennart Olausson
Alyssa Clare Perkins
Jared David Peterson
Richard Taft Peterson
Nicholas Reed Randall
Andrew Bateman Rees
Kent Robert Richter
Frank Earl Robertson
Daniel Carlin Sands
James Rulon Skidmore
Conrad N. Stallings
Anthony McKay Steggell
Destin Matthew Swartz
Sara Jane Werner
Todd Edward Winn
Thaddeus Christian Wright
Jeffrey D. Young

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Alison Kaylene Allen
Lewis Frank Bruneel
John Christian Ehlen
Kelita Michelle Flatman
Kevin Garland
 Zachary Tyler Gibson
Logan Samuel Greenburg
David James Hepworth
Steven Wallace Jones
Andrew Bradley Kellett
Spencer Wynn McCarthy
Sergio Mendoza
Ryan Mark Mills
Kaylee White Murray
Tylie Laraine Polatis
Justyn William Pollock
Caleb Nicholas Porter
Anthony Michael Pratt
Daniel Hintze Reed
Alton Chad Sorensen
William Eliot Staten
Jacob B Ward
Joseph Oliver White
Matthew Pratt Young

Political Science

Political Science
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Sarah Jean Adams
Samuel D. Allan
Denisse Alexis Anderson
(Machado)
Gabrielle Cristine Anderson
Kimberly Paige Anderson
Philip Jude Tupaz Atogique
Lane Alexander Baldwin
Joshua Michael Bedell
Orval Christian Benson
Laura Jayne Boyer
Ty Harrison Brooks
Emily Elaine Burton
D. Scott Christensen
Hyrum Jensen Clarke
MaKade Christopher Claypool
Daniel Stephen Cowser
Kallina Ann Crompton
Sarah Sheets Curry
Christa Cutler
Ian Jeffrey Davis

Dix Colby Densley
Brian Edward Doll, Jr.
Benjamin David Driggs
Christopher David Durrans
Devin Ryan Earl
Connor Robert Edgar
Spencer Rhett Clayton
Fausett
Tatiana Marie Flexman
Drake Douglas Fuhriman
Joseph Bailey Gadberry
Aaron Thomas Gawrzych
Andrew Darin Giles
Andrea J Gonzalez
Michael Steven Greenland
Justin Trevor Guy
Carlie Hibbert
Matthew Larmer Hodgson
Jenah Hansen House
Jason Douglas Hunt
Steven Jeffrey Jamieson
Nathan West Jesse
Catrine Johansen
Emily Johns
Adam Keith Johnson
Anne Marie Klenotich
John Duncan Lahtinen
Steven Richard Lau
Graham Adam Miller
Emmanuel Morga
Lauren Mc Knight Nash
Nicole Patricia Pavez
Tanner McKay Preece
Luis Mahonri Ramirez
McKay Allen Randall
Blake Wayne Ringer
Byrin Anson Romney
Kim Meihua Roy
Tayla Heath Salvesen
Soren J. Schmidt
Taylor Scott Shippen
Tanner Scott Stone
Spencer Talmage Stucki
Seth Williams Taylor
Devon Jedediah Tenney
Sierra Davis Thomander
Aaron Xenos Thomas
Cody John Walker
Ryan Todd Wallace
Andrew Paul Wensel
Scott Tanner Whitworth
Caleb Mark Wilson

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Lee-Ann Laverne Bender
Kayla Marie Canada
Jordyn Ho’onnani Enos
Daniel Markham Evans
Jared Stephen Fore
Kyrene Lairyn Gibb
Andrey Goryachkov
Cassidy Laurel Gunderson
Jordan Gunderson
Micah Troy Johnson
Nathan Todd King
Daniel Enoch Knighton
Dylan Ross Lamb
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Jacob Rex Lee
Carina Isabel Muller
Mckay Paul Murdock
John Thatcher Pinkston
Alison Marie Romano
Erich M Schaub
Kevin Morris Schvaneveldt
Caitlyn Dru Smith
Jenessa Alyse Taylor
Robert Calvin Wiley
Eliza JoAnn Wimmer

Psychology

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Margaret Maurie Andersen
Hannah M. Anderson
Caleb O. Andrews
Brian Mitchell Appel
McKenzie Lanakila
Kaʻululwehiokalani Apuna
Madison Lucy Barrow
Sarah Bartholomew
Jessica Eva Bawden
Quinn James Bell
Megan Marie Bingham
Morgan Taelor Bisseger
Caitlin McKaye Black
Justin Michael Bond
Matthew Cole Brandenburg
Emily Elaine Briggs
James Holden Brimhall
Christina Abish Bueno
Lindsay Zola Bush
Brandon Christopher Butters
AnnaLisa Carr
Stefan John Chase
Brendan Clark
Haley Marie Claypool
Josephrael Diaz
Samantha Marie Clark
Barrett Hope Clark
Kathryn Marie Clatterbuck
Molly Elizabeth Claxton
Madison Lucy Coale
Dane Robert Collins
Koya Elizabeth Crowe
Lauren Ashley Darlington
Jace Lysa Davis
Joseph Andrew Denning
Cherish Marie Delia
Emily Elizabeth Dorr
Reid Parker Drees
Jessica Anna Douglas
Hannah M. Duggan
Taylor Kay Draper
Kasey Marie Durbin
Kendra Kay Eberts
Colton Robert Egner
Bilal J. El-Gamal
Adrianna Meg Ellsworth
Kayleigh Marie Englebert
Kellie Shannon Epler
Kailie Blaire Evans
olle Briana Evjen
Morgan Renee Fairchild
Kendall Elza Fincher
Peyton Hadley Fleninger
Casey Lee Yan Hui
Trenton Drew Hines
Robert Bart Hollingshead
Kyla Elizabeth Horne
Hayley Marie Hults
Paige Nicole Iwan
Kaitlyn Taylor Jackson
Erik Wortman Jentz
Jordan Lee Johnson
Sarah Elizabeth John
Kaitlyn Marie Johnson
Adam Butch Johnson
K делantero
Jordan Lee John
Abigail Michelle Kaiser
Eliana Kulczyk
Suyeon Lee
Miquelle Coral Leslie
Kelli Elizabeth Lippard
Stirling James McLaren
Ryan Eric Merrill
Morgan M. Morrison
Lindy Ann Mummy
Rachel Nicole Norton
Morgan Renee O’Donnell
Emily Rose Reyes
Aaron McKay Robison
Nathan Christopher Rodman
Amy Christine Andrus
Sanford
Peder Edward Schillemat
Natalia Seidlova
Beth Elaine Shepherdson
Dana Marie Sikand
Eliza Ruth Skidmore
Ashlyn Laura Smith
Katherine Amy Traasdahl
Brandon S Turley
Sophia Lois Valentine
Taylor Nicole Whaley

Taylor Williams
Kathleen Angela Willoughby
Emily Walker Wooton
Emma Anne Worulton

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Peri Anne Adams
Viridiana Paulina Balderas
Ramirez
Taylor Ellis Bayles
Sierra Victoria Branham
Kevin Dean Brighton
Jordan Ryan Burke
Tyler Andrew Bushman
Alison Campbell Carlile
Gavin Paul Chatterley
Kurtis William Christensen
Michael Rey Christensen
Kelsie Kayse Cleveland
Noelle Marie Cloward
Daine Atten Ewell
Aileen Caroon Farnsworth
Melissa Ann Feuerbach
Kristen Amy Grant
Stephanie Linda Guinn
Matthew Gummow
Cody Cliff Gunnels
Daniel Floyd Hansen
Taylor Levi Haueter
Christopher William Herron
Kaitlyn Ashley Hessing
Mary Edys Eberly Huckvale
Adrianna Oliwia Jarosz
Ryan Wade Jensen
Jens Erik Jespersen
Victor Paul Linford Johnson
Lauren Marie Jones
Jessica Lynne Kerby
Eliane Kulczyk
Suyeon Lee
Miquelle Coral Leslie
Kelli Elizabeth Lippard
Stirling James McLaren
Ryan Eric Merrill
Morgan M. Morrison
Lindy Ann Mummy
Rachel Nicole Norton
 Jacob Ty Pehrson
Jasmine Marie Petrell
Afton Anne Philbrick
Alexa Michelle Pliego
Kurtis James Pugh
Emiley Rose Reyes
Aaron McKay Robison
Nathan Christopher Rodman
Amy Christine Andrus
Sanford
Peder Edward Schillemat
Natalia Seidlova
Beth Elaine Shepherdson
Dana Marie Sikand
Eliza Ruth Skidmore
Ashlyn Laura Smith
Katherine Amy Traasdahl
Brandon S Turley
Sophia Lois Valentine
Taylor Nicole Whaley

Taylor Williams
Kathleen Angela Willoughby
Emily Walker Wooton
Emma Anne Worulton
Connor Berrett Wilcox  
Kristen Marie Williams  
Kelsey Kay Zaugg

**Sociology**

**SOCIETY**

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE  
Mark L Allison  
Ashley Odilia Armand  
Evan Warren Armstrong  
Caroline Kristine Bailey  
Tiana Bettinson  
Kerra Drennen Bispo  
Ellen Bronwen Brotherson  
Brian Daniel Camp  
Michael Karl Casper  
Rabia Cheema  
Michelle May Yan Cheung  
Jordan Leigh Clark Coburn  
Justin Melvin Coffin  
Amanda Magleby Cottle  
Jacob Ambrose Olsen  
Abigail Marie Duncan  
Sarah Nicole Evans  
Ichth Tygard Gardner  
Van Dillon Goodman  
Tysen Thomas Green  
Kyli Anne Harman  
Meaghan Lea Hefelfinger  
Christiana Diane Hoffmann  
Rebekah Bree Holst  
Brendan Joshua Hong  
M. Taylor Madsen  
Rachael Erin McCall  
Laura Lynne Mussman  
Antonella Ghio Olsen  
Rebecca Leah Patrum  
Megan Maree Patterson  
Mariissa Lupe Paxman  
Anna Christine Price  
Taylor Linn Ramsay  
Savannah Kate Roll  
Taylor Ann Rose  
Casey Lauren San Nicolas  
Sablan  
Kelley Mercedes Sykes  
Amanda Taylor  
Baylee Bissenden Thomas  
Christy Lynn Thompson  
Joseph Evan Jesus Tirado-Grundvig  
BobbiAnn Ulvestad  
Gabrielle O. Vigil  
Natalie Nicole Winterton  
Michelle Wohlgemuth

**General Studies**

BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES  
Shalynn W Anderson  
Judy Cook Binns  
Kellianne Boyd  
Shellie Marie Solum  
Bytheway  
Susan E Himle Clark  
Terry (Terry) Roberts Jones  
Melanie Ann Marsh  
Irene Mikkelsen McAllister  
Adam Timothy Miller  
Julia Ann Nielson  
Natalie Dawn Robison  
Ania Christine Stehrenberger  
Wendy Michelle Talbert  
Jessica Mary Webster  
Karen J Folster West (Karie)  
Vicki Woodfield

**DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES**

Tuesdi Lorenc Barber  
Beverly Parker Chapman  
Olivia Kay Goulding  
Amanda Kay Howells  
Seryl A Steelman Langfflatt  
Jessica Vázquez Leavitt  
Candice Genieve Corrigan  
Leman  
Alayna Newton  
B Robert Perkins  
Mary Ellen Wooley Ross  
Holly Ann Stucki  
Jennifer Mae Swanson  
Mariellen Pyper Tuckett  
Cheryl Whitehead  
Cynthia L. Collier Wolfe

**COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS AND COMMUNICATIONS**

**MUSIC DANCE THEATRE**

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS  
Kooper Jerho Campbell  
Whitney Melissa Hatch  
Brooke Lindsay Hiatt  
Sariah Faith Hopkin  
Emily Rose Lyons  
Taylor James Stanger

**DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATE**

Alana Moore Jeffery

**VISUAL ARTS**

BACHELOR OF ARTS  
Elizabeth Emily Bell  
Albertson  
Jacob Russell Alley  
Amanda Mechem Anderson  
Annie Anderson  
Jean Mcfarland Bean  
Saga Maunick Beus  
Miquelle Chérie Blackham  
Sergio Sean Blanco  
James Tschiffely Camargo  
Hanna Choi  
Corinne Christopherson  
Alyssa Rae Church  
Aaron Daniel Cornia  
Robbie Neil Cromwell  
Carollee Holt Egbert  
Britton Kent Groesbeck  
Chase Mack Guibler  
Mattise Hales  
Clair Annette Hamaker  
William Alexander Harvey  
Shon Cornell Henderson  
Emily Holt  
Rachel Lynn Jones  
Loretta Kleinman  
Julia Helen Lowe Loveless  
Hannah Eileen Lowell  
Maggie Yi An Ni Miller  
Mary Alyce Peterson  
Jaron Paul Rampton  
Sarah Rodriguez  
Rebekka Louise Zion  
Hagerston Shipley  
Summer Jean Soelberg  
Mary Jessica Tarbet  
Ileraine Isabella Anaeseini  
Takipo Tuiloma  
Rebekah Elizabeth Vandenberg

**DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES**

Breanna Danielle Bird  
Karlee Sue Dorman  
Brooke Elise Engilman  
Alyssum Mae Weidon  
Johnson
Stephanie MacCabe
Erika Jane Nash
Noël Olivia O’Neal
Victoria Caryln Pence
Ashley Petersen
Kynsie McKell Rife
Grace Ellen Matsis Sittin
Sheridan Kelsey Suman

Stephanie MacCabe
Erika Jane Nash
Noël Olivia O’Neal
Victoria Caryln Pence
Ashley Petersen
Kynsie McKell Rife
Grace Ellen Matsis Sittin
Sheridan Kelsey Suman

Stephanie Olivia Corbett
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Kathy Bill
Jacob Martin Haupt
Hannah Marie Pardoe
Elizabeth Anne Stone
Katherine Marie Wishart

Stephanie Olivia Corbett
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Kathy Bill
Jacob Martin Haupt
Hannah Marie Pardoe
Elizabeth Anne Stone
Katherine Marie Wishart

Aloe Corry
ART EDUCATION K–12
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Kelli Anne Brown
Taylor Holt
Breanna Karin Holtry

Aloe Corry
ART EDUCATION K–12
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Kelli Anne Brown
Taylor Holt
Breanna Karin Holtry

Samuel Roland Walker
STUDIO ARTS
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Mandy Jun Elsmore
Lindsey Nicole Jensen
Elizabeth Ann Lew
David P Kaleigh

Samuel Roland Walker
STUDIO ARTS
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Mandy Jun Elsmore
Lindsey Nicole Jensen
Elizabeth Ann Lew
David P Kaleigh

School of Communications
COMMUNICATIONS
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Brooke Adams
Megan Marie Allen
Spencer Craig Andersen
Jessica Anderson
Katherine Anne Arnell
John Christian Axtell
Megan Elizabeth Bahr
April VeNae Baker
Jessica Banelucos
Brandon Joe Barkdull
Jaylen Rebecca Bohman
David Edward Boyle
Grant Harper Bradham
Brindisi Olsen Bravo
Lindsay Anne Brewer
Alex F. Burch
Bryonwn Burkhardt
Madison McBride Butcher
Natalie Christine Castillo
Steven Phillip Clarke
Samuel Jesse Clayton
Olivea Anne Clyde
Jordan Dale Comstock
Sydney Elizabeth Corry
Gianluca Cuestas
Nathan Wayne Cunningham
Alexandra Lynne Davis
Theresa Lynne Davis
Kristil Manuel Deppe
Brynn Dew
Kaylee May DeWitt
Joann Nicole Distler
Micah Juren
Kamunananonpowe
Domingo
Mckenzie Maya Draper
Samantha Richeson Durfrey
Dalin Scott Earsle
Rebecca Gabrielle Edginton
Brennan Scott Edwards
Kurt Brady Edwards
Courtney Therese Ellsworth
Aaron Allen Endy
Clayton Franklin Finan III
Emily Marie Firestone–Ashmead
Brian Jeffrey Fromm
Ashley Hopkins Frost
Victoria Lee Gabor
Alexendra Galorath
Ryan Michael Gamache
Matthew Aaron Gay
Kristina Marie Gerber
Jonathan Douglas Gunson
Sydnee Gunter
Brendan Patrick Gwynn
Cassidy Hansen
Natasha Letaluh Haruki
Kristi Jill Hargiss
Nathan Harker
Celeste Harris
Emily Suzanne Harris
Aaron Douglas Hastings
Abby Hobbs Hay
William Douglas Heath
Brandon O Henson
Monica Lee Hobbs
Creelabelle Rebecca Howard
Michael Tupou Pani ikahihifo
Nathan William Innis
Sadie Peterson Jaussi
Joshua James Johnson
Kjersten Alyss Johnson

Monika Meilani Johnson
Joshua Corey Keeton
Kristen Amanda Kerr
Jessie Ann Kershinsk
Karsten Daniel Kutterer
Joshua Micheal Landon
Camilla Larson
Dru Laws
Angela Rebecca Lee
Kyle David Lemperle
Kent Michael Lloyd
Christine Virginia Marsh
Maren McNunes
Cassidy Elisabeth Mills
Ryan Scott Morgan
Travis Lee Mortenson
Calee Kay Naylor
Erin Hemmelgarn Nelson
Liesl Evi Nielson
Mckenzie Ogletree
Collin Arthur Pace
Brooke Ann Palmer
Jeffrey Clark Parry
Abigail Jane Parsons
Sofie Pathakis
Shaun Patrick Ramage
Esther Rose Raty
Mariano A. Reginato
Adam David Richardson
Ashley Nicole Robinson
Isabelle Jemma Ruth Robinson
Emily Jane Russon
Lindsey Marie Savage
Ryan Michael Scott
Alec Arthur Sears
Montana Joshua Shaum
Jarom Scott Shaver
Tyler James Shaw
Stacie Rae Simpson
Tianalai Faatutau Sufaunu
Kayla Jordan Smith
Tessa June Smith
David Earl Snell
Emily Anne Sorensen
Ashton Stanworth
Bronté Marie Stevens
Emilie Corene Stiles
Hannah Mary Nelson Stock
Angela Christine Stuart
Sondra Lynn Swensen
Benjamin Kenji Saito Tateoka
Jacob Frisbie Taylor
Michael Clark Taylor
Joshua Vallen Thomas
Trevis Lynn Thomas
Joshua Paul Thorn
Whitney Kristin Wood
Tibbitts
Nicolette Quynh-Lan Tran-Poulson
Kayci Kirkham Treu
Ryan Jeffrey Turner
Lorianne Louise Vaughn
Tanner Joseph Wadsworth
Benjamin James Wallace
Melissa Kaye Warren
Ashley Nicole Wawro
Mary Weaver
Kallì Bennett White
Michael Scott Esplin White
Mykell Elizabeth Wilson
Jacob Roy Wisner

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Hayley Ackerman
Ashlynn Glenn Allen
Ashlyn Elizabeth Allred
Lorraine B. Chomel Bailey
Alexander Ward Balkman
Kylee Banton-Arreaga
Jenna Barratt
Caroline Janae Belnap
Bryant Stephen Bienes
Heather Bowers
Nathan Mark Brown
Erica Burton
Candace Briana Call
Richard Anson Call
Amy Michelle Carpenter
Caitlin Carr
Jessica Elizabeth Charters
Clay T. Christensen
Alex Stephen Clark
Dana Helen Dodini
Hannah Lynn Drees

Adam Richard Droge
Alyssa Lynn Blake Edwards
Mercedes Erikson
Laurajane B. Finley
Alisse Frandsen
Colton LaMar Fullmer
Lindsey Berg Gingrich
Hannah Maines Hacking
Jordan Kurt Hammond
Jori Haynes
Bradley Wayne Hill
Cassidee Steadman Hobbs
Charles Kenneth Hutchings
Rhees Lance Jackson
Christopher Ryan Jensen
Chloë Lynne Johnson
Evelyn Esmeralda Asiiawe
Kakwanzi Kamurasi
Kenny Kang
Nathaniel Thomas Keenan
Kaiser Williams Larsen
Christopher David Larson
Hannah Rose Marsh
Adam M Mason
Chase Stephen Metcalfe
Erica Moore
Eric Leon Morgan
Sharene Elizabeth Morley
Michael Scott Myler
Taylor Brian Neuffer
Stafford Lee Newsome
Jay Wesley Osmond
Maren Campbell Owen
Taryn Mackenzie Owen
Dylan Cole Parker
Tyler Andrew Perry

Whitney Christine Petersen
Brady Vance Quinn
Kennedy Grace Ramsey
Dania Lynne Rice
Kelsey Nichole Robertson
Garrett Taylor Roos
Glenn Sheldon Rowley
Lauren Chenoweth Scott
Cassandra Lyn Shaffer
Collin Woodrow Smith
Summer Nicole Smith
Emily Nicole Sopp
Mason James Taylor
Austin Paul Tenny
Stewart Woodward Tribe
McCall Elizabeth Turner
Corey Leigh Tyndall
Jacquie Michelle VanWagoner
Cara Anne Wade
Alexandria Johnson Brown
Wall
Aya S Watanabe
Sheldon Skyler Wilcox
Preston LeRoy Williamson V
Emilee Shae Wolfe
Hayden Abram Young
Lauren Elizabeth Zaharis

Dance

DANCE

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Emily Bergen
Rachelle Snow Clary
Brayna Lynn Zundel Daniels
Natasha Mari Dawson
Whitney Charisse Finch
Jacob Robert Madsen
Courtney Elizabeth Maxfield
Courtney Hicks Olsen
Rebecca Hatch Oshed
Rebecca Ann Hess Petersen
Katrina Marie Skidmore

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Kyrsen Sharilyn Hendershot
Audrey Michelle Higley
Megan Miller Moncur
Eliza Summerhays

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Katrina Deaun Jones Morrell

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Amy Elizabeth Gunter
Lolofie
Kaitlin McKenna Fayles
Thompson

DANCE EDUCATION K–12

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Kelli Ann Briggs
McKenna Collette Hudson

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATE
Kyla Jeneal Threlfall Brown

Design

ANIMATION

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Nathan Richard Allen
Brian Clayton Clayton
Steven Russell Freebairn
Conner Jeffery Gillette
Emma Hope Zaugg Gillette
Charles Kirgan Hilton
Brenden Gerald Nelson
Hannah Pullan Poppitz
Daniel Gene Russon
Michael Vacluv Schroeder
Robert Donald Shelline
Johanna Leslie Taylor

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Stephen Eric Ashby
Markham Noble Carroll
Dallin Jung-Yen Cheung
Michael William Grover
Eduardo Pino
Joshua David Poulson
Haylie Janae Shaw
KC Tobey
Gregory Richard Walker
Michael Wade Wyatt Jr

DESIGN

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Sarah Kilinoeia‘ou‘ou‘ou‘ou‘ou’olau Burt
Raymond Lee Griffin
Jaime Johnson
Katherine Jane Jones
Melinda Barker Kerr
Tien-Hsuan Lee
Ashley Ann Palmer
Lorraine Rivera
MaKell Garlick Tagg

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Kaylee Allred Gregg
Tyler Lee Greno
Cynthia Nicole Hollis
Emily Merle Platt Jones
Meagan Larsen
Amy Ai Rodenberg
Brittany Katrina Ting

GRAPHIC DESIGN

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Keegan Leonard Black
Ashley Jean Casper
Hannah Lee Groom Decker
Megan Celeste Eckersley
Connor Christian King
Eleanor Leigh Kramer
Stephanie Erika Ottehenning
McAllister
Angela Christina Meteer
Blake Jamison Myer
Adam Mark Rallison
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Jasmine Callister Roth
Haley Jan Stoneking
Man Koi Wu

ILLUSTRATION

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Jenna Linn Barton
Gregory Stewart Bean
Natalie Hansen
Bennett Daniel Judd
Kolby Durrant Larsen
Casey Shane Nelson
Sarah Dawn Newell
Jennifer Redd Ogles
Brooklyn E Parks
Markie Teresse Riley
Ashley Nozomi Smith
Angela Sweet

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Virginia Rose Dall
Bradley Keith Duke
Amani Caroline Boling
Khader
Carina Itzel Leal
Patrick Jayson Spencer

PHOTOGRAPHY

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Kurtis Dale Dallon

School of Music

COMMERCIAL MUSIC

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Addison Stephen Kirk
Jonathan William Litster
Christopher Lee Morgan
Parker Ian Robinson
Emmaline McLean Sanders
Zachary Stevens Sundwall
Paul William Woodward

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Christian Alexander Darais
Hannah Sophia Bradshaw
Gabriellsen
Emily Ann Higinbotham

MEDIA MUSIC STUDIES

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATE
J Scott Rakozy

MUSIC

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Keath LeRoy Fenton

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Krissa LeAnne Hendricks
Cyrena Fifield Mendoza

MUSIC COMPOSITION

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Nicolás Mauricio Ayala Cerón
Tyler Lee Gardner
Victoria Ruth Wirthlin

MUSIC EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Taylor Don Ashcraft
Kristen Maurine Blackburn
Harrison Michael Budge
Heather Marie Christiansen
David Michael Draut
Korrin Dvorak Reese
Amanda Egan Ritter
Bradley Daniel Sampson

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Bethany Kate Barlow
Miriam Burton
Katelyn Bea Jessop Chapman
Kyra Lyn Driscoll
Alyssa Olson Klippel
Emilee Keith Knell
Jacob Patrick Mauldin
Linda Peterson
Jeremy Marcus Wells

MUSIC PERFORMANCE

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Katherine Rebecca
Armantrout
Mary Noemi Griffin
Jennifer Jones
Levente Medveczky
Brianna Marilyn Nay
David Lee Price
Jane Anne Raty
Kaimipono Suzanne Wan See Santos
Scott Adam Self
Michael Wesley Skidmore
Maren Davis Vernon

Theatre and Media Arts

ACTING

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Mariah Nicole Bowles
Ashley Anne Ottesen
Stacy Marie Wilk

MEDIA ARTS STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Morgan Keaulama Akana
Joshua David Allen
Emily Noelle Bade
Jared Everett Bell
Malori Shireen Bigler
Wesley Christopher Bowen
Brett Alan Calkins
Korina Jaq Chesnut
Hannah Louise Clark

Travis Daniel Clark
Clay Jacoby Davis
Hailey Schoenfeldt Davis
Rachel Elizabeth Erickson
Jonathan Carter Flint
Michael Andrew Gordon
Hadley Scholz Holyoak
Andrew Tanner Hoopes
Daniel Jackson Hunt
Morgan Ann Jones
Lindsay Wash Kampenhout
Mark Daniel Leavy
Taylor Daniel Lewis
Taylor Andrew Lyman
Brooke Marie Thorley
McNamara
Ammon Douglas Miller
Steven Gregory Olson
Nicholas Robert Ritter
Avery Jalaine Taylor
Caitlin Marie Walton
Melissa Young

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Christopher Bryan Bowles
Aubrey Clark
Spencer Gordon Coakwell
Brandon Phillip Conover
Scott Wallace Cook
Jonathan Cuesta
Jason Philip Richey
Alexis Aleece Romero

THEATRE ARTS

EDUCATION K–12

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Spencer Robert Duncan
Camilla Rose Hodgson

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Allison Leah Briggs
Scott A Savage
Brianna Boyd Sterling
Jessica Lynn Stevenson

THEATRE ARTS STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Cortnie Lin Beatty
Rachel Erin Bowerbank
Jessa Maeve Cunningham
Devin Farrell Davis
Sierra June Docken
Karrica Rose Egbert
Robert Jacob Fuller
Anna-Lizzi Grawe
Cali Aileen Holcombe
Katherine Jean Christensen
Hyatt
Sherry Lynda Kopischke
Aubree Kayleen Lyman
Elizabeth Greene Mickelsen
Kristin Helen Perkins
Adrienne Marnee Porter
Shelby Ré Renshaw
DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Melissa Anne Brown
Soren Paul Budge
Krista Collins
Michael Keith Davis
Frances Anne Gleave
Aubrianna DeAnn Hockett

COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES

AMERICAN STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Craighton Beirdneau
Hope Gabrielle Collins
Wesley Elliot Dean
Daniel Lewis Dunford
Mitchell Joseph Foy
Olivia Jayne Nelson
Mallory Reynolds
Christian Kyle Sagers
Megan Dawn Schille
Samuel James Wright

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Austin Hayden Clegg
Randall Caleb Crockett
Amanda J Mecham
Alex Steven Robinson
Francisco Jesus Rodriguez

Asian and Near Eastern Languages

CHINESE

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Daniel Marc Anderson
Jeremy Kenneth Bray
Christopher Caldwell
Wesli Kae Harvey
Taylor Forrest Larson
Kaitlin Kimberly Osborne
Michael David Stirling

JAPANESE

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Daniel Joshua Carver
Cami Lynn Farrales
John Eric Fry
Matthew Richard Maughan

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Benjamin Ray Black
Lisa Robinette Hoffman
Jeffrey Kenneth Jensen

KOREAN

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Rachel Anne Barnes
Nicholas Keith Clearwater
Derek Haws Driggs

Nicholas Quinn Frazier
Nicholas Michael Jorgensen
Charles Dennis Morris
Stafford Larson Thomas
Cory Roger Warner

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATE
Jared Scott Errekson

Comparative Arts and Letters

ART HISTORY AND CURATORIAL STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Kaitlynn Marie Bastow
Susan Adelheid Darais
Chiara Elwood
Anna Katerina Giberson
Matthew Ma'ake Havalii
Allison Morgan Marston
Paula Michelle Turner
Kristy Maleum Yoo

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Tessa Rose Jarman
Kyleigh Ione Rivington

CLASICAL STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Salvatore Sebastiano Collura
Allen Alexander Kendall
John Benjamin Martin
Jordan Hollis Pueblo
Coral Lacy Roper

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Jessica Lynn Crane
Kate Azevedo Swindlehurst
Peter Young Wilson

HUMANITIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Rebecca Voelkel Rosenhan

INTERDISCIPLINARY HUMANITIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Jared Glen Brooksby
Hayden Huang Brown
Carla Kneipp Cancado
Tamsin Eliza Clement
Deidrene Joyce Bugar
Kiya Elizabeth Mercado
Michael Brent Erickson Oberg
Deborah Ruth Olsen
Emma Patricia Luthi Price
Cheyanne Marie Turner
Vanessa Anne West

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Jonathan David Fox
Karen Anne Fuhriman
Derek Maxwell Hutchins
Christopher Robert
Hikimaikala Johnson
Laurel Larsen
Naomi Marie McMurray
Johnnie Myria Snow Zebley

English

ENGLISH

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Tifanie Leung Abbott
Tyler Jordan Abbott
Monica Dawn Allen
Jordan Monica Mary Althoff
Samuel Blake Anderson
Richard Karl Angel
Annabell Margaret Atwood
Hannah Brooke Azar
Moriah Nicole Nanea Beaver
Sydney Rose Hughes Biggs
Allyssa Allison Blake
Emma Blanco
Abigail Kathleen Bledsoe
Karee Brown
Sarah Avis Brown
Dallin Mark Brownell
Jesse Knox Bunton
William Drew Chandler
Carlisa Cramer
Grace Catherine Dayton
Maddison Olivia Driggs
Valerie Kay Kinninson Durrant
Dallin Smith Earl
Hannah Rose Eckhardt
Tanner Scott Ellsworth
Leah Rose Emal
Benjamin Alan Fleshman
Michela Audrey Fleshman
Samuel Garry Forsey
Kimball Ray Gardner
Heidi Grether
Curtis Michael Harding
Acacia Serene Haws
Spencer Teaver Hodson
Michelle Marie Hubbard
Breighlin Alysha Johanson
Austin Deloss Jones
Miriam Jones
Sarah Camille Keenan
Ahnasariah Eve Larsen
Michelle Rose Lippold
Kimberly Rose Martin
Mary Elaine Martin
Travis Anthony McGruder
Alexa McKaig
Miranda McNeill
William Nathan Miller
Jessica Diane Pope Mudrow
Jocelyn Nicole Nielson
Mackenzie Anne Parsons
Elizabeth Caroline Peek
Austin Bradley Piffer
Ann Elisabeth Power
Rachel Elisabeth Rackham
Jennifer Jasmin Rollins
Jessica Marie Romrell
Benjamin Michael Roper
Emily Anne Sanders
Bryan Michael Sebesta
Jonathan Ty Singerman
Shelby Nicole Chase Smith
Eric Robert Smith
Madison Elise Steele
Jerrica Dawn Stevens
Zachary James Strickland
Thomas Joseph Thomas
Ryan Curtis Weller
Angela Elizabeth Whitehead

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Davis Dreywry Blount
Katherine Louise Bowman
Emily Colleen Brown
Hali Chadwick Carter
Jamie Clegg
Jennifer Joyce Egan
Marina Rae Gutiérrez
Timothy Andrew Hall
Jody Harper Hansen
Jacob Daniel Hawkins
Jennifer Ashley Heilpern
Natalie Ann Hopkins
Brigham G. Jensen
Allison McLean Jones
Brittany Louise Kohler
Tristen Maddux
Camille Marsden
Jarom Scott McDonald
Zoë Nicole Meyer
Kayla Marie Sessions Morgan
Jeffrey Adam Morley
Claire Candall Nielsen
Amanda Frances Palmer
Stephen Joseph Parry
Quinn Robbins
Aldina Cumorah Lung Rosdahl
Jamison Kent Sheffer
Melissa Stewart Sloan
Brittany Mary Strobel
Laura Jo Toland
Shannon Nicole Tuttle
Emily Jean Walker
Phillip James Western

ENGLISH TEACHING

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Jaden Anderson
Sarah Jean Dunn
Krista Ariel Edwards
Jose Farias

Katie Mae Francom
Rebecca Lynn Howell
Sarah Elizabeth Kron
Camille Aiko Linford
Bonnie Heather McCollum
Emily Christensen Merrill
AnnaLee Jean Norton
Saydi Priscilla Ostler
Camille Pay
Adrian Marcel Ramjoué
Mindee Sharp Ricks
Catherine Schrecengost
Scott Fenstermaker Tippetts

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Erica Oldroyd Mace
Macy Jameson Rios
Christie Lynn Shill
Lacey Marcia Waldorf
Cassidy Gee Williams

French and Italian

FRENCH

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Mary Seamos Alvarado
Macey Ann Richardson
Andrews
Zachary R. Baughan
Victoria Chanel Crockett
Jared Michael Davis
Mary Houtz
Jonathan Patrick Sanborn

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATE
Kenton Richard Pieper

FRENCH STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Thomas Gabriel Cottle

FRENCH TEACHING

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Courtney Annette Campbell

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATE
Caitlin Larissa Heiner

ITALIAN

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Matthew David Bahr
Alyson Katherine Carter Bullock
Angela DiCaro
Trace Ryder Hathaway
Phillip Dallin Henderson
Brian Anthony Parker
Elna Rose Preston
Felicia Shaundii Zandonatti Richards

Emily Christine Ricks

German and Russian

GERMAN

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Spencer Vincent Frame
Kevin James Goldsmith
Brock Beazer Mildon
Matthew David Mower
Taylor Monzon Sumison

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Arah Eastman Shumway
Heath
Jesse Kurt Roberts
Van Martin Stonehocker

GERMAN TEACHING

BACHELOR OF ARTS
DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Gwyn Kutschke
Tashina Anna Farica Osman

RUSSIAN

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Reed Charles Callister
Victor Michael Fralof
Reynate Ruznuka
Joseph Anthony Gelwix
Hunter Gregory Knight
Dallin Harold Madsen
Rachel Rodgers
Erich Benjamin Schultz
Michael J Scott Thatcher
Kaylee Linda Valverde
McCall Afton Welling

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Nathan James Adams
Dillon Mitchell Brown
Matthew Stephan Hash
Parker Gale Wilson

Linguistics and English Language

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Heidi Elizabeth Bonham
Hayley Brooks
Loretta Rose Farnsworth
Spencer Truman Felton
Sophia Marie Harper
Caitlin Nicole Hayes
Isabella Grace Hansen
Markert
Jessica Neisson
Krista Carlene Nettgen
Sophia Roberts Parry
Mary Elizabeth Peterson
Madison Dawn Puzey
Elizabeth Ann Robinson
Brooke Lynne Weaver
Skousen
DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Bridget Paulina Edwards
Alexandra Jeanne Foster
Melissa Jean Gee
Heather Jill Johnson
Ming Hui Amanda Loh
Lisa Catherine Mackay
Jessica Marie Palmer
Elise Jayne Six
Gavin Thomas Van Steeter
Tiffany Ann Yound

LINGUISTICS
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Chase Michael Adams
Tallen Michael Bannister
Richard Barker Bevan
Tanner Steven Call
Dallin James Carlson
Jacob Ling Hang Chan
Jeremy Richard Coburn
Cory Alan Crone
Jack Thomas Dolan
Spencer James Dunlop
Kelsie Weatherford Gammel
Jason Christopher Hansen
Lauren Havens
Miranda Robyn Hiebert
Caitlin Tess Zsembery

Philosophy
PHILOSOPHY
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Ashley Ann Beecher
Kristen Blair
Alexander Keith Criddle
Taylor Andrew Day
Stephanie Renate Harrison
Andrew Richard James
Brendan Kurt Lund
Robert John Murray
Brent Daniel Packard
Elias Stephen Pratt
Coulter Trace Reynolds
Dallin Michael Robinson
Caroline Iris Lott Schlofman
Kevin Bradford Sears
Riley James Serafine
Scott Michael Sleight
Cameron Daniel Starr

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Jordan Zachary Black
Jean Pierre Cordero
Lee Nash Crowther
Joshua Taft Davies
Andrew Michael
Kuhlenhoelter
Jose Francisco Lobos
Dane F. Olsen
Colin Nathaniel Walker
Watson

Spanish and Portuguese
PORTUGUESE
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Hope Goimarac
Austin Thomas Jones
Joshua Mason Kohler

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Torin Ross Carver
Stranz Ludwig Wolfram

SPANISH
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Carter James Andersen
April Dawn Koch Ashcroft
Randall Grant Beck
Samuel Jed Beckstead
Matthew Tanner Bennett
Alan Tyler Bloxham
Andrew Wayne Zeniff Cox
Corliss
Ethan Russell Crisp
Rachel Marie Eaton
Mckay Scott Elison
Sterling McBride Jones
Matthew Grant Kelly
Florenco Lozoya
Myles Rainer Lulla
McKenna Elise Martin
Max Arlin Nesper
Dillon Prestmann Olsen
Jessica Alexandra Killpack
Poemape
Christopher William Rogers
Rylee Roney
Tyler Gregory Scott
Tymon David Scott
Austin Gregory Sewell
Bryan Thomas Stant
Eric Laurence Swenson
Greg Tanner
Hannah Trumble
Ryan Michael Whiteside

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Liz Alexis Call
Christopher Jordan Hurley
Nathaniel James Jensen
Katelyn Kathleen Hurley
Patrick Steven Spiker
Eric Lewis Thornley
Chelsea Maren West

SPANISH TEACHING
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Robert William Allen
Talia Alicia Casares de la Rosa
Jacob Parker
Lindsey Lockhart Soutas
Kira Marie Webster
Molly Elizabeth Wright

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Carrie Elizabeth Billin
Alexandra Judith Kitterman

SPANISH TRANSLATION
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Michael Ross Barrow
Annaliese Marie Black
Faith Arianna Blackhurst
Brendon Sean Chrisney
Jared William Coffman
Sofia Anna Nodal Galan
Taylor Christian Jausi
Ethan Charles Jones
Dale Ellis Lundstrom
Karlyse Castillo Pereyra
Catherine Claire Rackham
Issac Jacob Ramos
Amy Elise Schrader
Janelle Andrus Sorensen
Austin Andrew Tracy
Marissa Maureen Wright

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATE
Jacob Brian Bush
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

General Studies

BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES
James Orlo Eyre
Nicole Marie Hilton
Lori Holyoak
Amy Diane Hunter
Norma Neilson King
Kimberly Cloud Perry
Stephanie Lee Poulson
Jan De Hoyos Tolman

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Sarah Marie Clem
Daunell Jensen Clarke
Bettylo Smedley Matthews
Lou Ella Annie Wilkinson

DAVID M. KENNEDY CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

ANCIENT NEAR EASTERN STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Jared Ludlow Jr.
Jesse B. Taylor

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Spencer Reed Black
Joshua J Bodine
Michael Lee Duval

ASIAN STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Amber-Kathleen Antonio Bullock
Rachael Anna Holayer
Christopher Ichiro Honda
Bailey J Lubeck
Kierstynne Marie Pugmire

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Jayson Gerald Edwards
Charise Cheyenne Jansen
Jack Thomas Koch
Steven Edward Lyman
Brittni Nicole Ray
Trevor Scott Smith
Cameron Lowell Stein
Elizabeth Mei Romney
Zachary Kyle Warner
Christopher Clive Youngs

EUROPEAN STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Melissa Altheman Barreiros
Spencer Steven Giles
Katherine Heilner Lewis
Frederick Andreas Luschin von Eengreuth
Joseph Vaughn Mohrman

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Lauren Kiersten Adams
Luis Filipe Belchior
Alysha Susan LaRee Carroll
Rebecca Ellen Dudley
Kevin Dereck Huefner
Kimberly Francis Medina
Jacob Kurt Nielsen
Anne Michelle Nollet
Julie Ricks Smith
Ashton Ann Strauss-Hook
Monica Clarissa Tillman
Caitlin Van Wagoner
Lincoln Reed Kimball Wilcox
Samuel Dansie Williams
Estela A. Zuzunaga

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Jessica Janae Allred
Baxter Glen Bainter
Spencer Steven Giles
Katherine Heilner Lewis
Frederick Andreas Luschin von Eengreuth
Joseph Vaughn Mohrman

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Anne Olivia Alpeter
Hunter William Zackery
Dedrick
Austin Paul Duncan
Joshua Duard Erickson
José Gerardo Franco Nino
Jordan Robert Furr
Ashley Elizabeth Larson Gill
Timothy Alan Greenwood
Chloe Ellen Heder
Clifford Sandborn Larsen
Mason Jordan Moody
Virginia Jo Naylor
Ryan Parker Newell
Scott Lee Perron
Kyle Christopher Riches
Jacquelyn Mele Wray

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Marissa Christine Bernards
Morgan Richard Curriden
Vaughn Thomas Durfee
Ted Spencer Ellsworth
Morgan Alexandra Ferrell
Connor D Jenkins
Emily Helen Jensen
Daniel Michael Jones
Chase Williams Ona
Sarah Elizabeth Ludwick
Jacob Craig Mortensen
Adena Sarah Moulton
Rachel Jacqueline Singer
Michael Joseph Thomasson
Brian Scott Vandenberg
Lucia Amaris Walter

MIDDLE EAST STUDIES/ ARABIC

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Morgan Richard Curriden
Vaughn Thomas Durfee
Ted Spencer Ellsworth
Morgan Alexandra Ferrell
Connor D Jenkins
Emily Helen Jensen
Daniel Michael Jones
Chase Williams Ona
Sarah Elizabeth Ludwick
Jacob Craig Mortensen
Adena Sarah Moulton
Rachel Jacqueline Singer
Michael Joseph Thomasson
Brian Scott Vandenberg
Lucia Amaris Walter

COLLEGE OF LIFE SCIENCES

Biology

BIODIVERSITY AND CONSERVATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Abigail Brooke Barnes

BIOINFORMATICS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Christian Robert Mikel
Beesley
Kristen Cockriel
Michael Joseph Cormier
Rachel Ruefenschuetz Cox
Shayla Anne Draper
Donald Thomas Ford
Scott Gary Frodsham
Kathryn Gates Gillespie
Annette Lynne Heydorn
Terry James Lee III
Megan McGie
Jared Troy Nielsen
Richard Lee Olpin
Sarah Jane Spendlove
Caroline Tingwey Tyler
Michael Thomas Watkins
Stetson Wayne Wood
Sage Marcelle Wright

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Brian Steven Davis
Artem Golotin
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE

EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Sarah Elizabeth Brown
Nathalie Giselle Hernandez
Alla Me Randall
Daniel Joseph Rigby

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATE
Tommie Sue Valentine

BIOLGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Justin Craig Adamson
Lily Bowman
Eric Daniel Christensen
Camron John Christoffersen
John Clark Clive
Mitchell Robert Cook
Joshua Denison
Weston Kyle Elison
Eric John Esplin
Hannah Dee Gatrell
Nicholas Robert Gillmore
Amanda Noelle DeVries
Alisa Ann Hales
Alexander Montgomery
Harris
Diana Huffman
Brandon Allen Jackson
Sara Jean Jarman
Joseph Alexander Jeffery
Alejandro Dale Kimball
Mikayla Laughlin
Aaron Blain Moorhouse
Jonathon Andrew Nufer
Kellen Anthony Peters
Wyatt Jacob Petersen
Jessica Keleneka Pukahi
Conner David Robertson
James Harrison Schmidt
Spencer David Smith
Amanda Christine Larsen
Sorensen
Jacob Bee Sowards
Brandon Aaron Sturgell
Curtis T Wall
Peter James Welsh

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Emily Marissa Aranda
Christian Stefan Bloomquist
Garrett Grant Burgon
Michael Peterson Cowley
Nicole Ann Hancock
Kelsea Reta Harvey
Stephen George Kasper
Summer Charlene Spencer
Lee
Roy Dean Long
Brenna McKenzie Pribyl
Theresa Conley Saunders
Jacob Andrew VanValkenburg

CONSERVATION BIOLOGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Meredith Elizabeth Andrus
Kalehuamakaneo Au
Jordan William Brady
Danielle Rose Chase
Anne Marie Fitzgerald
Lauren Nabha Fonomoiana
Riley R Hanks
Jacquelyn Lyn Hansen
Larsen Davis Holyoak
Christopher Jay Hortin
Rachael Christine Knudson
Alexandra McBride
Rebekah McClain
Samantha Dee Orme
Jordan Robert Read
Rebecca Jane Reynolds
Amy Kathleen Sterling
Brittany Margarita
Leafaitulagi Suaava
Sierra Tanner
Emily G Neil Veazey
Dallin Scott Wilkes
Orion Clayton Wilson
Kaitlyn Susanne Winget

Exercise Sciences

ATHLETIC TRAINING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Kaylee Elizabeth
Kalehuamakaneo Au
Jordan William Brady
Danielle Rose Chase
Anne Marie Fitzgerald
Lauren Nabha Fonomoiana
Riley R Hanks
Jacquelyn Lyn Hansen
Larsen Davis Holyoak
Christopher Jay Hortin
Rachael Christine Knudson
Alexandra McBride
Rebekah McClain
Samantha Dee Orme
Jordan Robert Read
Rebecca Jane Reynolds
Amy Kathleen Sterling
Brittany Margarita
Leafaitulagi Suaava
Sierra Tanner
Emily G Neil Veazey
Dallin Scott Wilkes
Orion Clayton Wilson
Kaitlyn Susanne Winget

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Rachel Balls
Leticia Escobedo
J. Whitney Howard
Amber Kristin Klepacz
Scott Edward Nelson
Kelly Marie Trust

EXERCISE AND WELLNESS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Brooke Lindsay Anderson
Rachel Atchison
Megan Claire Austin
Ciera Lynne Bartholomew
Brooke Teresa Bertoldo
Camille Agle Birrell
Rachel Nanette Boaz
Coryn Margaret Taulii Bond
Sara Michelle Bowley
Alicia Diane Breitenstein
Brittany Camille Caldwell
Karen Aleece Call
Sydney Cara Camilletti
Tonya Marie Cornelius
Emma Jane Cros Grove
Lindsey Renee Cummings

Mikelle Joscelyn Cutler
Cori Durrant
Alexis Kathleen Ellis
Christine Marie Faulk
Shawna Veronica Foulger
Kaelin Rebecca Frame
Brittany Ann Freestone
Brent Alan Gouett
Jamie Elizabeth Greenall
Amanda Greer
Jami Lee Hamblin
Lyssa Jean Hanks
Conner James Hansen
Nellie Tiare Kacher Hicks
Russell Christian Hitchcock
Brooklyn Gayle Hocker
Kendall Johnson
Kristine Anne Jones
Keza Uma trizina King
Nathan Ty Lambert
Joseph Raymond Langford
Lasha Wai Iau Iauhe
Kalani kau anakinilani
Logan
Meg Alexandra Maurer
Ashleigh Tan McDougal
Jocelyn Meza
Kiley Joy Monson
Nicolas Rodolfo Montanez
Victoria Ann Moses
Jessica Susan Hilton Mostert
Mackenzie Gale Mummert
Aimee Nicole Myers
Kaelianne Newbold
Hayden Robert Nielsen
Micaelle Ann Orton
Ashlee Mischele Oxborrow
Robin Pedranti
Demi DeAnn Daniels
Perkinson
Tara Ann Petersen
Latanoa Josef Mestrovic
Pikula Jr.
Halee Rogers
Aubrey Maude Sant
Matthew Daniel Schneider
Nielle Sefiert
Kassandra Mary Grace Short
Rachel Anne Shumway
Jordan Walker Snyder
Kristen Rhodes Somerville
Tanner James Sork
Zachary David Stetler
Cassandra Nicole Stringham
Mitchell Alan Roselund
Swensen
Nicole Denney Tafuna'i
Justine Juliet Tucker
Kennedy Page Tuttle
Rachel Ranae Urry
Michele Vasconcelos
Sherilyn Gail Ward
Madelynn Diana Warren
My Trang H. Weaver
Johanna Welling
Audi Lynn White
Courtney McCall Wood
DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES

Candace Marie Abplanalp
Casey Morgan Brown
Kristina Brown
Kailie Carver
Porter Jonathan Charles
Tariro Rachel Dube
Richard Samuel Francis
Thomas Mark Frost
Lena Marie Handy
Angela Don Harris
Zachary Todd Harris
Adam Challis Higham
Chanise Tiare McClure
Chelsea Lee Nay
Kristine Geneil Nielson
Giselle Arlene Orantes
Jennica Overman McClure
Deborah Kathleen Peterson
Kassidy Reid
Bryan Dale Sampson
Alexis Scoville
Taylor Katherine Seaberg
Morgan L. Sorensen
MarkKette Tanner Stoddard
Whitney Stoker Taylor
Sydne Brin Tinge
Kelcie Earl Vorwaller
Brooke Shelton Wainwright

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Tyler Christian Cheney
Christina Renae Christensen
Truman Ray K. G. C. Chun
Barrett Bryan Clement
Josiah Newell Clements
Jeffrey Douglass Coon
Eldon Ray Cummings
Chantz Hamblin Davis
Daniel Jamison Dekker
Nicole Brynn Derenthal
Matthew Floyd Devey
Mary Irene Ellis
Parker Lance Evans
Molly Renee Fankhauser
Bryan O’Dell Frandsen
James Anthony Frazier
Taylor Charles Fullmer
Megan Jessica Furber
Cole Delworth Gardner
Brandon Adam Gervasi
Marshall Rex Gibson
Hyeri Gonzales
Cody Douglas Gray
Tanner Hansen Gray
Bradley Allan Guymon
Landen Georges Haje
Mitcell Edward Harrison
Amanda Jeanne Horrocks
Andrew Chase Horrocks
Erik Keith Hunsaker
Camille Elyse Walker Hutchins
Chloe Amanda Jacklin
Erik Richard Jackson
Logan Lee James
Milofrank Jenkins
Joshua Robin Jensen
Ryan Lawrence Jensen
Chase Eric Jenson
Ashley K Johnson
Kevin Jurgensmeier
Joshua Jed Kelley
Rachel Anne Kennedy
Joshua Stephen Kenyon
Rebecca Ellen Kiser
Casey Paul Klein
Taylor Renae Kraus
Dylan Michael Later
Melissa Marsden Leavitt
Emily Celia Lloyd
Braden William Lott
Christopher Alan Lyons
Aaron Shun Machen
Amy Elizabeth Machen
Jordan Tyler Magnusson
John Mason Maxwell
Joshua Robert McCann
William Allan McNeil II
Reece Jacob Miller
James Hugh Mitchell
Megan Therese Modersitzki
Brian MacRitchie Morrison
Calley Anne Mortensen
Brittany Leigh Murphy
James Luke Nelson
Andrew Blake Neumann
Cory David Nielson
Bradley Dale Nilsen
Sarah Chinyere Nnah
Nathan Dean Nuzman
Logan Robert Walker Nye
Janae Barbara Olson
Tyson Bradley Oswald
Tyler Jeffery Ottesen
Joseph William Owens
Natasha Lee Palma
Mark James Parry
Benjamin Allen Pierce
Chase Jeffry Plowman
Andrew Kenneth Proctor
Tyler McKay Rawlins
Spencer Dyreng Richards
Chad D Robinson
Jake Jensen Robison
Adalberto Rojas
Mark Devon Sanderson
Caelan Taylor Alexandra Schmid
Spencer Ward Schmutz
Karen Kay Searle
Dallin A. Sims
Cailltin Catherine Skousen
Paul Burton Skousen
Bradley J Smith
Brandon Jay Smith
Bryan Johannes Smith
Craig Odell Smith
Deborah Thomas Smith
Shawn Casey Soelberg
Kara Stembridge
Nicholas McKay Stevens
Ryan James Sumion
Christopher Preston Sutton
Andrew Michael Terry
Isabel Megan Thayer
Ryan Brock Tobler
Dafne Delgado Tolman
Amy Twitchell
Alejandra Tydryszewski
Miguel Alfredo Vanegas Jr.
Taylor James Van Leeuwen
Michaela Michelle Vogel
Valerie Lapiel Wagner
Jackson Stephen Walker
Steven Reid Walker
Zack Tanny Walton
McKinley Michelle Ward
Sebastian Espinosa Welling
Shelly Whitaker
Kandis Brinn Wilde
Stephen Bittner Wirthlin
Lynsie Wolfe
Hayley Marlene Woof
Samuel Jensen Wright
Mason Shane Yates

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES

Nathan Allen Balkman
Kelsie Lynn Buchkovich
Lisa Michelle Burkinshaw
Ishikhanoohie Clayton
Bradford Harding Leather Collett
Arizona Noelle Daines
Austin William Daw
Parker David Dow
Todd Michael Dunaway
Matthew Thad Dungan
Taryn Emily Ekins
Tabetha Marie Ellis
Victor Emmanuel Favoro
Jessica Bracey Fife
Mika Clay Foseimoana
Spencer Scott Gillespie
Joshua Tyler Joseph Gonzales
Natalee Anne Good
Kelsey Goodfellow
Gabrielle Griffith
Justina Noel Grubb
Garrett James Hamblin
Shaylee Krystene Haug
Tillie Corrine Hendricks
Elyssa Kaye Himer
Rachel Hodges
Brooklinn Annie Hugie
Johana Illescas Aquino
Jordan Von Jacklin
Neal Richard Jenne
Margaret Katherine Jeskie
Wendy Ruth Jex
Makayla Johnson
Kristen Ashley Jones
Collin Spencer Judkins
Lauren Cheney Julian
Genelyn Laranienta Knapp
Claire Elizabeth Lewis
Baotuan Travis Lynguyen
Paige Oliver Maxfield
Tyler Adamson McCord
Caitlan Joyce McQuay
Darla Rubio Miles
Rachel Joy Mortenson
Karson Avery Mostert
Grant Armond Myres
Ryan Gabriel Navarro
Eric Kjeld Nelson
Aaron James Oremston
Wyatt Patrick Padgett
Ashley Dianne Parker
Taylor Christopher Price
Sophronia Leilani Pututau
Ashley Holt Rasmussen
Carly Sheffield Rea
Jordan David Rupp
Ethan Willan-David
Seymour
Katelyn Motzkus Smith
Joshua Carl Stanfield
Michaela Colleen Stevenson
Steven Tyler Stoker
Sydnee Linn Stokes
Kendall Krebs Stringham
Victoria Alisa Cameron
Tanner
Kendra Renee Thomas
Joshua Palmer Toone
Annie Michelle Trumbull
Ashleigh Elizabeth Vanderwalker
Julie Catherine Varner
Alejandra Janeht Scott
Velazquez
Courtney Ryan Webster
Preson Lynen Wilcken
Chelsea Elizabeth Williams
Rebecca May Williams
Andrea Jean Wilson
Bethany Emma Winn
Alana Saravanne Woodbury

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Rebekah Marie Tucker Barker
Taylor Paul Barney
Natalie Colorado Biggs
Kara Stone Blomquist
Kaelyn Bluth
Mickell Bracken
Clark Dean Cannon
Emily Ann Chandra
Kwaghdoo Kaka’an
Christensen
Logan Dale Christiansen
Luis Teo Garcia Clinton
Terry L Daniels
Launa Miriam Beatrice
Darais
Christine Davies
Spencer Steven Davis
Delaney Marie Dean
Easton Nicole Ferrin
Sean Robert Fluckiger
Kristin Mariah Fulbright
Melissa Grant
Madeleine Suzzanna Homer
Ellen Margaret Howarth
Afton Jensen
Brooks Wallace Johnson
Susanna Sova Johnson
Waverly Anne Livingston
Savannah Marie Loop
Cristel Alejandra Lopez
Medina
Jose Eduardo Magallanes
Rebeca Manjarrez
Serena Nicole Garcia
Martinez
Jonathan Wesley Mullen
Hailey Jo Mitchell Neumann
Tyson Scott Norman
Amanda Christine Reilly
Kirk Alan Renshaw
Stephen McFerren Richards
Mark Novak Rigby
Graham Tyler Rowley
McCall Smith
Jason Owen Snyder
Mary Ellen Spencer
Hailey McCombs Terry
Travis Moversi Marion
Tiuloma
Lauren Turville
Bryce Raymond Wilcox
SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Paul Hamilton Grayson
Carly Britanny MacLennan
Macall Bailey Quinn
Scott Allen Turney

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Megan McCleary
Carly Stratton

Microbiology and Molecular Biology

MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Kimball Chase Pomeroy

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Anne Nicole Bartlome
Shelby Jolene Carlisle
Kessa Rose Clemens
Emily Lauren Davis
Hye Jeong Julia Doh
Kellie Ann Kimber
Stefan David Larsen
Cassie Kaitlin Oberender
Kathryn Hanks Orr
Natalie Hall Powley
Jessas Miles Richards
Megan Nicole Soelberg

MICROBIOLOGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Jacob Joseph Bailey
Elizabeth Autumn Barrington
Christine Mariana Biancardi
David Andrew Christopherson
Brayden David Crump
Bethany Kay Evans
Ryan Timothy Fitzner
Myrich Brynn Gibbons
Bailee Anne Guymon
Collin Delbert Hansen
Mark Leon Harris
Jensen Todd Hayter
Ratchapong Kaosucharit
Jennifer Faye Keesler
Jonathan Thomas Kiser
Justin Mar Lillywhite
Aaron Vincent Martinez
David Vaughn Miner
Katherine Elizabeth Moore
Samuel R. Nicholas
Christopher Bryce Nielson
Aaron Jacob Nordin
Donald Earl Pfeifer III
Ashlee Maree (Harris) Pierce
Matthew Brett Schachterle
Nathan Avery Trane

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Lisa Deus Bonner
Jacqueline Lee Brown
Greta Curley
Taylor James Drennan
Nathan Gilford Dyer
Daniel Aaron Jones
Matthew Michael Josse
Griffin Huish Laker
Ailana K Meyer
Alexandra Adelle Miyazaki
Brandon Matthew Nielsen

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Scott Charles Brimley
Orrin Hyojune Chambers
Craig Thomas Chandler
Wesley Theron Cherry
Blake William Dallon
Savannah Herdegen
Seth Joseph Hill
Sara Jane Mason
Kyle P Patterson
Connor Jesse Peck
Madsen Paul Sullivan
Daniel William Thompson
Madison Ellen Wood
Samual Kirby Zenger

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Preston Boyd Christensen
Joshua Clark Gilman
Foster Delos Ospenshaw
Matthew Draughon Smith
Aaron Thaddeus Trent
Kaila Rhodes Webb
Joshua Don Yates

Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Science

DIETETICS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Brynna Alexis Bangerter
Jennifer Beverly Breerton
Camille Jean Bunn
Aubrey Burton
Natalie Nicole Marineau
Cottle
Allison Leigh Cox
Stephanie Tatiana Fenton
Sierra Jade Gish
Sarah Kate Hansen
Katherine Anne Harmer
Mackenzie Erin Jones
Lisa Marie Francis Keovongsa
Rachel Stott Labrador
Rachel Elizabeth Lasley
Michelle Marie Lindell
Charles Dustin Lybertyt
Alexandria Bingham McKay
Alexandra Melendez
Alexi Brooke Meredith

M Joelle Mintanck
Anna Higgins Notum
Stephanie Ormsby
Jennifer Porter
Cecilia Rosas
Lindsay Diane Rowan
Jena Rae Seely
Jeanice Caroline Skousen
Haley Stewart
Catherine Tryon
Kayley Lyn Vallace
Camille Loraine Williams
Karla Elizabeth Williams

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Felipe Andres Guerra Aravena
Tammy Michele Hubert

FOOD SCIENCE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Juan Gonzalez Ayoroo
Amanda Nicole Baldwin
Morphy Patrick Campbell
Sue-Wing Tiffany Chu
Bryan Sterling Dawson
Glenn Walter Grout
Jade Elise Harrison
Steven Geoffrey Miller
Viviana Ashley Osbon
Hannah Perry
Angela Robison
Michael Talmadge Smith
Emily Junko States
Scott Brandon Strong

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Ashlin Marie Almquist
David Gary Kenneth Doxey
Jacob Kyle Foist
Katherine Anne Giles
Victor Seung Jae Jeong
Garth Anthony Lee
Ashley Michelle Snyder
Alyssa K. Steed
Yu Zhang

NUTRITIONAL SCIENCE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Emily Jane Barrett
Annica Lynn Cooper
Daniel Grant Minor
Talie Renee Newman
Michael Jake Petersen
Weston Emmett Smith
James Frederick Stewart

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Courtney Kay Cusick
Elizabeth Rachel Ruth Powell
Karen Diane Rowley
Dallin Richard Sant
Alexis Christine Brannon
Waltman
Brent Jackson Wright

62
Physiology and Developmental Biology

BIOPHYSICS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Tyler Reed Boyack
Roger P Chu
Jonathan Ivan Hogge
Christopher Peter Miller
Curtis Dean Nelson
Clark Alan Roth
Peter Douglas Wettzel
Andrew Boice White
Trey Scott Winter

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Bryan Lynn Bishop
Michael Stagg Chamberlain

PHYSIOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Nicholas Richard Ahern
Stephen Earl Ames
Conrad K Ashby
Daron Hymas Atkin
Paul James Baker
Spencer James Baker
Sean Frederick Binks
Matthew Thomas Bird
Michaela Sandra Bleyl
Trey Scott Winter

Plant and Wildlife Sciences

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Michael Andrew Scott
Jordan Andrew Smith
Trevor Todd Smith
Taylor Ann Stephensen
Devan Mitchell Stucki
Ryan Parry Thurston
Brady Robert Vance
Justin Lawrence Ward
Channing Williams
Logan Keith Williams
Esther Kezia Wilson
Russell Thomas Wilson
Caleb Louis Wolz
Jian Zeng

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Scott Christopher Albright
Da Young “Michelle” Baek
Megan Nicole Campbell
Michael Thomas Cusick
Iram Lee Flores
Jason Gann Garry
Jarom Spencer Gropp
Jayson Francis Jaquish
Kyle Robert Johnson
Taylor John Nicholls
Anthony Thomas Nixon
Jacob Allen Parry
Shannon Ivory Rose
Eric Scott Kanemokuhealii
San Diego
Kimberly Anne Gidney Smith
Bradley Wilson Taylor
Daniel Brent Thomas
Jacob Evert Trotter
Marleeth Whetten

LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Ivy Paris Asay
Jade Robert Barben
Karlee Anne Bourne
Brooke Mackay Brandenburg
Jason Roy Cooper
Makenzie Richelle Cooper
Rachel Marion
Jacob Lynn McCallon
Roy Daniel Peterman
Scott Christopher Randall
Spencer James Sanders
Jacob Daniel Shuss
Belinda Moore Smith
Camron Brian Stewart

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
John Taylor Simmons
Connor James Dunlap
Camille Dean Fischer
Brooke Hatch Jackson
Taylor Jean Lott
Nathan Clark Tanner
Hyrum Bidstrup Worthen

WILDLIFE AND WILDLANDS CONSERVATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Elizabeth Marjorie Baum
Kennedy Bryce Buhler
Kendra Alexis Davis
Rebekah Adriana Castro
Dungan
Brook Michelle Erickson
Joshua Ryan Fawcett
Samantha Eileen Fike
Ecily Eileen Fitch
Jacob D Fullmer
Tyler Alonzo Glazer
Alysa Carmela La
Tracy Marie McCord
Quincey Belle McKeen
Landon Anthony Nelson
Ashley Raquel Norcross
Karma C. Phillips
Kendall McKay Rapier
Evan Thomas Rees
Jordan Shamblin Rosell
Emma Jean Stark
Sydney Taylor
Samantha Ann Henrie Thompson
Hailey Peatross Wayment
Tyson Matthew Wayment

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Hope Katherine Carr
David Lee Cunningham
Kelly Sharlyn Diaz
Jeffrey Daniel Hutchings
Eliza Keakaonakupuna Logan
Joshua Henry Nix
Ryan Jay Peterson

MARRIOTT SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

MANAGEMENT

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Marianne Acerson
Natasha Nicole Adorable
Preston Steven Alder
Lauren Morris Andersen
Samuel Jae Andersen
Crystal Tolley Anderson
Skyler Nathan Anderson
Colin James Fiala
Nathan Ted Frederiksen
Walker Allen Franks
Peter Joseph Fuller
Daniel Chad Gardner
Meredith Tribe Gardner
Nathanial John Gardner
Matthew John Geddes
Austin Cody Gerber
Emily Christine Gillam
Thomas Arden Gillespie
Zachary David Greene
Daniel Alejandro Guerrero
Taylor David Gygi
Cameron Dyke Hadley
Hannah Geneva Hagee
Talmage Spencer Haines
Natalee Halling
Brett William Hansen
Jake Christopher Hansen
Jeremy Daniel Harmon
Blake Mitchell Harris
Taylor Kenzi Harward
Kiley Elizabeth Hayden
Kimberly C. Haymond
Austin Tucker Heiner
Cory J Henderson
Megan Janiece Herrin
Jeremy Alan Higley
Ty Keaton Higley
Erin Tiffany Hildebrandt
Carlin Brent Hill
Rachael Elizabeth Hiltshcher
Chad Hilyard
Dallon Leon Holloway
Amanda Dawn Holzer
Drew Ivey Hooper

Eliza Marie Houghton
Kyler D Houston
Taylor Cade Howard
Tsung-Min Huang
Jackson Taylor Hughes
Alexander Gabriel Hui
Brett Paul Huish
Alexander Martin Hunt
Nathan Andrew Ipson
Taylor Scott Jamison
Cameron Havens Jarrell
Carolyn Richards Jensen
David Clayne Jensen
Peter William Johnson
Pierce Ensign Johnston
James Clayson Keetch
Catherine Marie Killian
Phenix Afton Lynn Kline
Jakob Spencer Koerper
Paul Eric Krueger
Deric John Lambdin
Andrew Stephen Lash
Jackson Duane Law
Soo Ryun Lee
Grant Eric Lindeman
Michael James Lindow
Jacob Kent Lockie
Tyler Wing Louie
Greta Lybbert
Dean Reo Mackley
Kaisidy Manuel
Eric William McIntyre
Hunter Everett McLane
David Matthew McMasters
Margaret Hannah Melville
James Michael Messina
Jonathon Richard Moody
Jacob Tory Nelson
Wyatt Daniel Nethercott
Rainer Ng
Alex Jeffrey Nielsen
Michael Jeffrey Norton
Cedar Ben Nye
Lydia LaRaine Ogles
Miranda Ann Ormsby
David Thomas Osborn
Sterling Morris Petersen
Rachel Peterson
James Christian Pickard
Royce Ricks Plowman
Caleb Barnes Price
Christopher Scott Procopio
Julian Camilo Puerto Portala
Hussam Eddin Qutob
Kazin A Rasmussen
Kevin Joseph Rasmussen
Vikram Ravi
Prescott Martell Rawlings
Jacob Niel Reese
Nathan S Ricks
Jeremy Antero Rios
Allison Denise Roberts
Eric Matthew Robinson
Daniel James Romney
Jarom Burke Roney
Chase W. Russell
Zhabrina Elena Salazar
Lukas Miguel Sánchez Sosa
Kevin Paul Sanders
Makenna Brielle Santiago
Sarah Bushnell Schleede
David Austin Schofield
Hailey Ella Scott
Kylie Sue Sharp
Marie Deeanne Shepherdson
Leslie Spencer Siebach
Derick Robert Simmons
Noble Cheney Sines
Craig Stanley Skousen
Kaitlan Smallwood
Nathan Jesse Smith
Daniel Steel Soffe
Kevin Michael Stapleton
Benjamin Alan Stevenson
Carson Richard Stevenson
Naomi Crossley Stevenson
Erik Howard Swendsen
Ryuki Takei
Joshua Aaron Tanner
Alexander John Teemsma
Brady Jayson Tengberg
Grant Michael Thorsen
Tyler Ryan Harrison
Gregory A. Heit
Jared Mead Heywood
Nathan Jesse Smith
Nickolas Edward Kurtz
Lynette Lewis Lake
John Dean Leedom Jr.
Ellen Kendall Lewis
Thomas Robert Metcalf
Evan James Morris
Kolton J Ostler
Tanner Ross Paxman
Blake Arthur Peel
Ryuki Takei
Kaitlan Smallwood
Van Wagener
Michael Viramontes
Judd Jacob Wagstaff
Derick Robert Simmons
Harrison Thomas Wardle
Beau Chandler Waters
Kyle James Watt
Kiera Clark Wellig
Carter James Wirthlin
Kiera Clark Wellig
Jordan Dale Ackerman
Charles Drew Allen
Alec David Anderson
Ryan Matthew Anderson
Austen Shane Argyle
Jason Alan Ashby
Benjamin Astorga Garcia
Mark Curtis Austin
Carter James Babcock
Taylor Langton Bankhead
Olivia Renee Barnes
Phillip Richard Barnes
Kelly Taylor Barton
Hannah Mae Bellomy
Andrew Paul Bellomy
Lauren Nicole Belt
Samuel Brian Benson
Jayse Mark Berrett
Mark Tannen Beseau
Tyler Johnson Best
Angel Kaira Bird
Cameron Chase Birt
McKenzie Rose Blades
Peter Joseph Blomfield
Joshua Steven Bodily
Ashley Bowcutt
Kaitlan Smallwood
Kyle Staker Bradley
Zachary William Brady
Becca Lynn Broderick
Caleb Randolph Brown
Jason Jeffrey Brown
Julianne Brown
Orrin Henry Bunn
Jenna Lynn Bush
Kyle Rachelie Butler
Sarah Elizabeth Campbell
Christopher Neal Carlson
Kerbert Corrill Carter
Jeffrey Alan Chappell
Brittney Lyn Charlesworth
Luis Filipe Marques Chaves
Jacob Nelson Child
Trenton Scott Christensen
Carly Anne Christiansen
Kevin Donald Christiansen
Lara Fisher Clayton
Thomas Anthony Clements
Sara Marie Coleman
Jed Benton Cromwell
Hillary Jae Cunningham
Nathan Dean Cutler
Colby Nathaniel Dalton
Blake Warren Davis
James Thad Davis III
Kyle William Davis
Nathan H. Doty
Kyle Ryan Doyle
Ryan Tyler Draper
Blake Norman Dye
Kimball Gale White Elliott
YuNing Fang
Sarah Campbell Fiala
Bronson Anthony Curtis
Fikus
Jared Brett Fowkes
Jaco Lynn Frederick
Kimberly Brooke Fuller
Kellon Thomas Furber
Andrew Steven Glover
Matthew Turgeon Godfrey
David Clayton Grant
Michele Elisabeth Gray
Nathan Andrew Habison
Creighton Steven Hardy
Lauren Harris
Kyle William Harrison
Richard Jackson Hart
Ryan Edward Hawkley
Brittan Elizabeth Herndon
David Chase Hudson
Seth Austin Huff
Nathan Joseph Hughes
Wesley David Hyatt
Mark Thomas Hillier
Richard Arthur Hirschi
Kevin Michael Holt
Payton James Cannon Hiseh Ting Yao
David Chase Hudson
Seth Austin Huff
Nathan Joseph Hughes
Wesley David Hyatt
Sooyong Im
Tristan Roy Jensen
Spencer Lee Job
Kash Johnson
Danielle Kaye Johnson
Kevin Curtis Johnson
Gregory Duane Jordan II
Kameron Ward Kilbourne
Cameron Thomas Kimbal
McKell Rose Kimball
Matthew James Kirkpatrick
Jordan Scott Koford
Jancy Rose Lamb
George Carl Landrith
Logan Jay Laxton
Giang Van Le
Bryan Rajanayagam Lingam
Calon Frank Lorridge
Patrick Vernon Lockhart
Jennyfier Kriss Lopez
Cameron Neil Losser
Samantha Call Lowe
Matthew Miller Lunick
Christopher Neal Mackay
Mark David Malmgren
Rebecca Ann Malmrose
David Monson Matthews
Steven Abraham McGrath
Hayley Elizabeth Meise
Matthew Joseph Merrill
Chelsee Jo Mckelson
James Alexander Miller
Spencer Aurelius Miner
Cole Parker Moffat
Sydney Anne Moore
Mitchell Scott Morrey
Taylor Charles Morris
Alexander Calvin Murphy
Kimberlee Ann Naylor
Ashley Neal
Ry James Neri
Jesse Prince Neville
Victoria Ann Rockwood
Nickle
John Morgan Nowels
Reese James Nuttall
Michael Dean Ormsby
Justin Brent Pace
Mark Adam Pace
Jaren Lee Pattison
Nathan Marsh Perkinsnon
Kim Chi Pham
Kelsi Ann Pope
Evan Parker Pratt
Kaylie Pulver
Alisha Michelle Quintana
Joshua Purnell Richards
Collin McKay Rigby
Steven Allen Rimmer
Taylor Brock Roberts
Chelsea Ann Hildt Robinson
Kyle Richard Robison
Jeffrey Ronald Rock
Margaret Rodeback
Jonathan Todd Rogers
Nathaniel Eric Rohner
McKay David Salisbury
Nathan Ryan Sampson
Kyle Reid Saunders
Tyler Shawn Searle
Nicholas John Sharapata
Lydia Sheffield
Cha Yong Shim
Robert George Shiozawa
Ryan James Skousen
Jacob Cassian Smith
Mason Craig Snow
Ahreum (Rebecca) Sung
Jaelyn Soressi
Karl Erich Spanbauer
Nelson Asa Spencer
Casey Chuck Spilker
Alec Paul Starkie
Taylor Call Syddall
Breton James Tagg
John Yutaka Taylor
Lauren Elizabeth Thaler
Anna Leigh Thornton
John Deleslie Tolson
Scott Christopher Tolton
Miranda Mekel Topman
Huy Tran
Timothy Tim-Pang Tse
Alan C Turnblom
Jason R Turnblom
Ashley Marie Turney
Daniel Harvey Van Wagoner
Taylor Jenkins Wagner
Taffoni Tad Weight
Ryan Christopher Welch
Jesse Kenneth Wertz
Ian Bristol Whattcott
Alexander Jensen Whipple
Hannah Marie Whipple
Daniel Burton Winters
Yang Zhao
Christian B Zimbelman

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Daniel E. Astleford
Thomas James Barton
Cheristy Ann Gillis Beck
Thomas William Biggs
Nicole Marie Bird
Andrew James Fike
Russell Sherman Gardner
Sara Gardner Hampton
Joseph Christopher Harris
Megan Francis Henderson
Elizabeth A Holby
Jessica Yael Hutchinson
Andrew Joseph Jensen
Lee Jeong Hyeon
Lucas Li
Adam Nephi Lloyd
Marc Manuele
Julie Robin McKeen
Nicholas David Meng
Bethany Dawn Mitchell
Taylor James Moore
Karl Johannes Naumann
Mckenna Neuffer
Nathaniel Lee Olsen
Nicholas Edward Parker
Joseph Paul Peacock
Krystal Lynn Wilkinson
Perry
Kenneth Andrew Petersen
Nicolas Carl Purcell
John Gehrig Rasmussen
Whitney Rojas
Steven Blackie Schaat
Gordon Neil Scott
Dallin Porter Shirley
Andrew David Strobel
Steven Fred Struksma
Rachel Marie Tuley
Mark David Whitehead

Finance

FINANCE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Taylor Sutton Adams
Andres Aleson
Michael Zaven Aslanian
Jeremy Carl Avery
Jarvis Carter Beames
Dylan Marley Bell
Jared Joseph Bell
Andrew Marriott Bertha
Bradley Trenton Biggs
Ian Daniel Blades
Neil Allen Blamires
Jennifer Rachel Bowler
Kevin Bryce Boyer
Taylor Jeffrey Brasher
Cameron Lloyd Bunting
Cassidy Leigh Burrows
Marshall Samuel Burt
Freeman Erik Butler  
Gary Daniel Butler  
Juan Manuel Canales  
Lucy Beaman Christiansen  
Averleigh Layne Clarke  
Richard Kent Connolly  
Derek Dan Dalton  
Brice Quinten Davis  
Tyler Andrew Dean  
Bruno Nikolai Dossena  
Steven Robert Dougherty  
Skyler Kent Draper  
Jonas Andre Eldridge  
Michael Taylor Gadberry  
Joseph Herr Dunbar  
Connor Thomas Dunn  
Landon Brik Eyre  
Thomas Spencer Farley  
Parker Graham Farnsworth  
Evans Egdeley Fiala  
Christopher Alden Funk  
Michael Taylor Gadberry  
Daniel Alexander Garvin  
Austen Wang Hui Gray  
Gary Daniel Butler  
Zachary Taylor Grigg  
Joseph Xavier Grosh  
Darrell S. Hanks  
Tylor Austin Hardy  
Kendall Hobbs Hatch  
Austin Lee Heder  
Priscilla Lee Hobbs  
Isaac Long  
Byron Joseph Hunter  
Christopher Lloyd Jackson  
Chad Sidney Janis  
Hunter Blaine Jensen  
J. Nichole Jensen  
Nicholas Lee Johnson  
Samuel Scott Jones  
Gregg Joseph Josse  
Michael David King  
Grayson Marc Koellicker  
Sai Tejas Nagesh Kadurdu  
Jacob Edwin Kummerman  
Alana Kenneth Lambert  
Brad Alan Langloss  
Mitchell Lloyd Larson  
Jonathan Mark Hevacan Linehan  
Matthew Greg Lish  
Matthew Gregory Lish  
Sai Tejas Nagesh Kadurdu  
Sydney Trotter Caskey  
Alexis Cherri Cooper  
Alexander James Craft  
Chelsea Ann Cummings  
Ashley Lauren Farr Davies  
Rick J Doyex  
Blake Kenneth Drennan  
Ryan Devin Durrant  
Andrew Daniel Esquerra  
Colton Brent Farnsworth  
Brian Morris Felshaw  
Andrea Kate Gauchay  
Justin Gossling  
Abbie Hymas Hadley  
Justin Owens Hafen  
Garrison Bryce Herbert  
Nathan James Hilton  
Steven Phillip Houghton Jr  
Christian Patrick Hutchinson  
Garrett Aaron Juergens  
Mitchell Reed Juergens  
Shawn J Lingam  
Ryan Leonard  
KamanamaikalanikE'eki're Makahilalina  
Kamyriyah Mariner  
Calvin Spencer Neal  
Justin Allen Parr

Zachary Shane Potter  
Adam Christian Pulsipher  
Jack Henry Quinton  
Joshua Scott Rookstool  
Trenton Drue Ross  
Lincoln Houston Salmon  
Blake Robert Saunders  
Lucas Brian Schaat  
Bailey David Schmutz  
Scott Dallas Scofield  
Keller P Seams  
Nyal Russell Sewell  
Stephen David Shepherd  
Kaileen Debenham Silva  
Tanner Jackson Simmons  
Justin Tyler Smith  
Igor Souza Dias Pinto  
Matthew James Swanson  
Prescott Kenneth Swasey  
Jintoku Tai  
Christian Vaughn Taylor  
Chayden H Tibbitts  
Cole Marleau Tyler  
Daniel Christopher Wade  
Hannah Bennon Walker  
Caleb Carter Ward  
Braxton Creel Wardle  
Charles Ross Watts  
Clay Bryant Webber  
Bruce Mitchell Weber  
Austin P White  
Covey Stephen Wilson  
Kyler Christian Wright

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES

Kevin Scott Allen  
Jared David Anderson  
Daly Patrick Bellingham  
Alexander Rees Bench  
Sydney Trotter Caskey  
Alexis Cherri Cooper  
Alexander James Craft  
Chelsea Ann Cummings  
Ashley Lauren Farr Davies  
Rick J Doyex  
Blake Kenneth Drennan  
Ryan Devin Durrant  
Andrew Daniel Esquerra  
Colton Brent Farnsworth  
Brian Morris Felshaw  
Andrea Kate Gauchay  
Justin Gossling  
Abbie Hymas Hadley  
Justin Owens Hafen  
Garrison Bryce Herbert  
Nathan James Hilton  
Steven Phillip Houghton Jr  
Christian Patrick Hutchinson  
Garrett Aaron Juergens  
Mitchell Reed Juergens  
Shawn J Lingam  
Ryan Leonard  
KamanamaikalanikE'eki're Makahilalina  
Calvin Spencer Neal  
Justin Allen Parr

Andrew John Perkinson  
Brett Michael Peterson  
Ryan Lee Scoville  
Chase Kousens  
Michael Alan Slagle Jr.  
Kevin Adrian Solomon  
Matthew Boyd Startup  
Stuart M Swift  
Douglas Boyd Talentino  
Chad Morgan Taylor  
Trevor Brent Taylor  
Dallin Ray Thomas  
Joseph David Udall  
Chase Daniel Wardrop  
Brandon Taylor Wise

Information Systems

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Ty Steven Anderson  
Sean David Ashcraft  
Dustin William Belliston  
John Yancy Blackburn  
Cody McCoy Boshier  
Derek Steven Brimley  
Nathan Vaughn Bunn  
Kellie Ann Christiansen  
Matthew Brett Christiansen  
Jessica Raenee Connor  
Rodney Clark Cox  
Taylor Jason Curtis  
James Ellis Dayhuff  
Jacob Chandler Edelman  
Jessica Roberts Fa  
Vivian Richard Victor  
Fernando  
Sarah Kathleen Fox  
Taylor J Funk  
Kevin Nathaniel Gardner  
Derek Rudger Gibson  
Gretel Marie Godinez  
Guillermo F Gomez Matheus  
Michael Kendall Guerrero  
Matthew Thomas Hales  
Bruce Romney Hansen  
Parish James Hansen  
Danielle Elizabeth Harris  
Derik William Hasvold  
Joshua Ryan Haws  
Carter Andrew Hesterman  
Austin Charles Hewlett  
Robert Paul Hoef  
Garrett Walter Hoffman  
Scott Parker Hoopes  
Rodney Paul Hovley  
Justin Michael Jamison  
Jayson Blayne Jensen  
Nathan Michael Johnson  
Cecil Shane Jones  
Morgan Alissa Kap  
Catherine Elizabeth Kennelly  
Nicholaus Brigham Kerr  
Cody Chase Kimball
Kyle Robert Longhurst
Spencer Kim Lowe
Jimmy Scott Tyson Marchant
Gregory Harrison Miller
Jared Lund Murphy
Benjamin John Nightingale
James Masterson Nixon
Ryan Michael Oaks
Jong Sang Park
Erick Steven Pence
Michael Scott Perry
Cody Benjamin Pettit
Bryan Pradera Pinho
Elizabeth Lucile McKay
Putnam
Zachary Calvin Quist
Jordan Davis Rader
Kelly Shane Reeves
Jameson Mark Ricks
Matthew Creighton Rider
Brook Arthur Sabin
Tanner Joseph Sawyer
Tanner Karl Skousen
Brent Randal Smith
Cameron Robert Smith
Brady Lee Spiva
Jacob Heaton Steffen
Christopher Peres Tirrell
John Duane Turner Jr
Alexander Cottam Vance
David Eric Vogt
Tyler Richard White
Cade Wynne Wilkes
Benjamin Alfred Willard
Parker Austin Williams
James Richard Winegardner
Kevin Cabral Wood

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES

Dennis Carl Beatty
Jason Alan Biehl
Braden Dalice Casperson
Kevin Alexander Dressler
Kevin Barton Foutz
Carson Phil Garrett
Landon Veloid Hulet
Felicia Jones
Stewart Andrew Kasen
John David Koellicker
Michael J Labrador
Chandler Ray Love
Xiao Li Ma
Blake Timothy Miller
Jace Robert Milne
Andrew Scot Mockler
Lisa Elaine Moody
Jacob Seth Mortensen
Gary David Nielsen
Zachary Taylor Page
Nathan Paul Smith
Caulin Blake Snarr
Christian Kramer Speakman
Kyle Mark Tucker
Michael Charles Watson
Helen Choua Westover

RECREATION MANAGEMENT

RECREATION MANAGEMENT AND YOUTH LEADERSHIP

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Jennie Catherine Boyer
Aldous
Ashley Nicole Alvarez
Jane McGill Case
McCall Lee Char
Sarah Lehn Cornwall
Joshua Heber Gulizia
Lora Melissa Hughes
Karaline V. Hunsaker
Eve Rackleff
Angela Shields

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES

Jackie Bertram Adams
Kendall Taylor Blake
Katherine Claire Lewis
Hulme
Aimee Johansen
Shealyn Moon
Alexandra Ostler
Courtney Jean Ostler
April Melanie Todd
Breanna Renae Young

RECREATION MANAGEMENT

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Cory Allen Arling
Mary Leah Vees Ashby
Elizabeth Anne Badger
Calley Jann Bankhead
Julia Anne Blackham
Cheyanna Lin Brammer
Soohyun Choi
Emily Joanna Codling
Carson Randolph Crosby
Chasten Blaise Crouchet
Chloe Nicole Deaver
Heather Anne Del Nero
Dana Ginee Ellingson
Sadie Christine Fuller
Jace Jordan Green
Todd Justin Griffiths
Sheri Frances King Hayden
Rebekah Boaz Hedbon
Cameron Forstner Hodges
Devin Ansel Jarvis
Cassie Marie Jensen
Carriine Cheatham Jones
Niels T. Karford
Michael Stephen Kofoed
Brian Thomas Low
Michael Anthony
Marcasciano
Ashley Tey McMurdie
Jocelyn Lee Murray
Justin Charles Buchanan
Nordin
Emma Latimer Olgzewalla
Lauren Gayle Ramsey
Layne Eagar Reece

Alyssa Marie Ricks
Hailey Bree Schwab
Sydney Marie Sebastian
Summer Leigh Shepherd
Camille Turley
Michelle Ampudia Villordo
Amber Norrell Whittaker
Sean Oneil Williams
Sharyti Doril Williams
Allison Marie Zollinger

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES

Brooke Kaylee Bradford
Samuel Townsend Braegger
Ariel Carrasquillo
Devin Ashley Hruska Emery
Tyson Dean Erdmann
Weston Scott Fischer
Megan Marie Freckleton
Erica Lauren Hugie
Mikaela Joan Jackman
Cassara Smetana Jaidike
Dallin Knapp McEwen
Cristina Marie McLennan
Kacy Clawson Murray
Bryan Alan Nasson
Alyson Lorren Peterson
Zachary Dion Rasmussen
Brent Snow Reed
Casey Evelyn Reichhart
Justin Robert Roedel
Madeline Nicole Simon
Bryson William Snow
Jie Song
Vu Tra Mi
Justin Kyle Wagner

YOUTH LEADERSHIP

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATE

YOUTH LEADERSHIP

BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES

General Studies

BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES

Justin David Calvert
Lisa Ann Cormier
Mario Davide Crosland
Jasmine Camilla Hain
Mark Randall Jensen
Michael Grant Mason
Cherilyn Nelson McClendon
Daniel Aarion Naseath
Cynthia Leigh Navarro
Tyler Phillip Pulsipher
Thomas Gary Tautkus

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES

Laura DaNece Boddy
Craig Garrison Brown
Jacob Todd Brown
Adria Leanne Martin
Blake Lewis Mason
Darren Ray Robertson
Jeffrey Michael Underwood
COLLEGE OF NURSING

NURSING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Capri Nicole Anderson
Chelsea Y. Baldwin
Montana Beifuss
Bethany Michelle Borup
Anne Marie Call
Anne Elizabeth Dansie
Madison Brown Edwards
Emily Ann Egbert
Emily Mariah Gardner
Kimberly Marie Hancock
Ashea Alexandria Iris Hanna
Isaac Kimball Harmon
Hannah Kameran Hatch
Mirel Hernández Paniagua
Deborah Connie Herrera
Katrina Marie Higham
Jenny Rushing Hughes
Taylor Omega Jones
Kiersten Anne Barrott
Laurie Dean Baxter
Amay Marla Bodily
Lissa Gail Brock
Christianne Marie Bayer
Jessica Danielle Clark
Kinsey Paige Coles
Jenna Mills Condie
Lindsay Browning Dixon
Anna Sophia Ducroisy
Lisa Ann Echols
Rebecca Sharlene Edwards
Tonya Marie Elthington
Polina Sergeevna Etkaeva
Breonna Eyler
Kimberly Christina Foote
Jamie Elizabeth Gettys
Amber Graff
Brooke Aubrey Wayment
Holman
Trevor Jeffrey Howard
Karren Hunsaker
Lauren Emma Jennings
Amanda Porter Johnson
Lydia Lorraine Jorgensen
Amanda Leslie
Olivia Lee Lessard
Jessica Michelle Menden
Brooklyn Motes
Marie Faun Orton
Leslie Elise Otteson
Kendra Parker
Megan Alynda Parr
Jenny Lynne Perez
Jordan Rasmussen
Morgan Booth Riveros
Sebastian Romero
Laci Sharp
Lindsey Shaw
Brady Kyle Shepherd
Alli H Simmons
Krista Dalton Summerhayes
Ashley Nicole Taylor
Kaeli Flinders Thomas
Anneliese Jenkinson Toronto
Alyssa Pearl Vargha
McKenzie Jo Weeks
Chelsey BriAnne White
Shelby Paige Wilde
Stephen James Winert
Taylor Marie Wynn

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Adelaide Laurel Amini
Catherine Lucille Anderson
Katelyn Bateman Anderson
Kiersten Anne Barrott
Laurie Dean Baxter
Montana Beifuss
Sarah Blancher
Lissa Gail Brock
Christianne Marie Bryner
Jessica Danielle Clark
Kinsey Paige Coles
Jenna Mills Condie
Lindsay Browning Dixon
Anna Sophia Ducroisy
Lisa Ann Echols
Rebecca Sharlene Edwards
Tonya Marie Elthington
Polina Sergeevna Etkaeva
Breonna Eyler
Kimberly Christina Foote
Jamie Elizabeth Gettys
Amber Graff
Brooke Aubrey Wayment
Holman
Trevor Jeffrey Howard
Karren Hunsaker
Lauren Emma Jennings
Amanda Porter Johnson
Lydia Lorraine Jorgensen
Amanda Leslie
Olivia Lee Lessard
Jessica Michelle Menden
Brooklyn Motes
Marie Faun Orton
Leslie Elise Otteson
Kendra Parker
Megan Alynda Parr
Jenny Lynne Perez
Jordan Rasmussen
Morgan Booth Riveros
Sebastian Romero
Laci Sharp
Lindsey Shaw
Brady Kyle Shepherd
Alli H Simmons
Krista Dalton Summerhayes
Ashley Nicole Taylor
Kaeli Flinders Thomas
Anneliese Jenkinson Toronto
Alyssa Pearl Vargha
McKenzie Jo Weeks
Chelsey BriAnne White
Shelby Paige Wilde
Stephen James Winert
Taylor Marie Wynn

COLLEGE OF PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES

TEACHING PHYSICAL SCIENCE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Frances Pearl Carey
Brittany Lynn Rogers

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATE
Abigail Christensen

Chemistry and Biochemistry

BIOCHEMISTRY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
McCall Briggs
James David Broadbent
David S. Chavez
Chace Andrews Clinger
John Luke Findlay
Kyle Robert Gashler
Andrew Ward Halterman
Samuel McDowell
Hickenlooper
Chelsie Le Schank Hurst
Chris Yau Chung Lai
Ryan Daniel Miller
William Jennings Miller
Naomi Marie Miskimins
Joseph Le Nguyen
Daniel Morgan Poole
Christopher Merritt Read
Kristine Senkåne
Michael George Stewart
Joshua Jay Thomas

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Hailey Diane Daker
Kirsten Marie Hodgson
Matthew Corbin Proctor
Tyra Alene Salisbury

CHEMISTRY

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Sterling Garnell Blackham
Cameron Knight Call
Ry tul Wynn Stokes

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Chelsea Broadbent
Dustin Robert Broderick
Michael F. Dickinson
C. Ames Ettinger
Robert Gregory Joseph
Felsted
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mathematics</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MATHEMATICS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE</td>
<td>Heather Nicole Banack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tiffany Lynn Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Richard Erickson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andre Alfredo Gigena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cassie Ann Gigena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dano Gillam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seth William Glazier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shawn Jeffrey Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Victoria Ray Iba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel Miller Jensen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>James Kauwealoha Langstaff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Donald Rex McArthur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timothy Devon Morris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adam Palmer Morrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eric Brandon Moss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drew Spencer Pearson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Thomas Proudfoot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parker Smith Rogers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peter Jeffrey Rushton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christopher Michael Ryttig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allyson Marie Tom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vandy Tombs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sean Wade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bryce Mahonri Moriancumer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bussey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jesus Casillas Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bruce Vincent Chiarelli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paul D Gibby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brandon S Harris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Katelynn Ammarie Jacobson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Spencer Kartchner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grant Steven Molnar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benjamin Alexander Pachev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kyle Don Saunders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mathematics Education</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MATHEMATICS EDUCATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE</td>
<td>Emily Joan Adams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jessica Noel Connole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kathryn Garland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brad Davis Holdaway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sarah Nicole Jacobsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Haley Paige Jeppson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kayla Baird Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michelle Opal Ray Krowson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samuel Kroff Pettit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alicia Marie Pulido</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maren D Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amy Saunders Ross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jaclyn Rae Shingleton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jessica Kristine Throolin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Katelyn Weston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cheyenne Melesse Whinham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kalee Julia Nelson Beazer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Camille Janae Failes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samuel Haden Judd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Margret Katsakhyan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natalie Moeller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laryssa Kaye Groll Mower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Katharine Amanda Pierce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Katelynn Christine Schappell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Austin Carl Spreng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ashley Smoot Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maggie Hope Woodbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physics and Astronomy</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>APPLIED PHYSICS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE</td>
<td>Konrie Arvilla Angel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adam Lloyd Erickson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caleb Burley Goates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jeremy Mark Goodsell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Claire Maxine Pincock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Thomas Rose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATE</strong></td>
<td>Alexander Keith Erikson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PHYSICS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE</td>
<td>Kolten Lex Barfuss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kade Nelson Bishop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ashton Clair Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Garett LaVon Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Berg D. Dodson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rachel Kimberlygardner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kameron Rex Hansen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christina Cook Horne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Earl Squires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tyler Robert Stevens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spencer Joel Thevenin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stephanie Michele Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spencer George Willett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PHYSICS—ASTRONOMY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE</td>
<td>Hugh Robert Bates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Karrie Pauline Beckstead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leanne Teri Lunsford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Melissa Kelly Hallum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kyle Louis Matt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew David Patterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PHYSICS TEACHING</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE</td>
<td>Janea Rose Edgel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Michael Mann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATE</strong></td>
<td>Heidi Heller Ah Sue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Statistics</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ACTUARIAL SCIENCE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE</td>
<td>Rylan Reid Bateman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jakob Douglas Grimmius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jared Alexander Hoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benjamin Clayton Housley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cameron Wallace Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>James Mahlan Marriott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ian Dane McGetrick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stephen George Merrill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sean Austin Miner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alexander Jay Neilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emily Ann Oldham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Justin Daniel See</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christopher Vincent Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alison Paige Stewart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ojastro Abraham Amancio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Todd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES</strong></td>
<td>Amanda Budiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On Yi Chan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lour Iskander Kuttat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timothy Davis Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jacob Allen Moody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tyler Sanders Pehrson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kyle Vee Wallace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brett L Ware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sean Aaron Whitnah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sven Robert Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STATISTICS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE</td>
<td>Kaylea Renee Drake Adams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jake David Bangerter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nathan William Bean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christopher Brandon Beckett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kara Maria Betts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Garrett Jason Burt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yunwoo Jang Burton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sarah Chung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mark Emerson Cooley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jacob Ford Crockett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christian Leede Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cole Foster Caleb Duda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kaleb Julian Erickson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abigail Spaford Gardner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ryan Klay Gardner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nate Packard Garrett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kaitlin Elaine Gibson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taylor Jacob Harrison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Makayla Hatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>James E Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elizabeth Kirgan Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kevin Hugh Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bryn Kananihiwahiwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jenna Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seth Allynton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Levi Evan Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alexia Skye Kalfopoulos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tabatha Paige Keeler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gienna Oluwafumilayo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kivalu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joshua Dale Kober</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jenna Lambourne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>James Andre Edward Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evelyn Rebecca Lucas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peter Drake MacArthur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Rourke Mace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Woodman Erin Mecham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph Brandon Oliverson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph Alan Pape</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Madison Brooke Phan
Preston Lee Porter
Ryan David Reeves
Sloane Renee Robinson
Chanel Alberto Rodriguez
Minhee Sim
Madison Nicole Smith
Holly Ann Snelson
Benjamin Michael Soutas
Royce Genki Spilker
James Aaron Stafford
Michael Raymond Ward

Brittney Annette Warner
Matthew Robert Wasson
William Henry White

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES
Jared Bethers
Dallan Miles Carter
Rachel Marie Davies
Daniel Caleb Eck
Eric Daniel Feller
Craig Colyer Goodwin
Aaron Phillip Havens
Tana Ruth Hoch

Megan Elizabeth Horton
McKenzie Rae Johns
Sung Ku (Bill) Kang
Tyler Mac Lawson
Fang Zhang Lewis
Ryan Stewart McMurray
Dallin Steele Mix
Ariana Nash Mitchell
Bryan Edward Schreiner
Robert Bernard Saville Sewell
Brandon Keith Soderquist
Stephanie Ann Houston
Stoker
Graduates with University Honors

Students graduating with University Honors have completed several interdisciplinary General Education courses, performed educational service or studied in a foreign setting, written an interdisciplinary essay and a thesis, and defended their theses in their major discipline.

Hannah M. Anderson
Major: Psychology
Thesis: Juvenile Development of Identity in Residential Treatment Programs

Hannah M. Anderson
Major: Psychology
Thesis: Juvenile Development of Identity in Residential Treatment Programs

Faith Arianna Blackhurst
Major: Spanish Translation
Thesis: Development of the Personal Translation Theory through Rodolfo Usigli’s *Corona de sombra*

Garett LaVon Brown
Major: Physics
Thesis: Beyond Phase Transitions: An Algorithmic Approach to Flocking Behavior

David Michael Draut
Major: Music Education
Thesis: Perceptions of Talking Time in Choir Rehearsal

Rebecca Ellen Dudley
Major: International Relations
Thesis: Populism and Political Palimpsest: France’s Revolutionary Political Culture

Mark Carver Gillespie
Major: Neuroscience
Thesis: A Cultural Defense of the Japanese Criminal Justice System

James Andrew Kranewitter-Call
Major: Neuroscience
Thesis: Examining the Potential Role of GPR18 and GPR19 in Learning and Memory

Matthew Joseph Merrill
Major: Accounting

Sarah Elizabeth Nguyen
Major: Physiology and Developmental Biology
Thesis: Students’ Perception of Test Fairness: A Focus Group and fMRI Study

Mark William Nielson
Major: Electrical Engineering
Thesis: Low-Cost Phased Array Beam Steering for Satellite Communication

Kristin Helen Perkins
Major: Theatre Arts Studies
Thesis: “If It’s Not Right, You Have to Put It Right”: The Play and Work of Children in *Matilda the Musical*

Jason David Ray
Major: Chemistry
Thesis: Nkx6.1-Mediated Insulin Secretion and β-Cell Proliferation Is Dependent on Upregulation of c-Fos

Eric Robert Smith
Major: English
Thesis: The Frustrating Process of Researching and Discovering a Missionary’s Imagination

Mason Craig Snow
Major: Accounting
Thesis: Accounting for Three-Part Adolescent Male Chorus

Thomas James Stone
Major: Economics
Thesis: The Variance in the Effect of Smoking upon College vs. Non-College Graduates

Seth Williams Taylor
Major: Political Science
Thesis: What Motivates Governments to Learn?: A Field Experiment on Credibility and Social Pressure in Tanzania

Kayci Kirkham Treu
Major: Communications
Thesis: The Ballroom Bonus: A Qualitative and Journalistic Study of the Benefits of Ballroom Dance in Utah Valley Public Schools

Peter Young Wilson
Major: Comparative Literature
Thesis: Placeness and Loss in Ishmure Michiko’s *Kugai Jōdo*

Yang Zhao
Major: Accounting
Thesis: The Imposter Phenomenon and Its Workplace Implications

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES

Benjamin Ray Black
Major: Japanese
Thesis: The Impact of Different Learning Styles on Language Study and the Formation of Long-Term Memory

Katherine Louise Bowman
Major: English
Thesis: Reminiscences of Nate Salsbury: A Scholarly Edition

Miriam Burton
Major: Music Education
Thesis: St. Lawrence Mass: A Contemporary Missa Brevis for Three-Part Adolescent Male Chorus

Aloe Corry
Major: Art
Thesis: Out of Order: Explorations in Dislocation

David Spencer Karchner
Major: Mathematics
Thesis: Walking the Walk: An Exploratory Analysis in Biomimetic Gait Recognition

Kurtis James Pugh
Major: Psychology
Thesis: An Account of Conducting a Qualitative Interview Study of Prayer and the Experience of Divine Communication for Preschool-Aged Children

All candidates listed for Latin honors will be awarded these designations subject to calculation of final semester grades.
Summa Cum Laude

Ryan Thomas Allen
Kolten Lex Barfuss
Bradley Trenton Biggs
Faith Arianna Blackhurst
McKenzie Rose Blades
Shae Daniel Bryant
Derrek Haws Driggs
Andrea Anita Earl
Alicia Jeanine Gialanella
Spencer Scott Gillespie
Sophia Marie Harper
Kaylee Bolen Hunsaker
Natasha Bolen Hunt
Sarah Camille Keenan
Meghan Elizabeth Maddock
Alexander Jay Neilson
Andrea Anita Earl
Alicia Jeanine Gialanella
Spencer Scott Gillespie
Sophia Marie Harper
Kaylee Bolen Hunsaker
Natasha Bolen Hunt
Sarah Camille Keenan
Meghan Elizabeth Maddock
Alexander Jay Neilson

DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES

Katelyn Bateman Anderson
Jenna Barratt
Marissa Christine Bernards
Miriam Burton
Gavin Paul Chatterley
Paul D Gibby
Zachary Tyler Grigg
Lisa Darlene Hamilton
Derek Levi Hancock
Kimberly Marie Hancock
Alexander Mckenzie Hoftagland
Landon Kyle Hohbs
Taylor Henning Hoyt
Spencer Lee Job
Cameron Wallace Johnson
Mackenzie Erin Jones
Taylor Omega Jones
Nicholas Brigham Kerr
Aubrianna Nicole Kinghorn
Takami Ryan Kowalski
Jaclyn Marie Larsen
Andrew Stephen Lash
Brian Thomas Lewis
Treavor Franklin Llywylly
Melanie Lynn Lott
Matthew Dell Madsen III
Andrew Everett Mawrhwang
Christina Virginia Marsh
David Moyle Marsh
Ian Dane McGrick
Matthew Joseph Merrill
Gregory Harrison Miller
James Alexander Miller
Dallin Clark Milner
Jacob Thomas Minus
Megan Theres Modersitzki
Cole Parker Moffet
Ryan Kenneth Morrison
Eric Brandon Moss
Karson Avery Mostert
Jacob Tory Nelson
Shawn Michael Nelson
Jacob Kurt Nielsen
Andrew Norman Nultall
Courtney Hicks Olsen
Joseph Samuel Pace
Hannah Packard
So Yeon Park
Benjamin Langeland Pearson
Kristin Helen Perkins
Jared David Peterson
Claire Maxine Pincock
Kiersen Anne Pope
Elias Stephen Pratt
Jane Anne Raty
Jason David Ray
Andrew Bateman Rees
Jaron Burke Roney
Joshua Scott Rookstool
Christian Kyle Sagers
Daniel Carlin Sands
Hallie Saunders
Natalie Merrill Scherck
Scott Adam Self
Kristine Senkane
Jonathan Ty Singerman
Caitlin Catherine Skousen
Jeanice Caroline Skousen
Craig Odell Smith

Magna Cum Laude

Aubrey Marisa Adams
Brooke Adams
Kaylea Renee Drake Adams
Mitchell Tyler Allphin
Margaret Maurie Andersen
Crystal Tolley Anderson
Daniel Marc Anderson
Jordan Daniel Anderson

Kyrsti Ann Anderson
Macey Ann Richardson
Andrews
Richard Karl Angel
Carl Tetsuoko Aramaki
Mark Curtis Austin
Hannah Brooke Azar
Elizabeth Anne Badger
Spencer James Baker
Heather Nicole Banack
Brennen Reed Barney
Sarah Bartholomew
Nathan William Bean
Morgan D’Arcy Behling
Hannah Mae Belliston
Andrew Paul Bellomy
Andrew Marriott Bertha
Hannah Christine Beus
Angel Kalra Bird
Sterling Garnell Blackburn
Peter Joseph Blomfield
Bethany Michelle Borup
Becca Lynn Broderick
Garett LaVon Brown
Alyson Katherine Carter Bullock
Cameron Lloyd Bunting
Alexander Robinson Burton
Tanner Steven Call
John Billings Cannon
William Drew Chandler
Dane Antoine Chrislensden
Jessica Truscher Clive
Benjamin Rex Conlin
Sydney Elizabeth Corry
Natalie Nicole Marinaud Cottle
Amanda Beth Crandall
Jessica Lynn Crane
Jed Benton Cromwell
Jared Burton Crystal
Taylor Jason Curtis
Melanie Ann Davidson
Nathan Bennion Davis
Nicole Alyse Day
Corinne E DeVault
Courtney Justine Dorman
Rebecca Ellen Dudley
Julia Nicole Dye
Dallin Smith Earl
Andrew David Fankhauser
Michael David Farrell
Alexandria Natasha Fellows
Stephanie Tatiana Fenton
Cecily Eileen Fitch
Donald Thomas Ford
Kaelin Rebecca Frame
Ashley Hopkins Frost
Megan Jessica Furber
Emily Mariah Gardner
Kyle Robert Gascher
Kaitlin Elaine Gibson
Mark Carver Gillespie
Michele Elisabeth Gray
Tanner Hansen Gray
Zachary Taylor Grigg
Lisa Darlene Hamilton
Derek Levi Hancock
Kimberly Marie Hancock
Alexander Mckenzie Hoftagland
Landon Kyle Hohbs
Taylor Henning Hoyt
Spencer Lee Job
Cameron Wallace Johnson
Mackenzie Erin Jones
Taylor Omega Jones
Nicholas Brigham Kerr
Aubrianna Nicole Kinghorn
Takami Ryan Kowalski
Jaclyn Marie Larsen
Andrew Stephen Lash
Brian Thomas Lewis
Treavor Franklin Llywylly
Melanie Lynn Lott
Matthew Dell Madsen III
Andrew Everett Mawrhwang
Christina Virginia Marsh
David Moyle Marsh
Ian Dane McGrick
Matthew Joseph Merrill
Gregory Harrison Miller
James Alexander Miller
Dallin Clark Milner
Jacob Thomas Minus
Megan Theres Modersitzki
Cole Parker Moffet
Ryan Kenneth Morrison
Eric Brandon Moss
Karson Avery Mostert
Jacob Tory Nelson
Shawn Michael Nelson
Jacob Kurt Nielsen
Andrew Norman Nultall
Courtney Hicks Olsen
Joseph Samuel Pace
Hannah Packard
So Yeon Park
Benjamin Langeland Pearson
Kristin Helen Perkins
Jared David Peterson
Claire Maxine Pincock
Kiersen Anne Pope
Elias Stephen Pratt
Jane Anne Raty
Jason David Ray
Andrew Bateman Rees
Jaron Burke Roney
Joshua Scott Rookstool
Christian Kyle Sagers
Daniel Carlin Sands
Hallie Saunders
Natalie Merrill Scherck
Scott Adam Self
Kristine Senkane
Jonathan Ty Singerman
Caitlin Catherine Skousen
Jeanice Caroline Skousen
Craig Odell Smith

All candidates listed for Latin honors will be awarded these designations subject to calculation of final semester grades.
Eric Robert Smith
Madison Nicole Smith
David Earl Snell
Sarah Jane Spendlove
Joseph William Stack
Kimberly Suzanne Stevens
Cache Porter Thompson
Austin Andrew Tracy
Marsie Trego
Hannah Trimble
John Duane Turner Jr
McCall Elora Van Leeuwen
Kira Marie Webster
Sarah Jane Werner
Andrew Boice White
Jordan J Williams
Kent Alan Williams
Logan Dale Christiansen
Colby Kevin Clark
Aimee Diehl
Jennifer Joyce Egan
Amy Danielle Carlson Ashby
Kyla Banton-Arreaga
Kersten Anne Barrott
Dalyn Patrick Bellingham
Amy Marla Bodily
Joshua J Bodine
Dillon Mitchell Brown
Jacob Brian Bush
Dallan Miles Carter
Michael Stagg Chamberlain
Logan Daniel Christiansen
Colby Kevin Clark
Scott Wallace Cook
Ivy Paris Asay
Jaden Anderson
Ivy Paris Asay
Rachel Atchison
John Christian Axtell
Carter James Babcock
Paul James Baker
Chelsea Y. Baldwin
Ivy Paris Asay
Malcome Callis
Jordan J Williams
Dallan Miles Carter
Kira Marie Webster
Kersten Anne Barrott
Dallan Miles Carter

All candidates listed for Latin honors will be awarded these designations subject to calculation of final semester grades.

HEATHER JILL JOHNSON
CHAD CARL JOSEPHSON
DAVID SPENCER KARTCHNER
JOHN DAVID KOELLLER
BENJAMIN HALL LEFLER
MIQUELLE CORAL LESLIE
LUCAS LI
RACHEL EDWARDS LI
MIRANDA ELIZABETH MILLER
BETHANY DAWN MITCHELL
MATTHEW T. MOEN
CARINA ISABELL MULLER
CHELSEA LEE NAY
NATALIE HAYMORE NEILSON
AMY OLIVIA DE LA MAR
NELSON
DANE F. OLSEN
FOSTER DELOS OPENSHAW
DANIELLE AMANDA ORROCK
MARIE FAUN ORTON
LESLIE ELSIE OTTSON
MEGAN ALYNA PARR
KENNETH ANDREW PETERSEN
VALERIE KAY PETERSEN
BRETT MICHAEL PETERSON
RYAN JAY PETERSON
ELAYNE HOPE PETERSON
CARRISSA COYZET SCHNEIDER
CHRISTIE LYNN SHILL
ALISON MARILYN SIMPSON
GREG ELLAN MATIS SITTON
MRS. CAROLINE SPENCER
KAROLINA RUTH STEWART
BRITTANY MARY STROBEL
ERIC LEWIS THORNLEY
ANN THORPE
SHAWNIE DAWN THORSEN
MEGAN ELIZABETH TORONTO
COLIN NATHANIEL WALKER
WATSON
SHERBY PAIGE WILDE
CLAIRE MICHELLE WOODWARD
MATTHEW PRATT YOUNG

CUM LAUDE

Clinton Spencer Abbott
Jennie Catherine Boyer
Aldous
Monica Dawn Allen
Jaden Anderson
Ivy Paris Asay
Rachel Atchison
John Christian Axtell
Carter James Babcock
Paul James Baker
Chelsea Y. Baldwin
Christine Barlow
Emily Jane Barrett
Rylan Reid Bateman
Dylan Marley Bell
Trent Harold Bennett
Tiana Bettinson
Sage Maunick Beus
Michaela Sandra Breyll

Madison Ayn Boyer
Jessica Lea Brandon
Jeremy Kenneth Bray
Lindsay Anne Brewer
Shelby Alyse Brimley
Lacy Bollinger Brown
Taylor Michael Brown
Richard A. Bruner
Tina M. Brown
Kevin Mark Burningham
Hailey Anne Bush
Blake Cannon

All candidates listed for Latin honors will be awarded these designations subject to calculation of final semester grades.
DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES

Kevin Scott Allen
Adelaide Laurel Amini
Jordan Lee Bagnell
Bethany Kate Barlow
Benjamin Joseph Barrett
Ryan Tate Beaumont
Cheristy Ann Gillis Beck
Bryan Lynn Bishop
Lewis Frank Brunelle
Christianne Marie Bryner
Amanda Budianna
Janae Valyn Calaway
Afram Hunter Campbell
Jessica Elizabeth Charters
Aubrey Clark
Chelsea Ann Cummings
Brian Steven Davis
Lindsay Browning Dixon
Kaylee Aldredge Dunn
Rebecca Sharlene Edmunds
Alyssa Lynn Blake Edwards
Jeffrey Alexander Fowler
Kevin Garland
Katherine Anne Giles
Jessica Leigh Gill
Kira Elizabeth Haddock
Daniel Floyd Hansen
Duran Richard Hartt
Megan Francis Henderson
Krissa LeAnne Hendricks
Emily Ann Higinbotham
Kirsten Marie Hodgson
Elizabeth A Holby
Cynthia Nicole Hollis
Steven Phillip Houghton Jr
Laura Elizabeth Jett
Susanna Sowa Johnson
Kenny Kang
Kaiser Williams Larsen
Garth Anthony Lee
Candice Genieve Corrigan
Kirsten Marie Hodgson
Elizabeth A Holby
Cynthia Nicole Hollis
Steven Phillip Houghton Jr
Laura Elizabeth Jett
Susanna Sowa Johnson
Kenny Kang
Kaiser Williams Larsen
Garth Anthony Lee
Candice Genieve Corrigan

All candidates listed for Latin honors will be awarded these designations subject to calculation of final semester grades.
SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION

All candidates listed for Latin honors will be awarded these designations subject to calculation of final semester grades.
# ROTC Graduates

## Air Force ROTC
- Philip Jude T. Atoigue
- Morgan R. Curriden
- Jantzen K. Deppe
- Joseph A. Gelwix
- Jeremy D. Harmon
- Luke C. Kleinhenz
- Joseph R. Langford
- Steven R. Lau
- Jonathan C. Oxborrow
- Daniel J. Pope
- Chanel A. Rodriguez
- Austin G. Sewell
- Jesse W. Van Horn
- James R. Winegardner
- Shawn R. Wortham

**DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATE**
- Janel L. Mayfield

## Army ROTC
- Chase A. Dowse
- Matthew J. Geddes
- Byron J. Hunter
- Austen D. McCleary
- John M. Nowels
- Mark E. Petersen
- Jeffrey S. Schwicht

**DECEMBER 2016 GRADUATES**
- Zachary H. Neuffer
- William E. Staten

---
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# College Convocation Schedule

**FRIDAY, APRIL 28, 2017**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 a.m.</td>
<td>David O. McKay School of Education</td>
<td>George Albert Smith Fieldhouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>College of Fine Arts and Communications</td>
<td>Harris Fine Arts Center, de Jong Concert Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dance, School of Music, Music Dance Theatre Program, Theatre and Media Arts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David M. Kennedy Center for International Studies</td>
<td>Joseph Smith Building Auditorium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marriott School of Management</td>
<td>Marriott Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences</td>
<td>Wilkinson Student Center Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Religious Education</td>
<td>Ezra Taft Benson Building, W-111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 a.m.</td>
<td>Ira A. Fulton College of Engineering and Technology</td>
<td>George Albert Smith Fieldhouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chemical Engineering, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Electrical and Computer Engineering, Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>College of Fine Arts and Communications School of Communications</td>
<td>Harris Fine Arts Center, de Jong Concert Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>College of Humanities</td>
<td>Marriott Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>College of Nursing</td>
<td>Joseph Smith Building Auditorium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Ira A. Fulton College of Engineering and Technology School of Technology</td>
<td>Wilkinson Student Center Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>College of Family, Home, and Social Sciences</td>
<td>Marriott Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>College of Fine Arts and Communications Art, Design</td>
<td>Harris Fine Arts Center, de Jong Concert Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 p.m.</td>
<td>J. Reuben Clark Law School</td>
<td>Harris Fine Arts Center, de Jong Concert Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>College of Life Sciences</td>
<td>Marriott Center</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Commencement Committees

## Line Marshals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coral Taylor, Chair</th>
<th>Logan Mann</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jon Kau, Co-Chair</td>
<td>Samantha Manning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moises Aguirre</td>
<td>Kristine Manwaring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barry Allred</td>
<td>Estela Marquez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Andersen</td>
<td>Natalie Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna Anderson</td>
<td>Sam McGettigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shamrae Anderson</td>
<td>Brenna McGrath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacey Anderson</td>
<td>Samantha Morgan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Bernier</td>
<td>Missy Mumford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David F. Boone</td>
<td>Olivia Nash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Boyd</td>
<td>Miles Ogden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Brady</td>
<td>Ted Okawa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Brown</td>
<td>Nathan Ormsby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffery Bunker</td>
<td>Kali Palu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Burr</td>
<td>Bruce Payne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Chantry</td>
<td>Casey Peterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydnee Chapman</td>
<td>Neil Peterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camille Conor</td>
<td>Morgan Phipps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Conrad</td>
<td>Noelle Pitcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassidy Crook</td>
<td>Andrea Ramsey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanya Cumberland</td>
<td>Ryan Rasmussen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin Curtis</td>
<td>Shelli Ray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Dando</td>
<td>Joshua Richey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sami Edgar</td>
<td>Amber Robbins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Erickson</td>
<td>Anne Sainsbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britni Exton</td>
<td>Carol Salmon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Finch</td>
<td>Valerie Shewfelt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maren Fischer</td>
<td>Sarah Shore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Fonua</td>
<td>Brooke Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay Frandsen</td>
<td>Rebecca Smoot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Gardiner</td>
<td>Kaylee Snow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Gibson</td>
<td>Eric Soza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith Gonzales</td>
<td>Jon Spackman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heidi Goodsell</td>
<td>Nelson Spolmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janine Green</td>
<td>Libby Sproat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Hall</td>
<td>Shelley Stevens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawn Hancock</td>
<td>Scott Summers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Henretty</td>
<td>Diane Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Hilst</td>
<td>Marissa Tenney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Holt</td>
<td>Autumn Twitchell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shon Hopkin</td>
<td>Rachel Uhl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Hurst</td>
<td>Jenny Uyema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenton Jensen</td>
<td>Braden Vance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elise Joyner</td>
<td>Nathan Ward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katalina Kaufusi</td>
<td>Patricia Ware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Kemp</td>
<td>Lynsie Warr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Marie Lambert</td>
<td>Sarah Westerberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe Lance</td>
<td>Linda Westover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jearlene Leishman</td>
<td>Casey Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheri Lenkensdorfer</td>
<td>Lesa Withers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Lyman</td>
<td>Rosemarie Woodward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristi Maetani</td>
<td>Jim Wooten</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Commencement Committee

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jeffery Bunker, Chair</th>
<th>Coral Taylor, Chair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>James Kasen, Co-Chair</td>
<td>Jon Kau, Co-Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Behling</td>
<td>Moises Aguirre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire DeWitt</td>
<td>Barry Allred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vika Filimoeatu</td>
<td>Erin Andersen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Hatchett</td>
<td>Donna Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Holt</td>
<td>Shamrae Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Ipson</td>
<td>Stacey Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Kau</td>
<td>James Bernier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Kavanaugh</td>
<td>David F. Boone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray Lines</td>
<td>Shannon Boyd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cecilia Peek</td>
<td>Jane Brady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark Pew</td>
<td>Sam Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Ravert</td>
<td>Jeffery Bunker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Rhoades</td>
<td>Jason Burr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Seely</td>
<td>Brian Chantry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynn Stokes</td>
<td>Sydnee Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Sullivan</td>
<td>Camille Conor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coral Taylor</td>
<td>Paul Conrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie Tehrani</td>
<td>Cassidy Crook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avery Harding, BYUSA</td>
<td>Tanya Cumberland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kristin Curtis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natalie Dando</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jazzeth Dominguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sami Edgar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jessica Erickson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Britni Exton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Finch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maren Fischer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jane Fonua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clay Frandsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matthew Gardiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mike Gibson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Keith Gonzales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heidi Goodsell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Janine Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christian Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shawn Hancock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sarah Henretty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emily Hilst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laura Holt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shon Hopkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Courtney Hurst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brenton Jensen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elise Joyner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Katalina Kaufusi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Kemp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ann Marie Lambert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joe Lace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jearlene Leishman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cheri Lenkensdorfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary Lyman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cristi Maetani</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commencement Committees</th>
<th>Line Marshals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coral Taylor, Chair</td>
<td>Logan Mann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Kau, Co-Chair</td>
<td>Samantha Manning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moises Aguirre</td>
<td>Kristine Manwaring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barry Allred</td>
<td>Estela Marquez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Andersen</td>
<td>Natalie Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna Anderson</td>
<td>Sam McGettigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shamrae Anderson</td>
<td>Brenna McGrath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacey Anderson</td>
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